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Abstract 

Identifying measurement bias in test items using statistical procedures is 

important because it aids in the development of a measurement invariant and fair test. 

Many of the statistical procedures used to identify measurement invariance fail to 

examine the root cause of the measurement bias of items. This study suggests the field 

moves from identifying items with measurement bias using intuition to examining the 

commonalities among sets of items using statistical models to explain the reasons why 

measurement bias may be occurring. Specifically, this study combines the research of 

cross-classified models and explanatory item response models to examine the common 

traits of items that display measurement bias. By combining both approaches, qualities 

of test items, test takers and their contextual relationships are quantified. These results 

quantify differential performance of student groups as a function of specific test 

characteristics, something not possible with current measurement invariance 

convention. 
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This study examines the usefulness of cross-classified MMMs to detect 

measurement bias and compares these models to more traditional approaches. Four 

models are compared in terms of parameter recovery and model fit: a Rasch Model, a 

latent regression model, a latent regression-linear logistic test model, and a cross-

classified model. Potential uses and applications of the cross-classified model are 

discussed. 
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Chapter I: Introduction 

Educational testing and assessment are among the most important 

contributions of behavioral science to our society (American Educational Research 

Association, American Psychological Association, & National Council on 

Measurement in Education, 1999). Educational testing affects many stakeholders, 

including students, parents, teachers, administrators, and community partners. 

Decisions made from test data are critical in closing achievement gaps. When 

developed properly, a good test can support stakeholders in making decisions that will 

positively impact individuals and programs.  

Tests that are properly developed have a collection of validity evidence to 

support their appropriate use. Evidence of test fairness represents a critical element 

that must be collected. A fair test implies that decisions made from test scores are 

equally appropriate, regardless of group membership (Messick, 1980). One way of 

achieving test fairness is by developing a test that is measurement invariant. 
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Invariance occurs when people from different groups, typically gender or ethnicity, 

with the identical ability levels have the same probability of giving a certain response 

to a test question (Embretson & Riese, 2000). Tests that do not display measurement 

invariance exhibit measurement bias. Most test developers use statistical approaches 

that follow this guideline and strictly identify items showing measurement bias. After 

measurement bias is identified at the item-level, most testing professionals then 

speculate as to the reason for the measurement bias and either remove the item or 

make changes based on speculation. 

The identification of items displaying measurement bias using statistical 

procedures is important because it leads to a measurement invariant and fair test. 

However, these statistical procedures fail to examine the root cause of the 

measurement bias of items. This study implores the field to move beyond identifying 

items with measurement bias using intuition to examining the commonalities among 

sets of items using statistical models to explain the reasons why measurement bias 

may be occurring. This study focuses on a family of statistical models that allow 

educational testing professionals to examine the common traits of items that display 

measurement bias. This research combines two rarely used approaches in educational 

measurement: cross-classified models (Raudenbush, 1993) and explanatory item 

response models (EIRM; De Boeck and Wilson, 2004). By combining both 

approaches, qualities of test items, test takers and their contextual relationships are 
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quantified. These results quantify differential performance of student groups as a 

function of specific test characteristics, something not possible with current 

measurement invariance convention.  

If one goal of educational test developers is to write fair, measurement 

invariant tests, then the field must move beyond conjecture when it comes to the 

reasons that measurement bias is occurring. This study benefits the field by examining 

the appropriate use of these statistical models to improve the way measurement bias is 

detected and reduced from testing. By moving from the traditional methods of 

identifying the sources of measurement bias to methods that explain the common 

sources, developers of educational and psychological tests will be more aware of 

situations where groups may show bias. This greater awareness will lead to higher 

quality tests that better measure the performance of students.  

To accomplish this, the field must develop innovative statistical approaches 

that may be more appropriate and flexible than the techniques that have traditionally 

been employed. Therefore, the broad goals of this study are to provide evidence that 

(a) cross-classified Multilevel Measurement Models (MMMs) are appropriate in 

education, and (b) cross-classified MMMs correctly identify and describe situations 

where measurement bias exist using a simulation study.  

This study examines the usefulness of cross-classified MMMs to detect 

measurement bias and compares these models to more traditional approaches. Chapter 
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2 details issues in measuring bias, describes a set of models that will be used in this 

study, and details the strengths and weaknesses of using cross-classified models for 

identifying potential bias. Chapter 3 describes key research questions focused around 

cross-classified MMMs that remain from the literature review and details the study 

completed with simulated data. Chapter 4 shares the results of the simulated data 

study. Chapter 5 discusses the results and potential implications for educational and 

psychological measurement and testing. 
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Chapter II: Literature Review 

According to the Standards for Educational and Psychological Testing (AERA, 

APA & NCME, 1999), if measurement bias exists in a test for a population of test 

takers across age, gender, racial/ethnic, cultural, disability and/or linguistic groups, 

then test developers should conduct appropriate studies to detect and eliminate aspects 

of the test that may bias test scores for particular groups. In many cases, a test may be 

free of measurement bias for one population, but biased for another population. For 

instance, an exam may show no measurement bias for native English speakers, but 

show measurement bias for English language learners.  

The detection of measurement bias is often completed using statistical 

procedures associated with differential functioning. Differential functioning occurs 

when people from different groups, typically gender or ethnicity, with the identical 

latent ability have a different probability of giving a certain response on a test 

(Embretson & Riese, 2000). Statistical procedures used to identify differential 

functioning focus on identifying items or item sets that are systematically linked to 
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person or person-group characteristics of the examinees and are otherwise unrelated to 

the construct (Cid, 2009). Assessing differential functioning is then critical to 

developing a fair test and providing validity evidence for a particular interpretation of 

test scores. By investigating differential functioning, a measure can be improved and 

scores can be interpreted with greater precision to the construct. If measurement bias 

is present for a group on an item, a clear violation of our assumptions about 

measurement invariance, scores should not be interpreted the same for that group 

compared to other groups across the entire test.  

Items themselves should be scrutinized through rigorous qualitative reviews of 

validity evidence, which attempt to reduce potential measurement bias. These item 

reviews focus on minimizing the effects of construct-irrelevant knowledge or skills by 

considering the item design, fairness, and language complexity. When an item features 

a group that is stereotyped or features words with higher degree of difficulty unrelated 

to the construct it is more likely to show measurement bias. Eliminating measurement 

bias is a difficulty task. Even after following a qualitative review items may still 

exhibit measurement bias. This emphasizes the work that still needs to be done to 

better understand how people with common identities respond to items. 

This chapter reviews previous research in order to provide a context for the 

investigation of differential facet functioning (DFF) using several measurement 

models, and provides a framework for this study to build upon previous studies where 
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cross-classified measurement models were used to estimate item and person 

parameters. The first section provides conceptualization of measurement invariance 

and the role of DFF in detecting measurement bias. In the second section, several 

models are discussed, including the parameter invariant Rasch model (Rasch, 1960), 

and several extensions of the Rasch model, including the linear logistic test model 

(LLTM; Fischer, 1973), and latent regression model (Zwindermann, 1991), and the 

latent regression-linear logistic test model (LR-LLTM; Adams, Wilson, & Wu, 1997). 

An alternative to the LR-LLTM, a crossed-random effects, or cross-classified, 

multilevel measurement model (MMM), is also presented for detecting DFF. The third 

section reviews the research on the use of cross-classified MMMs for the detection of 

DFF.  

Concepts 

Measurement invariance. When a measure is invariant we assume that 

identical scores across the respondents of the same measurement scale and therefore 

have the same meaning regardless of respondent context (Drasgow, 1984, 1987). If a 

measure violates parameter invariance, then scores are not comparable across groups 

and the parameter estimate shows measurement bias. Measurement invariance can be 

investigated using many different techniques using either the confirmatory factor 

analysis framework or the item response modeling framework. In this study, 

measurement bias is analyzed in the context of explanatory item response modeling 
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(EIRM). EIRM has emerged as the special case of Item Response Theory in the 

context of generalized linear mixed models (GLMMs), where it is possible to specify 

between-group differences in the latent constructs being measured (De Boeck & 

Wilson, 2004). 

Differential item functioning (DIF) is a type of analysis for detecting 

measurement bias at the item-level. DIF occurs when individuals of different groups, 

unrelated to the construct, with the same latent ability have a different probability of 

providing a particular response on a test (Embretson & Reise, 2000). In order to 

measure DIF, individuals across groups must be matched by latent ability. If Yijm=1 is 

a correct response to an item i by person j who is part of group m on a test, and u0jm 

represents the latent trait for any person on the test regardless of their group, then if 

0 0( ) ( )1| 1|ijm jm m ijm jmP Y Pu uY   (1)  

item i shows no measurement bias for group m. 

Although DIF studies are incredibly popular, there are several disadvantages to 

measurement bias detection using DIF. First, a when a test consists of a large set of 

items or multiple person-groups require DIF detection, a large number of parameters 

are required for estimating DIF. This will result in less statistical power and an 

increase in the probability of a Type I error occurring. These consequences can be 

offset by obtaining a larger sample for the estimation procedure. DIF estimation is 
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especially cumbersome when the anchor items, items showing measurement 

invariance, are not known a priori. When anchor items are not known, DIF must be 

estimated for all items. Second, DIF is often treated as a discrete event, either an item 

display measurement bias or it does not. We typically create decision points for when 

DIF occurs for an item (De Boeck, 2008), for instance, when p<.05 for a DIF statistic, 

but in reality the degree of DIF varies across items. If we hypothesize a test where DIF 

is estimated as a fixed effect for all items on a test, these effects would likely be 

normally distributed, with a mean of zero and some variance. This suggests that DIF is 

more prominent for some items than others, so treating DIF as a series of discrete 

events is inappropriate. Third, traditional methods of DIF detection cannot explain the 

context for the existence of DIF, rather, only that DIF exists for a particular item. As a 

result, test developers and content experts can only provide qualitative reasons for the 

presence of DIF for a single item or use iterative research methods to explain the DIF. 

Alternative parameter variability methods exist that can measure and explain 

measurement bias, these tools can help test developers better understand item and 

item-group properties that are responsible for differential test performance. DFF is an 

alternative to DIF, which can serve as a complement to DIF studies. DFF 

complements DIF analyses by aggregating differential functioning from the item-level 

to the facet- or item-group-level so that the measurement bias takes a more 

explanatory form.  
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Differential facet functioning. DFF was first introduced by Engelhard (1992) 

and is defined as the operationalization of the detection of measurement bias for 

interrelated and integrated groups of items. In this study, a facet represents a 

characteristic that is common across items, respondents, or a combination of the two. 

Facets related to items could be either construct-relevant or construct-irrelevant. 

Construct relevant features may include content, cognitive demand, and item design 

features – such as inclusion of images or charts; and construct-irrelevant features may 

include linguistic complexity, location of an item on a test, use of negative stems, or 

use of all- or none-of-the-above options. 

Like DIF, DFF is a test of measurement invariance and is present when a 

statistically significant interaction occurs between item properties and person-group 

characteristics. If DFF is present, then a test shows measurement bias.  

DFF is a unique and advantageous approach to detecting bias. Although the 

authors did not introduce the idea of DFF, Wainer, Sireci, and Thissen (1991) offer 

three reasons for grouping items to detect measurement bias over DIF approaches. 

First, by completing the bias detection at the facet-level, the analytical method for bias 

detection is matched to the level of the test blueprint. Matching the level of analysis to 

the test blueprint permits more interpretable differential functioning than at the item-

level, as it may not be clear if the content is associated with the differential 

functioning or if a construct-irrelevant variable is explaining the differential 
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functioning. Additionally, facets may be a more reliable sample of the construct than 

an individual item and may provide a more stable indication of the source of 

differential functioning (Gierl et al., 2001). With DFF, a model can be developed to 

identify measurement bias at the blueprint-level of the test. For example, a particular 

mathematics achievement test is designed to cover three content-domains; algebra, 

geometry, and probability. After these domains are identified, items are then 

developed from a universe to measure content within each domain. By completing the 

DFF analysis at the content domain-level, the analysis is matched to the level in which 

the test was blueprinted, and measures are easier to explain at the content-domain-

level than at the item-level.  

Second, it is plausible that violations of measurement invariance occurring at 

item-level cancel out when the item DIF effects are aggregated to the facet-level, 

resulting in an invariant measure at the facet-level. By focusing efforts at the facet-

level, the test allows for some measurement bias at the item-level to exist, but not the 

detriment of the interpretation of the test scores. Item-level measurement bias is 

allowed because scales are interpreted at a higher level than the item-level, and 

measurement bias is cancelled out when scores are aggregated at the facet-level. Since 

decisions and interpretations are made from scores at the test-level, it seems 

reasonable to allow for some DIF, as it may only have limited importance 

(Roznowski, 1988).  
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Third, violations of measurement invariance may not be detected at the item-

level because the measurement bias is very small, but if item-level information is 

aggregated to the facet-level, violations of measurement invariance may be detectible. 

This means small, statistically insignificant differences in DIF are aggregated to the 

facet-level, which may result in statistically significant DFF being found. For instance, 

a test with a facet is made up of several items and no DIF is found, suggesting that a 

measure is invariant, but the DIF effects accumulate making DFF detectible at a 

statistically significant level, resulting in the test with measurement bias. If only DIF 

was estimated, the measure would be invariant across the target person-groups, but if 

DFF was estimated, the test would show violations in measurement invariance. This 

makes DFF studies an ideal complement to DIF studies, and an essential step in 

developing validity evidence for the use of a test score.  

Key Models 

The first models to analyze context-dependent item sets, specifically testlets, 

used polytomous IRT models (Wainer & Kiely, 1987; Thissen et al., 1989). For each 

facet, scores on dichotomous items were summed together, then the partial credit 

model (Masters, 1982) was fit for each group, and the parameter estimates were 

compared. One main drawback to this item response method is the loss of information 

by summing the scores. Models compared in this paper will take a different approach 
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where items retain their dichotomous properties using explanatory item response 

models (EIRMs).  

EIRMs are item response models that combine measurement and explanation, 

so that what is being measured can be explained at the same time (Wilson & De 

Boeck, 2004). For dichotomous data, EIRMs estimate the probability of a correct 

response of an item on a test given a person’s latent ability. EIRMs require a sampling 

distribution, a link, and a structural model to be estimated. For most EIRMs, level-1 is 

the item-level, level-2 is the person-level, and a Bernoulli sampling distribution is 

used for responses from item i and person j. The Rasch model does not measure DFF, 

but is the base model for developing the DFF EIRMs because the Rasch model implies 

that items and person estimates are measurement invariant. The Rasch model can be 

formulated in a generalized linear mixed modeling (GLMM) framework (Adams, 

Wilson, & Wu, 1997; Kamata, 2001). Figure 1, which is adapted from Beretvas 

(2008), displays a network graph depicting the responses of items nested within 

persons. 
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Figure 1. A network graph depicting the nested nature of item responses within 

persons for the Rasch model. 

 

Rasch model. EIRMs typically use a logit link, however, a probit link is also 

possible. Equation 2 displays the logit link function of the log of the odds ratio for a 

correct response, where ij is the level-1 structural model, and pij is the probability of a 

correct response from person j on item i. 
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Given that the sampling distribution and link are identical for all explanatory item 

response models using dichotomous data, the structural portion of the model allows us 

to differentiate the various types of response models. For the Rasch model, the level-1 

portion of the structural model is displayed in Equation 3, which follows the notation 

of Beretvas and Kamata (2004) 
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From Equation 3, 0j is an intercept term and qj is a coefficient associated with an 

indicator Xqij. For Xqij, q represents a response indicator variable for person j, and is 
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coded as negative one when q=i, and zero when qi. Level-2 of the model, the person-

level, is described as 
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where the intercept, 0j, is equal to a random effect for persons, and is normally 

distributed with a mean of zero and a variance of j. The coefficients 1j through kj 

are equal to k fixed effects of 10 through k0. These fixed effects represent the k item 

difficulties on the test. When level-1 and level-2 are combined, the model then 

becomes 
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(5) 

Because a response to a particular item will produce a negative one indicator for a 

single item, and zeros for all other items, the linear portion of the model can be 

simplified. This reduction can be shown in the full model, in log-odds form, where u0j 

is person ability for person j, and q0 is the item difficulty for item q, 
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or described in its more conventional Rasch model form, 
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(7) 

One key assumption of the Rasch model is that items show local independence, 

meaning that after taking into account the parameters of the items and the persons, 

responses to items are independent of one another. On some occasions a response may 

be predicted by item-group or person-group characteristics, which are violations of 

measurement invariance. The Rasch model can be extended to account for these 

dependencies within the data, including, but not limited to, the linear logistic test 

model (LLTMs; Fischer, 1973), the latent regression model (Zwinderman, 1991), and 

the latent regression LLTM (LR-LLTMs; e.g., Adams, Wilson, & Wu, 1997; Meulders 

& Xie, 2004). DFF models can also be described in the MMM framework. Like the 

Rasch model, MMMs in this study follow a Bernoulli distribution and use a logit link. 

In order to understand the development of DFF models, the LLTM, the latent 

regression model, and the LR-LLTM (Meulders & Xie, 2004) are detailed below.  
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Linear logistic test model. With LLTMs, the parameters estimated describe 

the component or facet complexity, rather than the item difficulty. The LLTM was 

originally developed by Fischer (1973) to model the difficulty of eight cognitive 

operations that were required for examinees to correctly respond to “differentiating 

calculus” items. Fischer suggested that the difficulty of these items could be derived 

from a linear combination of the cognitive operations. This model has since been 

expanded to include item characteristics beyond cognitive operations, including 

content-domain facets. One key assumption of the LLTM is that item properties can 

perfectly predict the item difficulties. This linear combination is displayed in Equation 8. 
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In Equation 8, '
ij represents the predicted difficulty of item i based on the linear 

combination of k item properties difficulties, where qj is the difficulty item 

characteristic q, and Xqij is a negative one indicator code for the presence of item 

characteristic q on item i, and zero for an item characteristic that is not present. By 

negative one indicator coding, the coefficient estimated represents the difficulty of 

task q. Equation 9 displays the level-1, the level-2, and the combined model for the 

structural portion of the LLTM.  
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Level-1 (9) 

Level-2 

Combined Model 

Equation 9 for the LLTM looks identical to the Rasch model, however subscripts q 

and k have a different meaning. For the LLTM, q represents an indicator for an item 

characteristic associated with a response from person j on item i, and represent the k 

characteristics that are used to predict response probabilities. As a result, q0 represents 

the task difficulty for task q, and the random effect u0j is still interpreted as latent 

person ability. 

 Because items are described by facet complexity, this model can be useful for 

item banking, as the complexity of each item on a test can be specified. The model 

assumes that item characteristics have the same influence on all test takers’ responses. 
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The LLTM also makes a strong assumption that an item difficulty is perfectly 

predicted by a linear combination of item characteristics; this makes the model highly 

restrictive (Wilson & De Boeck, 2004). The lack of consistency in the difficulty of 

items based on content is well known by test developers. Items written to test the same 

skill often differ in difficulty as a function of idiosyncratic features such as visual 

format and word choice (Mislevy, 1983 ;Mislevy, 1987), thus the LLTM may not be 

appropriate for modeling the complexity of items, as some items sharing identical 

features may have different item difficulties. If the item characteristics do not perfectly 

predict item difficulties then the resulting error will be absorbed by random effect for 

person ability. This would result in overestimation or underestimation of variance 

associated with the test takers. In a simulation study, when the LLTM was slightly 

misspecified there was “considerable impact” on the estimates of the task difficulties, 

and larger levels of misspecification lead to “seriously degrading” task difficulty 

estimates (Baker, 1993). Items sharing identical combinations of facets will be treated 

as if they have the same item difficulty. Although the LLTM allows for the estimation 

of facet difficulty, it does not allow for the detection of DFF.  

Latent regression model. The original purpose of the latent regression model 

proposed by Zwinderman (1991) was to predict the difficulty of an item while 

simultaneously regressing the latent person trait on manifest predictors. In the paper, 

Zwinderman provided an empirical example from a questionnaire of acute bronchitis, 
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where he included person covariates for age, sex, experience as a general practitioner, 

type of practice, location of university training (a total of 8 universities), and the 

presence of a pharmacy at the practice site.  

Although not described in Zwinderman’s original model, the latent regression 

model allows for the detection of DIF. Like the Rasch model, the latent regression 

model includes item indicators and random effects for person ability. The latent 

regression model extends the Rasch model by also including person-group indicators. 

When a group indicator is included as a main effect, it describes a natural difference 

between two or more groups, called impact. Impact represents the measured difference 

in performance of two groups. DIF, however, represents the difference in functioning 

of an item across person grouping variables that are matched by ability on a test 

(Camilli, 2006; Holland & Wainer, 1993). To detect impact or DIF, one group must 

act as the reference group, and is indicator coded with a zero, whereas other groups, 

the focal groups, are indicator coded with ones for their respective indicator. Latent 

regression models can include interactions between items and person-groups and when 

a statistically significant interaction occurs between an item and a group, the focal 

group displays DIF for the item of interest. The latent regression model for two 

groups, one acting as the focal group and the other as the reference group, can be 

written by extending level-2 of the Rasch model so that 
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where Wj, is an indicator for group membership, and is coded as a one if person j is 

part of the focal group and zero if a person is part of the reference group. The model 

also contains two different types of coefficients decomposed from the latent person 

variable; a coefficient for impact, 01, and a coefficient for DIF for item q between the 

reference group and the focal group q1. The interpretation of the random person effect 

in the latent regression model, u0j, is slightly different than in the Rasch model. The 

latent regression model random effect is interpreted as the residual person ability after 

accounting for group membership. A person’s overall ability is then a combination of 

group membership and the residual person variance. When level-1 and level-2 of the 

latent regression model are combined 
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When there is a statistically significant interaction, p<.05, between items, Xqij, and 

person-group characteristics, Wj, then DIF is present. If an item is known to be 

measurement invariant, then the interaction can be removed from the equation. The 
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extent of DIF for item q is measured by coefficient q1. Because the item indicator, 

Xqij, is negative one indicator coded, a positive coefficient suggests that the focal 

group is systematically disadvantaged for item q, and a negative coefficient suggests 

the reference group is systematically disadvantaged on item q. 

Identifying impact and DIF are strengths of latent regression EIRMs. When 

anchor items are unknown, all indicators for item and person-groups are allowed to 

interact, which implies that the person ability effect estimated from the Rasch model 

may be biased due to DIF. Statistically insignificant interactions should then be 

removed from the models, the items treated as anchors, and the model re-fit to the 

data. An iterative approach allows for the most parsimonious explanation of DIF 

within the data.  

The latent regression model in Equation 11 allows for DIF analysis, but does 

not measure facet difficulty. The LLTM, in Equation 9, measures facets, but does not 

measure DIF or DFF. By combining the latent regression model with the LLTM, DFF 

can be measured and evaluated for measurement bias.  

Latent regression-linear logistic test models. Models including both person 

and item characteristics to estimate the probability of a correct response on an item are 

described as LR-LLTMs (Wilson & De Boeck, 2004). LR-LLTMs have been used to 

model the differential functioning of cognitive knowledge or skills associated with a 

particular scale (Cid, 2009; Daniel & Embretson, 2010; Gorin & Embretson, 2006; 
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Hartig et al., 2012; Kubinger, 2009) and used to estimate the difficulty of item groups 

with common dependencies, such as testlets and facets (Meulders & Xie, 2004). If 

level-2 of LLTM in Equation 9 is extended to 

 

, 

(12) 

the combined log-odds model is 

 

 

(13) 

The LR-LLTM in Equation 13 differs only from the latent regression model in 

Equation 11 through the interpretation of the notation, where the subscript previously 

associated with item indicators, q, now indicates item characteristics, i. From the 

structural model, u0j represents residual person variance after accounting for group 

membership, 01 represents impact, q0 is the difficulty of item characteristic q, and q1 

represents the DFF for item characteristic q between the reference group and the focal 

group. 

The LR-LLTMs assume that the probability of a correct response is estimated 

by a linear combination of item characteristics and person characteristics and any error 
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in the model is absorbed by the person ability random-effect. In reality, there are many 

contextual factors that could affect the response of a person on a particular item and it 

is unlikely those item characteristics, or for this paper, facets, perfectly predict items 

difficulties. 

Since it is assumed that item and person characteristics in LR-LLTMs perfectly 

estimate item difficulties, the use of this model to estimate DFF seems unrealistic. 

Like the LLTM, model misspecification results in all of the model error being placed 

on person ability. This misspecification often leads to misestimating the standard 

errors of the coefficients in the model, which inflates Type I error (Raudenbush & 

Bryk, 2002). It is unrealistic to think that error is associated only with persons and that 

there are no missing item characteristics from the LR-LLTM to the estimate the 

probability of a correct response.  

The LLTM can be extended to include variance components for items. By 

including a random effect for item residuals, model error can be absorbed by both 

items and persons. Models including both random item residuals and random person 

residual effects in the GLMM framework are described as crossed-random effect, or 

cross-classified, MMMs.  

Cross-classified multilevel measurement model. Cross-classified MMMs 

extend EIRMs by including an additional random effect at level-2 for items. The result 

is a model that contains two random-effects at level-2, a random-effect for persons and 
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a random-effect for items. By including this effect, the cross-classified MMM 

acknowledges that additional item context effects play a role in predicting a correct 

response but given a linear combination of those effects, do not perfectly estimate the 

responses.  

Cross-classified MMMs have been applied in the fields of medicine (Rashbash 

& Browne, 2001), behavioral ecology (King, Issac, & Cowlishaw, 2009) and 

sociometric research (e.g., Hox, 2002), however, as noted by Meyers and Beretvas 

(2005), few studies have applied this structure in the educational setting. Cross-

classified random effect models (CCREMs) are linear multilevel models and were first 

introduced into educational research by Raudenbush (1993). These models did not 

take the generalized form until Van Den Noortgate, De Boeck, and Muelders (2003) 

published a paper treating items and persons as fully crossed-random effects. Random 

items models have been extended to the LLTM (Janssen, Schepers, & Peres, 2004) 

and the LR-LLTM (Van Den Noortgate & De Boeck, 2005). Although cross-classified 

models can be written by extending level-2 of the LLTM from Equation 9 to include 

two random effects at the level-2 intercept, with random effects for items and persons, 

it is often written with a different notation which better depicts the cross-classified 

structure of the data. From Beretvas et al. (2012), the level-1 log-odds for a correct 

response for person j on item i is now equal to 
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The new notation is used to emphasize that persons and items are both located at level-

2, and responses are crossed and nested at level-1. Level-2 of the cross-classified 

MMM is then written as 
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where Xi, Wj and XiWj are indicators for their respective item, person, and item-person 

interaction traits; u0(0j) represents a random person residual effect, and u0(0j) ~ N(0, i); 

u0(i0) represents an item residual random effect, and u0(i0) ~N(0, i); γq(i0) represents an 

effect for item characteristic i, which is part of a larger group of k item characteristics, 

associated with response q; γ0(0j) represents an effect for person characteristic j, which 

is part of a larger group of l person characteristics, associated with response q; and 

γ0(ij) represents an effect for the interaction between item characteristic i and person 

characteristic j which is part of a larger group of m item-person interactions associated 

with response q. The combined level-1 and level-2 structural model can be written as: 
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Although the notation appears different for the cross-classified MMM in 

Equation 16 compared to the LR-LLTM in Equation 13, the only difference is the 
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addition of the random item effect, u0(i0), which has been added to level-2 at the 

intercept, 0(ij). The notation of the model suggests that the data are structured much 

differently than the models previously mentioned. With the cross-classified MMM, 

items are not only nested within persons, but nested within both item-level and person-

level, which are level-2 effects. These effects are then fully crossed and their notation 

groups the variance components in the same parenthesis to emphasize both variables 

are level-2 in nature. The random item effect allows the cross-classified MMM to be 

less restrictive than the LR-LLTM, as some error associated with predicting the 

difficulty of items will be absorbed by the random item component. Put in terms of the 

GLMM framework, the cross-classified model consisted of responses at level-1 and 

both items and persons are represented at level-2, where items and persons are random 

effects. For the models previously presented, items were associated as part of the 

responses in level-1, however with the cross-classified MMMs, the items are separated 

from the response. Figure 2, displays a network graph of the cross-classified nature of 

a random items, random persons Rasch model (Beretvas, 2008). From Figure 2, the 

item level-2 lines between responses and items are crossed, but hold a clear 

hierarchical structure, whereas the person level-2 lines hold a different, but clear 

hierarchical structure. 
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Figure 2. A network graph depicting the cross-classified nature of items and student. 
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item measures. Random items can be applied to the Rasch model where items are 

random effects and person abilities are fixed effects, or both items and persons could 

be treated as random effects (De Boeck, 2008).  

As mentioned earlier, items can be thought as a sample being drawn from a 

population of items; this is not unlike sampling of persons. Often, test takers are 

divided into smaller subsets of a population, within these sub-groups, abilities of the 

test takers are often assumed to be distributed normally. For example, abilities in 

person-groups, distinguished by gender, ethnicity, and other person-group variables, 

often are found to be normally distributed with a particular mean and variance. This 

same concept can be applied to items and item-groups. This suggests that random 

effects can be extended to the item-level and partitioned by item-groups. Consider a 

hypothetical example of a mathematics test with items belonging to three content sub-

domains: geometry, probability, and algebra. These sub-domains may be split into 

even more specific sub-domains by content strand. Like ability within person-groups, 

item difficulties from these sub-domains are likely normally distributed.  

The item writing process used by testing professionals supports the concept of 

random item models. For a test, the content-domains are identified by a test blueprint, 

which is broken down into specific content sub-domains, and items are developed for 

those content sub-domains. In a sense, the items are sampled from an infinite 

population of items that could exist for each particular content area. Unlike persons, 
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there is not a physical population in which the items are drawn from, instead the items 

are randomly drawn from a universe that measures a particular trait, for example, 

mathematics ability.  

There are practical advantages to treating items as random effects. First, by 

treating items as random and assuming a normal distribution of item difficulties, fewer 

effects are estimated when compared to fixed item effect models. If DIF is being 

estimated for items as a fixed effects approach, additional parameters will need to be 

estimated for each item added to a test. In items as a random effect approach, no 

additional parameters will need to be estimated. Second, with the Rasch model, if 

items are treated as fixed effects, item explanatory variables cannot be included in the 

model as the model will be overspecified, but when they are treated as random effects, 

level-2 or higher item-group predictors can be added to explain the measures. Third, 

by treating items as random it allows for additional person-group or item-group 

predictors to be included in a model to explain the measures without requiring the 

explanation to be perfect. This is much different than the LLTM or LR-LLTM, where 

item-group predictors included in the model would have to perfectly explain item 

difficulty. Fourth, random item models allow for DFF estimates which may better 

explain parameter variability than traditional DIF models.  

Cross-classified multilevel measurement models. Cross-classified MMMs 

were originally introduced to the educational setting as a hierarchical linear model by 
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Raudenbush (1993) as a CCREM. CCREMs are well researched in other fields, 

including psycholinguistics (e.g., Baayen, Davidson, & Bates, 2008; Janssen, 2012; 

Lloyd, Li, & Hertzman, 2010), where idea of treating test materials as random was 

brought the forefront of the field by Clark (1973). Clark argued that materials 

constructed by psycholinguists for testing do not exhaust all possible combinations of 

syllables, words, or sentences, therefore materials should be treated as random effects.  

Raudenbush (1993) examined the complex roles schools and neighborhoods 

play on the cognitive growth of students. Since schools were not nested within 

neighborhoods, and neighborhoods were not nested within schools, Raudenbush 

proposed that neighborhoods and schools were crossed-random effects. Raudenbush 

found that the use of a cross-classified model fit the data better than traditional 

multilevel models. These linear models are described as CCREMs.  

Van Den Noortgate, De Boeck, and Meulders (2003) extended the work of 

Raudenbush by connecting a cross-classified MMM to the Rasch model. Van Den 

Noortgate et al. suggested that if both items and person were randomly sampled, then 

a cross-classified-MMM could be designed to predict the probability of a correct 

response using two fully-crossed random effects for items and persons.  

Van Den Noortgate et al. (2003) extended the cross-classified Rasch model to 

level-3, where persons were nested within schools, and items were nested within 

“attainment targets”. The authors continued to extend the model by including person 
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characteristics, such as gender, and item characteristics, such as level of cognitive 

processing, as predictors in a series of cross-classified MMMs. Without specifically 

saying so, the authors combined the cross-classified approach with the LR-LLTM. The 

authors allowed only for main effects of item characteristics and the person 

characteristics, as a result, the model could not identify DFF. Finally, the paper 

illustrates the use of cross-classified MMMs by comparing the fit of a series of cross-

classified models, ranging from the cross-classified Rasch model and extending to 

cross-classified LR-LLTM with four random effects. Although Van Den Noortgate et 

al. (2003) did not provide a cross-classified MMM to assess differential functioning, 

the model can be parameterized to assess differential functioning, including DFF 

between groups (Beretvas et al., 2012; Van Den Noortgate & De Boeck, 2005).  

Several studies have used cross-classified MMMs to examine the construct-

related validity evidence of measurements by fitting data to cross-classified LLTMs 

(e.g., Daniel & Embretson, 2010; Janssen, 2010). Janssen (2010) examined the 

validity of a verbal aggression dataset by evaluating construct representation using the 

cross-classified LLTM. The dataset included item groups of “doing” verbal aggression 

actions, blaming others, and type of verbal aggression. The study found that all item-

groups were statistically significant at the .05 level. 

Van Den Noortgate and De Boeck (2005) provided a series of MMMs to detect 

differential item functioning. One example provided by the authors was a random item 
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model that detected random item DIF and fixed effect DFF. Van Den Noortgate and 

De Boeck compared estimated parameters of this model to a random item DIF model 

using data from 57 items measuring attainment targets for reading comprehension, 

where the DFF interaction is between gender and level of processing required to 

complete an item. The authors found the impact of level of processing and the DFF 

between level of processing and gender to be statistically insignificant for this DFF 

model.  

Beretvas, Cawthon, Lockhart, and Kaye (2012) used a cross-classified MMM 

to assess DFF. In their paper, the authors compared the parameters estimates of two 

MMMs: a model to detect DIF and a cross-classified MMM to detect DFF using a 

sample of the data from the 2005 4th grade NAEP math assessment. The model used 

by Beretvas and her colleagues is analogous to the model in Equation16. Linguistic 

complexity was used as an item characteristic predictor, and accommodation type was 

used as a person characteristic predictor. The predictors were treated as both main-

effects and interactions. Because of this interaction, the authors could assess DFF, 

however the authors found no DFF across the linguistic complexity facet by 

accommodation type. Non-significant DFF was found by Cawthon et al. (2012) 

examining DFF in linguistic complexity of items by accommodation type for the 4th 

grade NAEP reading assessment.  
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 Cross-classified MMMs have also been applied to higher order levels when 

items are of interest. Beretvas, Meyers, & Rodriguez (2005) fit a three level cross 

classified MMM to a five item single simulated dataset, where level-2 contained a 

random person residual and fixed item parameters. Level-3 was then cross classified 

by middle school and high school attended by the examinee. The authors fit 5 models: 

(a) a model with fixed effects for items at level-2, random effects for persons at level-

2, and high school at level-3, and ignoring the middle school structure; (b) an 

extension of Model 1 that includes a gender main effect at level-2; (c) an extension of 

Model 1 that includes the crossed random effect for middle school at level-3; (d) an 

extension of Model 3 to include a gender covariate at level-2; and (e) an extension of 

Model 4 to include predictors of high school size and middle school SES. The authors 

found that the item difficulties were quite similar from model to model, but the 

standard errors were much smaller for the models ignoring the middle school random 

effect. Additionally, the use of the middle school random effect reduced the variance 

of the person residual, but did appear to affect the high school variance. The authors 

also suggested the inappropriate modeling of the variance components decreased the 

standard errors which might inflate the probability of a Type I error occurring. The 

authors concluded by suggesting simulation studies be completed examining the 

standard errors and Type I error rates when misspecifying cross-classified MMMs, 

and studying the effect of smaller person sample sizes on model fit. 
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CCREMs and cross-classified MMMs can be utilized when data are not in a 

purely hierarchical structure. With CCREMs, the crossed nature of the random effects 

at level-2 or higher orders might sometimes be ignored. Meyers and Beretvas (2006) 

studied the impact of mis-specifying crossed-random effect models as purely 

hierarchical models and ignoring the crossed-classified nature of the data. The 

investigation consisted of two studies: the first used data from NELS:88, whereas the 

second study used simulated data. In the simulation, data were generated so that 

students were cross-classified by middle school and high school. Meyers and 

Beretvas’s simulation manipulated the correlation between the cross-classified effects, 

the number of schools within each crossed-random effect, the number of students in 

each school, and the intraunit correlations. The authors found that the fixed effects 

we’re generally unaffected by the misspecification, however the standard errors were 

underestimated, which falls in line with the work of Raudenbush and Bryk (2002) on 

the misspecification of models. Additionally, Meyers and Beretvas found that model 

misspecification increases the level-1 variance, which occurs because the error 

variance absorbs ignored structures in the data. 

In the context of education, random item models are rarely used. The more 

realistic modeling of the data is a primary advantage to cross-classified MMMs over 

standard GLMMs. In the cross-classified MMM in Equation 16, items are made up of 

two parts, the fixed effects of item characteristics and the random item residual effect. 
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Given that some item characteristics, such as content domain-based facets, are known 

prior to developing items, and items are then developed representing a random sample 

of the universe of items associated with that facet, then treating items as random and 

facets as fixed appear to follow test development process. Often persons are treated as 

random effects because they are not the focus of a study; if the focus of the study is 

not at the item-level then it seem fair to treat items as random. Additionally, cross-

classified MMMs can be estimated even when some persons do not respond to every 

item (Rasbash & Goldstein, 1994).  

For DFF and DIF, there is very little consensus about which models should be 

used to detect measurement bias. Confounding the issue are the multiple approaches 

that can be taken to detect DIF or DFF (see Van Den Noortgate & De Boeck, 2005, for 

an overview). When models are compared, the results presented are often incomplete, 

in some cases the relative fit indices are compared, whereas in other situations only the 

parameters estimated are compared. Other than single data set simulations, no 

simulation work has been completed to determine the adequacy of cross-classified 

MMMs.  

Summary 

There are several reasons why cross-classified DFF models should be studied. 

First, DFF models seem more appropriate for identifying differential functioning, as 

DIF could accumulate or cancel at the facet-level. Additionally, items are likely a less 
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reliable measure than a facet because more observations are collected about the 

construct using facet-level data.  

Second, cross-classified MMM of DFF seems to follow the approach taken by 

test developers. The content-domains are first identified and then the items are 

developed from those domains. This makes items difficulties partly a fixed-effect, by 

content-domain, and partly a random-effect, by the individual item’s residual value.  

Third, it seems unlikely for LR-LLTMs to perfectly predict the difficulty of 

items using item characteristics. The resulting error is only placed on the estimates of 

the person ability. Cross-classified models provide a solution to the potential 

misspecification of the model. Because models could be misspecified, estimates of 

DFF would be incorrect when modeled with LR-LLTMs. Incorrect assumptions about 

the DFF in an exam affect the interpretations we make about the scores, and threaten 

the validity of test score interpretations and uses. 

Other advantages of cross-classified MMMs include the flexibility of including 

explanatory item or item-group covariates, which is not possible when treating items 

as fixed effects, like in the latent regression DIF model, and the fixed explanatory 

effects do not have to perfectly predict item difficulty, which is otherwise required for 

models like the LLTM and the LR-LLTM. 

There are drawbacks to cross-classified models. As the number of levels in the 

model increases, the complexity of the covariance structure used to estimate the model 
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also increases. By adding a third level to the model in Equation 10, the size of the 

covariance structure increases quadratically (Van Den Noortgate, De Boeck, & 

Meulders, 2003). These covariance structures can be very difficult to estimate and 

larger data sets may be required to estimate the more complex models. These complex 

models will likely result in longer estimation time than standard GLMMs.  

Previous research using cross-classified MMMs is applied to real data or single 

simulated data sets. As a result, very little is known about the performance of these 

measurement models for measuring constructs and identifying violations of 

measurement invariance. It is clear from the literature that more research that controls 

features of the cross-classified MMMs is needed. Given the need for more controlled 

experimental designs and the complexity of the controls needed for cross-classified 

MMMs, more simulation-based research is needed around this topic. In the 

educational setting, the adequacy of these models for detecting higher-order main 

effects and interactions has not yet been explored. Some simulation work has been 

completed using the CCREM in a linear mixed framework (Meyers & Beretvas, 

2006), but no work has been completed in the GLMM framework. Some conditions 

that could be varied to determine the adequacy of cross-classified MMMs include, but 

are not limited to: the number of examinees, the number of items, distribution type for 

items and persons, amount of variance across persons and items, and the role of 

heterogeneity of item variances on model fit.   
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Chapter III: Methodology 

 Efforts to reduce bias in educational and psychological testing are well 

documented – a whole chapter of the Standards for Educational and Psychological 

Testing (AERA et al., 2014) is devoted to testing fairness. Given this focus, the field 

must focus on innovative methods for discovering – and subsequently reducing – 

measurement bias. One such method would utilize cross-classified MMMs to explain 

the presence of bias at orders higher than the item level.  Despite limited use, well 

documented test blueprints used concurrently with cross-classified MMMs have the 

potential to improve testing by identifying potential reasons for measurement bias. 

Although cross-classified MMMs have been utilized in other studies, no repeated 

simulation studies with factorial designs have examined the credibility of the model to 

accurately recover fixed and random effects. 

Research Questions 
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 The focus of this study is to better understand cross-classified MMMs by 

varying item features that might characterize item parameter variability using a 3 × 2 × 

2 × 2 factorial design with 100 replications per cell. The study emphasizes the 

application and use of the cross-classified MMM and evaluates the quality of the 

model by comparing the model to three other models. This emphasis will be broken 

down into 3 parts: comparing the qualities of the LR-LLTM to the cross-classified 

MMM; comparing the qualities of the cross-classified MMM and other models that 

may detect parameter variability with more accuracy; and comparing the cross-

classified MMM to other models when there is a violation in the assumption of item 

residuals. The qualities of the models were evaluated on the recovery of the generating 

parameters. Given the focus, several components of the datasets were systematically 

varied in this study, including the number of examinees in the focal group, the 

presence or absence of DIF, the presence or absence of DFF, and the distribution type 

of the random item residual components. This study will fit four models to the data: 

the Rasch model, the latent regression Rasch model, the LR-LLTM, and the cross-

classified MMM.  

 Specifically, this paper examined four research questions:  

1. To what extent does the presence of DIF affect the recovery of the random 

effects, the fixed effects, and the overall model fit for the four models?  
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2. To what extent does the presence of DFF affect the recovery of the random 

effects, the fixed effects, and the overall model fit for the four models?  

3. To what extent does the number of examinees in the focal group compared 

to the number of examinees in the reference group affect the recovery of 

the random effects, the fixed effects, and the overall model fit for the four 

models?  

4. To what extent does the distribution of item difficulties affect the recovery 

of the random effects, the fixed effects, and the overall model fit for the 

four models. 

This chapter is broken down in to four sections. In the first section, the models 

being used to describe the data will be summarized. A more detailed description of 

these models is provided in the previous chapter. The second section discusses the 

factors and procedures used to create the simulated datasets used in this study. The 

third section outlines the estimation methodology used for model fitting to the 

datasets. The fourth section details the evaluation of the parameters estimated from the 

simulated datasets. 

 

Model Overview 

 Of the four models fit, the Rasch model is the only considered to be a 

parameter invariant model because if the data fit the Rasch model, item difficulties do 
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not vary across person-groups. The latent regression model extends the Rasch model 

by including item-group and item-by-person-group interaction predictors in the 

estimation. The LR-LLTM is another alternative to modeling response data. Instead of 

estimating item difficulties like the Rasch and latent regression models, the LR-LLTM 

models item-group and item-group-by-person-group difficulties. The cross-classified 

MMM extends the LR-LLTM by including an additional random effect for residual 

item difficulty. This allows the parameter variability not explained by item-group 

predictors, but related to items, to be absorbed by the item residual variance 

component. 

Table 1 displays the components of the Rasch, Latent Regression, LR-LLTM, 

and cross-classified MMMs. In all four models, person trait levels are estimated using 

a random effect with a mean of zero and variance that is estimated by the models. 

Both the Rasch and latent regression Rasch models use fixed effects to directly 

estimate the difficulty of items.  

The cross-classified MMM does not directly estimate item difficulties, but item 

difficulties can be obtained by totaling the facet difficulties associated with a 

particular item, γ0q0, with the item difficulty residual, extracted from the estimated 

random effect, u0(i0). Items can be treated as random effects because the purpose of the 

model is to generalize about facet-level information.  
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Both the LR-LLTM and the cross-classified MMM estimate facet difficulties 

as fixed effects, which cannot be estimated by the Rasch and latent regression Rasch 

models. The notation of facet difficulties and item difficulties described in Table 3 

have the same notation. This occurs because the interpretation of the LR-LLTM and 

cross-classified MMM subscript q, as described in chapter two, is different for the 

Rasch and latent regression Rasch models.  

The latent regression Rasch, LR-LLTM, and cross-classified MMM all 

estimate impact, or the mean difference between focal group examinees and reference 

group examinees. DIF can only be estimated by the latent regression Rasch model, but 

DFF can be estimated by the LR-LLTM and cross-classified LR-LLTM. The DIF and 

DFF parameters have the same notation, but are interpreted differently based on the 

model being fit. 

 

Table 1 

Table of Estimated Effects and Notation 

Model Item Facet Person 
Group 
Impact DIF DFF 

Rasch γ0q0  u0(0j)    
Latent Regression γ0q0  u0(0j) γ001 γ0q1  
LR-LLTM  γ0q0 u0(0j) γ001  γ0q1 
Cross-Classified LR-LLTM u0(i0) + γ0q0

* γ0q0 u0(0j) γ001  γ0q1 
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Note. The difficulty of an item can be estimated by combining item residual effects 
with facet difficulties. 

 

Simulation Study 

Variable simulation factors. The simulation study of items and person-level 

responses contained four varying factors. These factors were the size of the focal 

group; the type of DFF; the type of DIF; and the distribution type of the item 

residuals, either normal or skewed.  

Focal group factor. The size of the focal group factor consisted of two 

conditions: (a) 500 examinees; (b) and 1,500 examinees. Given the reference group 

consists of 1,500 examinees, the 500 focal group examinees condition represented a 

situation where the reference group outnumbers the focal group three-to-one. This 

situation occurs sometimes in K-12 standardized testing where the focal group is 

representative of test takers with limited English proficiency and the reference group 

are test takers who are English proficient. The focal group condition with 1,500 test 

takers represents a scenario where the reference group has a one-to-one ratio with the 

focal group. This scenario most often occurs comparing male examinees to female 

examinees. 

DFF Factor. The type of DFF factor consists of two conditions: (a) the 

absence of DFF; and (b-2) the presence of DFF for all-but-one facet. The absence of 
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DFF condition was chosen to represent tests where there is no common explanatory 

facet parameter variability. This means that there is no common DIF variability within 

a facet. The presence of DFF for all-but-one facet condition represents a scenario 

where DIF parameters have common variability that accumulates at the facet-level and 

can be explained by facet features. One facet is treated as an anchor to estimate DFF 

for the other facets. The presence of DFF condition will be simulated using a normal 

distribution with a mean of 0.0 and a standard deviation of 0.10. When DFF is present 

for the focal group, a facet parameter will be calculated by adding the facet difficulty 

component with the DFF component. For the reference group, the DFF component 

will not be combined with the facet difficulty. A new group of DIF components will 

be sampled for each replication of the simulation. 

DIF Factor. The type of DIF factor consisted of three conditions: (a) absence 

of DIF, (b) presence of DIF for all-but-one item, where DIF is distributed normally 

across all items, and (c) presence of DIF on all-but-one item within each facet. The 

absence of DIF condition was chosen to represent tests that have already gone through 

the process of removing item-level parameter variability. 

The presence of DIF for all-but-one item condition represents tests where item-

level parameter variability has not yet been explored, which would likely be 

encountered during the initial pilot testing stage. In this condition, one item is treated 

as parameter invariant and is treated as an anchor to estimate DIF for the other items. 
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The DIF in this condition will be simulated across items using a normal distribution 

with a mean of 0.0 and a standard deviation of 0.15. Under this condition, the item 

difficulty parameter of the focal group will be equal to the item difficulty for all test 

takers plus the DIF component. For the reference group, the DIF component is not 

combined with the item difficulty. A new group of DIF components will be sampled 

for each replication of the simulation.  

The presence of DIF for all-but-one item within each facet condition is a more 

complex simulation of DIF than the other conditions. In this scenario, a test exists with 

several facets. Several items are contained within each facet and these items are shared 

between facets. The items within a facet have their own unique DIF parameters. In the 

case of this study, the DIF is simulated for all-but-one item in each facet. Items 

sharing a common facet may have more than one DIF component. When this occurs 

the DIF estimates are then added across facets for each item.  

Consider a hypothetical test that consists of 8 items and three facets, and each 

facet contains 4 items. Items 1 through 4 are part of Facet A, items 5 through 8 are 

part of Facet B, and items 2, 4, 6, and 8 are part of Facet C. In this hypothetical, some 

items are shared by more than one facet. In this hypothetical, each item shows DIF 

within their respective facet and the DIF effects are either -0.2, -0.1, 0.1, or 0.2. Under 

this hypothetical situation, all DIF is cancelling out within each facet so that no DFF 

occurs for each facet. Note that this hypothetical does not contain an anchor within 
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each facet. Table 2 shows the distribution of these DIF effects across facets and the 

resulting total item DIF. 

 

Table 2 

Hypothetical DIF Effects for Three Facets. 

  Facet   
Item  A B C  Total DIF 

1  -0.2    -0.2 
2  -0.1  0.2  0.1 
3  0.1    0.1 
4  0.2  -0.2  0.0 
5   -0.2   -0.2 
6   -0.1 -0.1  0.0 
7   0.1   0.1 
8   0.2 0.1  0.3 

Total DFF  0.0 0.0 0.0  0.0 
 

 

In this hypothetical, the exact DIF associated with a particular facet for each 

item is known and displayed in Table 3.2. For Item 2, it shares two facets, Facet A and 

Facet C. For Item 2, there is a DIF effect of -0.1 associated with Facet A and a DF 

effect of 0.2 associated with Factor C. If the facet structure was ignored, the total DIF 

effect would be 0.1, which is the sum of the effects from Facets A and C. In this 

hypothetical, Item 4 encounters a strange, but possible, situation. The total DIF effect, 

the effect if facet structures are ignored, would suggest that no measurement bias 
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exists for this item at the test level. However, when we consider the facet structure, we 

know that parameter variability exists for this item within two facets.  

Returning to the third condition of the present study, presence of DIF for all-

but-one item within each facet, there are many instances where items contribute to 

more than differential functioning estimate. Items can contribute to more than one 

differential functioning component if they are members of multiple facets. The 

differential component is then a vector of the sum of the DIF component that are being 

estimated.  

Although the third condition is much more complicated than the other two 

conditions, it represents a scenario where DIF might occur on a test where items are 

shared between facets, but the DIF does not accumulate into DFF. In this condition, 

DIF is simulated for all-but-one item within each facet. Because the items share facets, 

the DIF effects for each item are summed across facets. The summed effect then 

represents the total DIF of the item. Under this condition a normal distribution with a 

mean of 0 and a standard deviation of 0.15 will be used to generate the DIF within 

facet parameters. 

In general, the DIF factor aims to understand how the type of DIF occurring 

within a test might affect interpretation of cross-classified models. Depending on how 

DIF is distributed within facets, DIF may exist, amplify, or nullify within facets, 

which can affect the interpretations of the parameters estimated from the models.  
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Item difficulty residual. The item distribution factor consisted of two 

conditions: a condition with items distributed normally and a condition where items 

are distributed under a heavily negative skewed distribution. For the test conditions 

where items are normally distributed and uniformly distributed, the mean item 

difficulty is 0, with a standard deviation of 0.4.  

The heavily negatively skewed normal distribution was simulated using the sn 

package (Azzalini, 2014) in R. This package allows for pseudo-random sampling of 

values from a specified skewed distribution. The vector of the scale parameters in the 

rsn function of sn was set to 0.65223 and the vector of slant parameters was set to -

7.0. The final result are simulated item residuals with a mean of zero, a standard 

deviation of approximately 0.4 and a skewness of -0.95. Figure 3 displays a histogram 

plot with 0.05 sized bins of 10,000 simulated parameters for the two conditions.  
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Figure 3. Plot of 10,000 simulated values for the normal distribution and negatively 
skewed distribution conditions for the item residual factor. 

 

For the Normal condition, the distribution takes the familiar bell-shape. The bin mode 

under the Normal condition is at or around the value of 0.0 and most simulated values 

range from -1 to 1. For the Skewed condition, the bin mode of the parameters is the 

0.35 to 0.40 bin. Under the Skewed condition, simulated parameters are less than 0.8 

and the negatively skewed tail is prominent. Item residual difficulties under the cross-

classified LR-LLTM are assumed to follow a normal distribution with some mean and 

variance, but this assumption is not likely to hold for all test types. Since this factor 

varies the distribution of residual item difficulties, the factor acts as a stress-test for the 

cross-classified multilevel measurement model. 
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Fixed simulation factors. Several generating factors will remain fixed 

throughout this study, these include: number of persons in the reference group, the 

distributions and moments of members in the focal and reference groups, number of 

items, the item-by-facet matrix describing the relations between items and facets, facet 

difficulty, impact of being in the focal group over the reference group. As mentioned 

above, the reference population contained 1,500 examinees.  

For this study, all simulated test forms consisted of a fixed condition of 8 

facets and items were shared between facets – of which 6 need to be estimated.  Table 

3 displays the item-by-facet design matrix for the 30 item tests. Items are labeled 1 

through 30 and facets are labeled A through H. Facets A, B, and C could be thought as 

content facets, facets D, E, and F could be thought of as cognitive complexity facets, 

and facets G and H could be thought of as indicators for the presence or absence of 

imagery concurrent with an item. Facets A through F are associated with 10 of the 

items, whereas facet G and H are associated with 15 items. This matrix is similar to 

the design matrix used to measure verbal aggression (Smits, De Boeck, Vansteelandt; 

2004). The difficulties of these facets were set to fixed values, these values were -.40, 

.10, .80, .00, .30, .00, -.30, .20 for facets A through H, respectively.  
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Table 3 

Item-by-facet design matrix for the 30 item test formats. 

  Facet   
Item  A B C D E F G H 
1  1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 
2  1 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 
3  1 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 
4  1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 
5  1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 
6  1 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 
7  1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 
8  1 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 
9  1 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 
10  1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 
11  0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 
12  0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 
13  0 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 
14  0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 
15  0 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 
16  0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 
17  0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 
18  0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 
19  0 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 
20  0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 
21  0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 
22  0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 
23  0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 
24  0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 
25  0 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 
26  0 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 
27  0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 
28  0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 
29  0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 
30  0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 
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Figure 4 displays a summary of the fixed and variable factors. The variable 

factors were varied systematically using a 3 × 2 × 2 × 2 factorial design, resulting in 

24 cells. One-hundred unique datasets were simulated for each cell and the four 

models were fit to each dataset. 

Fixed Factors Variable Factors 
Reference Group Size 
jr = 1,500 
 
Distribution of Persons 
~N(0, 1.00) 
 
Impact  
γ001 = -0.1 
 
Number of facets 
Nfacets = 6 
 
Number of items 
i = 30 
 
Item-to-facet design matrix 
See Table 3.3 
 
Facet difficulties 
γ0A0 = -0.4; γ0B0 = 0.1; γ0C0 = 0.8; 
γ0E0 = 0.3; γ0F0 = -0.3; γ0H0 = 0.2 

Focal Group Size 
1) jf = 1,500 
2) jf = 500 

 
DIF 

1) ~N(0, 0) 
2) ~N(0, 0.15) across all but one item 
3) ~N(0, 0.15) across all but one item 

within each facet 

 
Distribution of DFF 

1) ~N(0, 0.15) 
2) ~N(0, 0) 

 

 
Distribution of difficulty residuals 

1) ~N(0,0.4) 
2) Negatively Skewed 

 
Figure 4. A summary of the fixed and varying conditions for this study. 

 

Simulation procedures. Given all of the conditions, which are summarized in 

Figure 3.2, parameters were generated with the following model: 
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(17)  

where u0j0 represents the generating effect for person ability, which has two 

conditions, γ010 represents impact of being in the reference group over the focal group, 

γ00f represents the difficulty of facet f, γ01f represents the DFF of facet f for focal group, 

γq00 represents the difficulty of item q for a test that contains k items, which has two 

generating effects, and γq10 represents the DIF of item q for the focal group compared 

to the reference group, which uses three different types of generating conditions. 

 This generated effect for person j on item i, ηqij was then applied to the 

following model: 

P(Yij =1) =
exp(hqij )

1- exp(hqij )
  (18)  

The value obtained then represents the probability of a correct response for person j 

responding to item i. Based on these unique item-by-person probabilities, expressed as 

values between 0 and 1, responses were generated using a binomial random variate 

generation method in R (R core team, 2012). 

 This study could be described as a 3 × 2 × 2 × 2 factorial design where the four 

models are fit to each of the simulated conditions. Under the first condition, the 

distribution of the generated item residuals is allowed to vary. Items are generated 
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either under a normal distribution, a uniform distribution or a negatively skewed 

distribution. Under the second condition, items either exhibit DIF or do not exhibit 

DIF. When items exhibit DIF the item parameters vary with a mean of 0.10, which 

represents the impact between the two groups, and a standard deviation of 0.25. Under 

the third condition, the number of items vary on the test. For the study the exam length 

will be either 30 items or 60 items. The 3 × 2 × 2 × 2 factorial design represents a total 

of 12 simulated conditions. Because of the computational time required for model 

fitting each of the cells was replicated 100 times. For the replication of each condition, 

the following steps were taken: 

1. sample person ability, item difficulty, DIF effect, facet difficulty, and DFF 

effect; 

2. calculate log-odds estimate, ηijf, using the generating model; 

3. generate item response using binomial random variate generator; 

4. fit the Rasch model, latent regression model, LR-LLTM, and cross-

classified LR-LLTM to obtain estimates for person, item, DIF, facet, DFF, 

and overall model fit; 

5. Obtain and summarize estimates of interest for the four models. 

 

Estimation 
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 The models were fit to the simulated condition using the glmer function from 

the package lme4 (Bates, Maechler, & Bockler, 2012) in R. The glmer function 

allows for a generalized linear mixed model (GLMM) to be fit to a data structure. 

These GLMMs, are fit with an iteratively reweighted least squares algorithm. 

However, when comparing lme4 method with three other Rasch model estimation 

packages, which included BIGSTEPS, Analysis, and ltm, the correlations of item and 

person estimates were all above .995 between all estimation packages (Lamprianou, 

2013). 

Parameter Recovery 

 The extent to which parameters are accurately recovered using a particular 

model will be evaluated using a measure of bias and root mean squared error (RSME). 

Standard errors will be estimated for both bias and RMSE. Bias represents the 

difference between an expected value and the true value of the parameter being 

estimated. When the bias parameter is equal to zero, then a parameter is considered 

unbiased. RSME is an alternative method for measuring the differences between 

estimated values and true values. Every model fit will have a single RSME value. 

 The estimation of bias is described in Equation 19 

Biasr =
ĝqr - gqr( )

q=1

N

å
N

  
(19)  
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where ĝqr  is the estimated difficulty for item q of replication r, γqr is the generated 

value for item q of replication r, and N is the number of parameters estimated by the 

model. 

 Equation 20 describes the estimation of RSME 

RSMEr =
ĝqr - gqr( )2

q=1

N

å
N

  
(20)  

where ĝqr  is the estimated difficulty for item q of replication r, γqr is the generated 

value for item q of replication r, and N is the number of parameters estimated by the 

model. 

Random parameter recovery. The lme4 package allows for the estimation 

of the conditional modes of the random effects. By obtaining the modes, estimates of 

individual person ability or item difficulties are possible. After obtaining these 

conditional modes, the bias and RSME effects can be examined. 

Model Fit  

Since the models are not all nested within each other, the overall fit of the 

models to the data will be evaluated using the Akaike Information Criterion (AIC; 

Akaike, 1974), Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC; Schwarz, 1978), and Rasch 

reliability. The AIC and BIC are calculated using deviance statistics, where deviance 

is  
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2log( ) Deviance likelihood   (21)  

So that 

(2 )  AIC deviance df   (22)  

and 

BIC = deviance + (df  log(n)) . (23)  
 

Both AIC and BIC are provided to analyze the relative fit of the three models on the 

two scales. AIC and BIC were provided for several reasons; first, although AIC and 

BIC answer two different questions, when the criteria agree on the best model, this 

provides reassurance on the robustness on the model choice (Kuha, 2004). Second, 

regardless of the criteria of use for both AIC and BIC, readers have a preferred relative 

fit index. The proportion of models with the smallest AIC and BIC values will be 

analyzed.  
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Chapter IV: Results 

 A total of 2400 data sets were generated in the simulation study, with 100 

replications at each of the 24 conditions. The Rasch, Latent Regression, LR-LLTM, 

and cross-classified LR-LLTM were fit to each data set, resulting in 9600 total model 

fits, 273,600 fixed effect estimates, and the generation of 24,000,000 person ability 

estimates. 

The results from this study are broken down into four sections. First, item 

parameter recovery results are scrutinized by bias and RMSE for the Rasch, Latent 

Regression model, and cross classified MMM. Second, the recovery of the item facet 

parameters for the LR-LLTM and cross-classified LR-LLM are dissected by 

examining bias and RSME. Third, the recovery of person estimates for the four 

models was examined using, bias, RSME, and Rasch reliability. Finally, the model fit 

for the four models was studied by examining the proportion of models with smallest 

AIC and BIC values within each simulation across all varying conditions. 
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Item Parameter Recovery 

Only the Rasch, Latent Regression and cross-classified LR-LLTM were 

compared in ability to recover item parameters. Unlike the other three models, the LR-

LLTM was ignored from item parameter recovery analyses because the model does 

not directly or indirectly estimate item parameters. Table 4 contains the mean item 

parameter bias across items within each cell and model permutation. The mean item 

parameter bias is averaged across all items by simulation study conditions and model 

type. Table 4 is broken down by the DIF and DFF conditions as columns in the table, 

and item distribution, reference group size, and model type as rows. The most 

interesting information gathered in the table is the direction – positive or negative – 

and magnitude of the mean bias item parameter estimates. 
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Table 4 
 
Mean item parameter bias within simulated condition for the Rasch, Latent 
Regression (LR), and cross-classified LR-LLTM (CC). 
 
 
 

  
DIF ~ None  DIF ~ Across Items 

 DIF ~ Within 
Facets 

Model No DFF DFF  No DFF DFF  No DFF DFF 
Normal 500 Rasch -0.0400 -0.0370  -0.0440 -0.0500  -0.1480 -0.1500 

LR 0.006 0.007  0.001 0.008  0.003 0.004 
CC 0.012 0.013  0.007 0.014  0.008 0.010 

1,500 Rasch -0.0160 -0.0250  -0.0170 -0.0050  -0.0680 -0.0780 
LR 0.002 0.001  0.002 0.005  0.000 0.001 
CC 0.009 0.008  0.008 0.011  0.004 0.006 

Skewed 500 Rasch -0.0420 -0.0450  -0.0450 -0.0390  -0.1570 -0.1620 
LR 0.006 0.004  -0.0020 0.007  0.003 0.002 
CC 0.012 0.010  0.005   0.0070  0.011 0.009 

1,500 Rasch -0.0200 -0.0180  -0.0160 -0.0170  -0.0720 -0.0700 
LR 0.002 0.002  0.006 0.002  0.003 0.002 
CC 0.008 0.009  0.012 0.008  0.010 0.008 

 

Across all conditions, the Latent Regression model showed the least amount of 

mean bias, whereas the largest magnitude of mean bias was observed for the Rasch 

model. For every condition, Rasch models, on average, delivered item estimates with 

negative bias, particularly for the condition where DIF was centered within facets. The 

cross-classified LR-LLTM showed slightly more bias than the Latent Regression 

model and produced only positive mean bias for item estimates.  

 Across the reference size condition, the cross-classified LR-LLTM produced 

slightly less bias when the reference group was 1500 respondents compared to 500 
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respondents. The DIF, item difficulty distribution, and DFF manipulations did not 

appear to have a major effect on item parameter bias. 

Table 5 contains RMSE for items within each model and simulation condition. 

This table is broken down by the DIF and DFF conditions as columns in the table, and 

item distribution, reference group size, and model type as rows. Across conditions 

where no DIF existed, the cross-classified LR-LLTM often had the the smallest RSME 

for all but one condition. In that one condition, where no DIF or DFF existed, the 

Rasch model produced the lowest RSME. 

Under conditions where DIF was present, either across items or within facets, 

RSME was larger for the Rasch and the cross-classified LR-LLTM than under then no 

DIF condition. The Latent Regression model did not appear to have changes in RSME 

across the three DIF conditions – values ranged from 0.063 to 0.069. 

Under the reference group sample size conditions, RSME values for the Latent 

Regression model also appear to be invariant, the Rasch and cross-classified LR-

LLTM tend to have lower RSME when the reference group sample size increases. 

Interestingly, when the reference group sample size increased under the normally 

distributed item difficulties, no DIF conditions, RMSE increased for the cross-

classified LR-LLTM. 

Under the DFF conditions, the RSME values for the Rasch model were 

consistently higher when DFF was present. This condition did not seem to affect the 
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RSME of the Latent Regression model and cross-classified LR-LLTM. Finally, the 

negatively skewed distribution of item difficulties did not seem to play a role in the 

RSME values for any of the three models. 

 

Table 5 
 
Item RSME within simulated condition for the Rasch, Latent Regression (LR), and 
cross-classified LR-LLTM (CC). 
 
 
 

  
DIF ~ None  DIF ~ Across Items 

 DIF ~ Within 
Facets 

 Model No DFF DFF  No DFF DFF  No DFF DFF 
Normal 500 Rasch 0.061 0.071  0.097 0.144  0.332 0.350 

LR 0.064 0.066  0.067 0.069  0.067 0.067 
CC 0.057 0.059  0.084 0.088  0.150 0.146 

1,500 Rasch 0.058 0.084  0.070 0.091  0.165 0.175 
LR 0.064 0.064  0.066 0.065  0.063 0.065 
CC 0.062 0.062  0.071 0.069  0.080 0.084 

Skewed 500 Rasch 0.630 0.144  0.097 0.257  0.336 0.351 
LR 0.066 0.065  0.066 0.067  0.065 0.065 
CC 0.057 0.057  0.084 0.085  0.151 0.153 

1,500 Rasch 0.058 0.084  0.069 0.088  0.167 0.173 
LR 0.063 0.066  0.065 0.064  0.066 0.064 
CC 0.061 0.064  0.069 0.069  0.085 0.084 

 

Figure 5 contains multiple plots of the bias for all item estimates compared to 

their true values (Appendix A separates Figure 5 by each of the three models). Each 

plot represents a cell in the simulation study. Like Table 4 and Table 5, the figure is 

broken down by the DIF and DFF conditions as columns in the matrix, and item 

distribution, reference group size, and model type as rows. Under each condition, 
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points in the plot are color coded by model type. Since these are plots of bias of item 

estimates across true values, the ideal outcome for any model under any condition is 

all item estimates on the y-axis.  

Across all simulated conditions, the Rasch model appears to show the most 

variability in bias of estimates, whereas the Latent Regression model appears to show 

the least variability in bias of estimates. Under the no DIF or DFF conditions, 

variability in bias appears to be lowest for all three models. Generally, across all cells 

for the no DIF and DIF present across items conditions, the cross-classified LR-LLTM 

and the Latent Regression Model look to have similar distributions of bias, which is 

confirmed by RSME estimates. Under the presence of DIF distributed within facet, 

bias of estimates appears to be systematically distributed as it relates to the true values 

for the Rasch and cross-classified LR-LLTM. Specifically there a non-linear positive 

relationship between true values and bias estimates which appears to be stronger for 

the Rasch model than the cross-classified LR-LLTM. These systematic effects appear 

to be even more pronounced under the small reference group condition, where the 

variability of the cross-classified LR-LLTM appears to be the largest – a finding 

corroborated with RSME. 
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Figure 5. Plots of item estimate bias by true values for each simulated condition and model type. 
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Facet Parameter Recovery 

The recovery of facet ability estimates was compared for the LR-LLTM and 

the cross-classified LR-LLTM. The Rasch and latent regression Rasch models were 

not included in this section because neither model can produce facet parameters 

directly or indirectly. Table 6 displays the mean bias for facet estimates which is 

broken down by the DIF and DFF conditions as columns in the table, and item 

distribution, reference group size, and model type as rows. Values shown in these 

tables represent the mean bias within a cell for a given model. Each cell includes 

estimates for all eight facets, which were fixed simulation conditions. Within each of 

the DIF, DFF, item distribution, and sample size conditions there were no differences. 

Even across model mean facet estimate bias produced only a small difference; bias for 

the LR-LLTM was 0.003, whereas the bias for the cross-classified LR-LLTM was 

0.001, a 0.002 difference. 

 
 
Table 6 
 
Facet bias within simulated condition for the LR-LLTM and cross-classified LR-LLTM 
(CC). 
 
 
 

  
DIF ~ None  DIF ~ Across Items 

 DIF ~ Within 
Facets 

Model No DFF DFF  No DFF DFF  No DFF DFF 
Normal 500 LR-LLTM -0.007- -0.007   -0.010 -0.002   0.010 -0.003 

CC -0.004- -0.003  -0.006 -0.001  0.004 -0.003 
1,500 LR-LLTM -0.002- -0.004   -0.004 -0.006   0.005 -0.005 

CC -0.001- -0.001  -0.000 -0.003  0.000 -0.000 
Skewed 500 LR-LLTM -0.000- -0.002  -0.003 -0.001  0.000 -0.000 

CC -0.002- -0.000   -0.000 -0.004   0.004 -0.004 
1,500 LR-LLTM -0.002- -0.003   -0.005 -0.002   0.004 -0.002 

CC -0.001- -0.000  -0.002 -0.000  0.001 -0.002 
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Table 7 contains RSME for facet estimates for the LR-LLTM and cross-

classified LR-LLTM which is broken down by the DIF and DFF conditions as 

columns in the table, and item distribution, reference group size, and model type as 

rows. Like the mean bias of facet estimates, RSME found little difference in the DIF, 

DFF, item distribution type, and reference group size factors. For the cross-classified 

LR-LLTM, the facet RSME was 0.175, whereas the LR-LLTM was 0.002 lower with 

an RSME of 0.172.  

 
Table 7 
 
Facet RSME within simulated condition for the LR-LLTM and cross-classified LR-
LLTM (CC). 
 
 
 

  
DIF ~ None  DIF ~ Across Items 

 DIF ~ Within 
Facets 

 Model No DFF DFF  No DFF DFF  No DFF DFF 
Normal 500 LR-LLTM 0.183 0.171   0.190 0.173   0.165 0.168 

CC 0.186 0.175  0.195 0.177  0.171 0.176 
1,500 LR-LLTM 0.173 0.176   0.175 0.167   0.184 0.190 

CC 0.176 0.181  0.179 0.170  0.189 0.197 
Skewed 500 LR-LLTM 0.172 0.176  0.165 0.169  0.169 0.180 

CC 0.169 0.172   0.161 0.170   0.163 0.171 
1,500 LR-LLTM 0.174 0.161   0.164 0.169   0.165 0.159 

CC 0.177 0.164  0.166 0.173  0.168 0.165 

 

Both mean bias of facet estimates and RSME of facet estimates included the 

eight fixed facet parameters from the simulation conditions. The same analyses were 

completed within each of the eight fixed facets conditions and no differences were 

identified between the LR-LLTM and the cross-classified LR-LLTM. The results of 
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these analyses are summarized in Appendix B using a series of density plots to show 

the variability in facet estimates. 

Person Parameter Recovery 

The recovery of person ability parameters was analyzed for all four models. 

Table 8 displays the mean bias for person estimates which is broken down by the DIF 

and DFF conditions as columns in the table, and item distribution, reference group 

size, and model type as rows.  

Across the DIF, DFF and item distribution conditions there appear to be no 

differences in mean bias of person parameter recovery. Across the reference group 

conditions there appear to be some differences in person parameter recovery, although 

the differences appear to be quite small. Mean bias of estimates for the nf = 500 

condition ranged from 0.049 to 0.060 whereas the nf = 1500 condition produced mean 

bias of estimates ranging from 0.023 to 0.036 across all other simulation conditions. 

Model type also appeared to show differences across bias of person estimates. Across 

all conditions, the cross-classified LR-LLTM and Rasch model produced the smallest 

values, values for the latent regression Rasch model were larger by 0.005 and larger 

for the LR-LLTM by 0.007.  
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Table 8 

Mean person estimate bias within simulated condition for the Rasch, Latent 
Regression (LR), LR-LLTM, and cross-classified LR-LLTM (CC). 

 
 

  
DIF ~ None  DIF ~ Across Items 

 DIF ~ Within 
Facets 

 Model No DFF DFF  No DFF DFF  No DFF DFF 
Normal 500 Rasch 0.050 0.051  0.053 0.050  0.049 0.050 

LR 0.054 0.056  0.058 0.055  0.056 0.059 
LR-LLTM 0.056 0.058  0.059 0.056  0.058 0.059 
CC  0.049 0.051  0.053 0.049  0.050 0.052 

1,500 Rasch 0.027 0.029  0.026 0.023  0.024 0.029 
LR 0.031 0.034  0.030 0.027  0.030 0.033 
LR-LLTM 0.033 0.035  0.032 0.029  0.034 0.035 
CC  0.027 0.029  0.026 0.023  0.027 0.028 

Skewed 500 Rasch 0.052 0.052  0.054 0.051  0.052 0.050 
LR 0.057 0.056  0.058 0.055  0.061 0.057 
LR-LLTM 0.058 0.058  0.060 0.057  0.061 0.059 
CC  0.051 0.050  0.053 0.050  0.053 0.052 

1,500 Rasch 0.030 0.028  0.026 0.027  0.027 0.027 
LR 0.034 0.032  0.030 0.031  0.031 0.031 
LR-LLTM 0.036 0.034  0.032 0.033  0.032 0.032 
CC  0.029 0.027  0.026 0.027  0.025 0.026 

 

Table 9 displays the RSME random effect recovery for person parameters 

which is broken down by the DIF and DFF conditions as columns in the table, and 

item distribution, reference group size, and model type as rows. Across the DIF 

conditions there are no differences in RSME. Across the DFF condition RSME is 

larger by 0.003 for the DFF condition. Additionally, RSME is smallest for the latent 

regression Rasch and cross-classified LR-LLTM is smallest, but RSME is only 0.003 

larger for the Rasch and LR-LLTM models. The largest differences in RSME come 

from the reference group condition and DIF conditions. Under the nf = 500 condition, 
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RSME is 0.007 larger compared to the nf = 1500 condition. For the DIF conditions the 

DIF across items condition produces an RMSE of 0.401 and the no DIF condition 

produces a nominal difference in RMSE of 0.402, however, under the DIF within 

facets condition, the RSME is 0.416 – a difference of 0.015 from the DIF across items 

condition. 

 

Table 9. 

Person RSME within simulated condition for the Rasch, Latent Regression (LR), LR-
LLTM, and cross-classified LR-LLTM (CC). 

 
 

  
None  Across Items 

 
Within Facets 

 Model No DFF DFF  No DFF DFF  No DFF DFF 
Normal 500 Rasch 0.397 0.405  0.398 0.409  0.423 0.435 

LR 0.402 0.403  0.402 0.404  0.415 0.418 
LR-LLTM 0.404 0.406  0.405 0.407  0.424 0.426 
CC  0.401 0.402  0.402 0.403  0.416 0.418 

1,500 Rasch 0.395 0.407  0.395 0.405  0.410 0.417 
LR 0.398 0.402  0.398 0.398  0.404 0.406 
LR-LLTM 0.401 0.405  0.401 0.401  0.410 0.411 
CC  0.398 0.402  0.398 0.398  0.405 0.406 

Skewed 500 Rasch 0.398 0.414  0.398 0.408  0.425 0.434 
LR 0.403 0.404  0.401 0.402  0.417 0.417 
LR-LLTM 0.405 0.407  0.404 0.406  0.426 0.427 
CC  0.402 0.403  0.401 0.402  0.418 0.418 

1,500 Rasch 0.395 0.404  0.395 0.404  0.411 0.417 
LR 0.399 0.398  0.398 0.399  0.405 0.405 
LR-LLTM 0.402 0.401  0.401 0.402  0.410 0.411 
CC  0.399 0.398  0.398 0.399  0.405 0.406 

 

Figure 6 displays multiple plots of the bias for a random sample of 500,000 

person’s random effect recovery estimates compared to their true values. Each plot 
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represents a cell in the simulation study. Like Table 8, the figure is broken down by 

the DIF and DFF conditions as columns in the matrix, and item distribution, reference 

group size, and model type as rows. Under each condition, points in the plot are color 

coded by model type. Since these are plots of bias of person estimates across true 

values, the ideal outcome for any model under any condition is all item estimates on 

the y-axis. Unlike the plots in Figure 6 (and Appendix A), information in Figure 6 

about persons is much more difficult to visually dissect as the variability is much 

larger across models, as well as consistent across study conditions.  
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Figure 6. Plots of bias for person estimates from a sample of 500,000 by true values for each simulated condition and model type.
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Model Fit 

Tables 4-7 and 4-8 contain proportions of the best fit by model within each 

simulation condition using AIC and BIC, respectively. The tables are broken down by 

the DIF and DFF conditions as columns in the table, and item distribution, reference 

group size, and model type as rows. Across both fit statistics there was little agreement 

on the best fitting model, with the exception of under the DIF within facets, nf = 500 

condition where the best fitting model under both AIC and BIC was the latent 

regression Rasch model. Reasons for this disagreement will be discussed in Chapter 5. 

Information in Table 10 suggests that the Rasch model was most often best 

fitting when no DIF was present. According to AIC, the latent regression model was 

most frequently the best fitting model when DIF was present, either distributed across 

items or within facet. Additionally, when DFF is present, the latent regression model 

tends to be a better fitting model than when DFF is not present. 

For model best fit using BIC, the cross-classified LR-LLTM was nearly the 

best fit under every simulation for the no DIF and DIF across items conditions. For 

the DIF across facets condition, the cross-classified LR-LLTM was the best fitting 

model when nf = 1500 and the latent regression Rasch model was favored when nf = 

500. 
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Table 10 

 

Proportion of AIC favoring the Rasch model, latent regression model (LR), LR-LLTM, 
or cross-classified LR-LLTM (CC) by simulated condition. 

 
 

  
DIF ~ None  

DIF ~ Across 
Items 

 DIF ~ Within 
Facets 

 Model 
No 

DFF DFF  
No 

DFF DFF 
 No 

DFF DFF 
Normal 500 Rasch 0.970 0.760  0.000 0.010  0.000 0.000 

LR 0.030 0.240  1.000 0.990  1.000 1.000 
LR-LLTM 0.000 0.000  0.000 0.000  0.000 0.000 
CC 0.000 0.000  0.000 0.000  0.000 0.000 

1,500 Rasch 1.000 0.750  0.160 0.100  0.000 0.000 
LR 0.000 0.250  0.840 0.900  1.000 1.000 
LR-LLTM 0.000 0.000  0.000 0.000  0.000 0.000 
CC 0.000 0.000  0.000 0.000  0.000 0.000 

Skewed 500 Rasch 0.980 0.570  0.010 0.030  0.000 0.000 
LR 0.020 0.430  0.990 0.970  1.000 1.000 
LR-LLTM 0.000 0.000  0.000 0.000  0.000 0.000 
CC 0.000 0.000  0.000 0.000  0.000 0.000 

1,500 Rasch 0.840 0.760  0.160 0.100  0.000 0.000 
LR 0.160 0.240  0.860 0.900  1.000 1.000 
LR-LLTM 0.000 0.000  0.000 0.000  0.000 0.000 
CC 0.000 0.000  0.000 0.000  0.000 0.000 

 

When comparing the LR-LLTM to the cross-classified LR-LLTM, the cross-

classified LR-LLTM provided a better fit under every simulation. This should not be 

completely surprising as only a single parameter distinguishes the cross-classified LR-

LLTM from the LR-LLTM. This finding will be discussed further in Chapter 5.  
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Table 11 

Proportion of BIC favoring the Rasch model, latent regression model (LR), LR-LLTM, 
or cross-classified LR-LLTM (CC) by simulated condition. 

 
 

  
DIF ~ None  

DIF ~ Across 
Items 

 DIF ~ Within 
Facets 

Model 
No 

DFF DFF  
No 

DFF DFF 
 No 

DFF DFF 
Normal  500 Rasch 0.000 0.000  0.000 0.000  .00 .00 

LR 0.000 0.000  0.000 0.000  .77 .74 
LR-LLTM 0.000 0.000  0.000 0.000  .00 .00 
CC 1.000 1.000  1.000 1.000  .23 .26 

1,500 Rasch 0.000 0.000  0.000 0.000  .00 .00 
LR 0.000 0.000  0.000 0.000  .04 .04 
LR-LLTM 0.000 0.000  0.000 0.000  .00 .00 
CC 1.000 1.000  1.000 1.000  .96 .96 

Skewed 500 Rasch 0.000 0.000  0.000 0.030  .00 .00 
LR 0.000 0.000  0.000 0.000  .79 .81 
LR-LLTM 0.000 0.000  0.000 0.000  .00 .00 
CC 1.000 1.000  1.000 0.970  .21 .19 

1,500 Rasch 0.000 0.000  0.000 0.000  .00 .00 
LR 0.000 0.000  0.000 0.000  .08 .05 
LR-LLTM 0.000 0.000  0.000 0.000  .00 .00 
CC 1.000 1.000  1.000 1.000  .92 .95 
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Chapter V: Conclusion 

Quantification of achievement gaps through testing, though contentious, is 

necessary to improve policy decisions in education. Much of that contention circles 

around skepticism that tests are fair and unbiased. The identification and removal of 

differential functioning between groups of individuals is an essential of educational 

and psychological testing as the method, along with other techniques, increases the 

likelihood of a fair test for individuals of different groups. Most current methods used 

to identify differential functioning are occurring at the item-level, which often leads to 

speculation about why the differential functioning exists. Testing could be greatly 

improved if the speculation as to the reason measurement bias exists could be 

quantified. This study suggested the cross-classified MMMs should be used 

concurrently with DIF methods to provide a more complete picture of differential 

functioning on a test. 

Complimenting DIF studies with DFF studies is an advantageous approach to 

detecting bias for several reasons. First, bias detection at the facet-level can be 
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matched to the level of the test blueprint, increasing the interpretability of differential 

functioning. Including more than one item as part of a facet will also provide a more 

reliable, stable sample of the construct relative to an item (Gierl et al., 2001). Second, 

violations of measurement invariance at the item-level could potentially cancel at the 

facet-level and because interpretations are made from scores at the test-level, some 

DIF might be allowable. Third, insignificant violations of measurement invariance 

may not be detected at the item-level but are amplified at the facet-level. For these 

reasons DFF studies are an ideal complement to DIF studies. 

To estimate DFF, this study suggests the use of cross-classified MMMs, where 

both items and persons are treated as random effects in the models. There are several 

reasons for treating items as random. First, items can be treated as random effects 

when they are not the variables of interest. Second, like test takers theory about item 

development suggests that items are being sampled from a larger population of items 

which suggests we should treat both as random effects. Third, treating items as 

random means fewer estimates, and more statistical power, when compared to models 

that treat items as fixed effects. 

The primary reason for the present study was to build upon these studies and 

other earlier work by formulating a cross-classified MMM that decomposed 

differential functioning at a level higher than the item and determining the 

effectiveness of the model to accurately return parameters compared to other models 
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under a set of fixed conditions. Cross-classified MMMs have shown promise when 

using secondary data sources, but because the models have not been applied under 

controlled conditions, questions still remain about the validity of the models to detect 

the contextual reasons for measurement bias. In order to study the validity of these 

models to detect DFF, data were simulated under controlled conditions and models 

were fit to the data. In education, controlled conditions are nearly impossible for large-

scale studies that test the viability of a statistical model. In these cases, simulations 

become the most viable approach to making casual inferences about the findings. 

After fitting models to the simulated data, key parameters and fit statistics were 

compared across model and simulation condition. When using random item models, if 

additional items are added to a test, the same number of parameters are estimated. 

The purpose of the simulation study was to examine the effectiveness of the 

cross-classified model as a tool to explain the context of differential functioning. The 

cross-classified MMMs were compared to the alternative models in terms of parameter 

recovery and model fit. Chapter 3 outlines a simulation study designed to understand 

how well key parameters are recovered from the cross-classified MMM relative to the 

Rasch, latent regression Rasch, and LR-LLTM. With the Rasch model, all items are 

treated as invariant across person- and item-groups. With the latent regression Rasch 

model, only one item is treated as invariant whereas all other items are used to 

estimate fixed effects DIF. This results in a model that estimates nearly twice as many 
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parameters as the Rasch model. The LR-LLTM and cross-classified MMM take an 

alternative approach and do not directly estimate item effects, rather these models 

estimate facet effects. By fitting these types of models practitioners can quantify the 

differential functioning of groups of items, not just individual items. The cross-

classified MMM extends the LR-LLTM by including a random effect for items, this 

relaxes the assumption that items can be predicted perfectly by a given set of facets in 

a model. Both of these models have fewer parameters than the Rasch model. 

These four models were fit under 24 systematically varied conditions and each 

condition was replicated 100 times. This includes varying the presence of and 

distribution of violations in item-level measurement invariance (DIF), varying the 

presence of violations in facet-level measurement invariance (DFF), varying the 

number of individuals in the focal group, and varying the distribution of item 

difficulties. Each of these conditions were fully crossed with each other to obtain 

greater contextual understanding of the effectiveness of the cross-classified MMM. 

Each of the conditions were developed so that three of the models should – 

theoretically – be preferred over the other models. When there are no violations of 

measurement the Rasch model was expected to be preferred; when DIF is present, the 

latent regression Rasch model was expected be preferred; and when DFF is present, 

the cross-classified MMM was expected to be preferred. 
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The results of the simulation suggest that the Rasch model, latent regression 

Rasch model and cross-classified MMM is each more appropriate than others 

depending on the simulation study conditions. Below the results are discussed by 

model for parameter recovery using RSME and bias, and model fit using AIC and 

BIC. 

Item Parameter Recovery 

 For the Rasch and latent regression Rasch models items are treated as fixed 

effects and can be extracted directly from the model. For the cross-classified model, 

item difficulties are a combination of fixed and random effects. The fixed effects for 

the cross-classified MMM are obtained from facets that are associated with an item 

and combined with values extracted from random effects. The LR-LLTM does not 

provide enough information to directly extract item difficulties from the model. 

For item parameter estimation, the Rasch model was found to be the most 

appropriate model using RSME under specific context where the focal group size was 

1500, no DIF was present, and no DFF was present. Given a well vetted test with no 

violations in parameter variability at the item- or facet-level and large sample sizes for 

the focal and reference group, there is no need to fit a latent regression Rasch or cross-

classified MMM. This should not be a surprise; a test that has been well vetted should 

not have DIF or DFF and therefore Rasch model should recover parameters as well as, 

if not better than the latent regression and cross-classified MMM. Under most 
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conditions the Rasch model shows little bias, however a moderate bias effect occurs 

when DIF exists across items and a strong bias effect occurs with DIF is distributed 

across items within a facet. In fact, Figure 6 shows that bias is not just directional but 

is quite systematic across the theta scale. Items with positive values tend to be more 

biased positively, whereas items with negative values tend to be more negatively 

biased. This emphasizes the importance of fitting the Rasch model only when the 

conditions are ideal.  

The latent regression model proved to have the lowest RSME values when (a) 

DIF was distributed across items within facets; and (b) under the specific conditions 

where DIF was distributed across items, DFF was present, and the focal group was 

equal to 500. The latent regression Rasch model was expected to be the best fitting 

model, by far, for the DIF across items within facets condition. This condition was 

originally designed to show the limitations of the cross-classified MMM. The latent 

regression Rasch model should have been the best fitting model for all simulations 

where DIF is present and distributed normally across items, which is generally the 

case, but more so when DFF was present and the focal group was 500. More 

surprising are the similarity in RSME estimates are for all three models when DFF is 

present and DIF is distributed normally across items, these values were expected to 

heavily favor the latent regression Rasch model. These results show the potential of 

the cross-classified MMM to obtain item estimates. 
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Under conditions where no measurement variability was occurring at the item 

level, but was occurring at the facet level the cross-classified MMM produced the 

lowest RSME values. This was expected from this subset of conditions because the 

cross-classified MMM was designed to detect DFF but not DIF. Under these 

conditions, sets of items are likely exhibiting some DIF, but all DIF could be directly 

attributed to facets. For test developers who would have only used methods to detect 

DIF the design of test in this study would have been difficult to determine the reasons 

for the DIF without completing some type of secondary analysis. This make the cross-

classified MMM for detecting DFF an ideal tool to use concurrently with DIF 

methods. Surprisingly when violations of parameter invariance were not occurring at 

the item- or facet-level and the focal group size is only 500 individuals, the cross-

classified MMM provided the lowest RSME value of the three models. One 

hypothesis for this is the small focal groups would lead to unstable item parameter 

estimates for the Rasch and latent regression Rasch models and by grouping items 

based on their common characteristics at the facet-level could potentially provide 

additional stability around parameter estimates. Comparing RSME values for 

conditions where items were skewed to conditions where items were normally 

distributed, slightly higher values were produced for the skewed items conditions, 

however these differences hold very little practical difference. When examining Figure 

6 for bias, the cross-classified MMM appears to show some systematic bias when DIF 
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is distributed normally within facets, where items that have positive DIF tend to be 

slightly over estimated and items that are negative tend to be slightly under estimated. 

This distortion is much clearer for the smaller focal group size condition. The DIF 

centered within facet was designed to see exactly what would happen when there were 

serious violations of the model given the data. This condition represents a clear 

deficiency in the cross-classified MMM presented in this study.  

Facet Parameter Recovery 

 Only two models, the LR-LLTM and the cross-classified MMM produced 

estimates at the facet-level. When comparing RSME and bias across all conditions, the 

estimates from the two models were comparable. Based on the inclusion of the 

random item residual effect for the cross-classified MMM, it was expected this 

additional parameter would improve the precision of the facet estimation. This does 

not seem to be the case. Given the inclusion of a random item residual, we should 

expect improved fit with either person parameters or facet parameters when compared 

to the LR-LLTM. This suggests we should see improved person parameter fit relative 

to the LR-LLTM. 

Person Parameter Recovery 

 All four models in this study included random effects for respondents. 

Information about each hypothetical respondent was extracted from these random 

effects and were compared. From a practical standpoint the bias and RSME values for 
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each of the models across all conditions are identical. This comes as a bit of surprise, 

as there are serious violations of each of the models under certain conditions. With the 

LR-LLTM, there is no ideal condition for this model in the study, regardless all 

models perform similarly. Given the extracted person values, it shouldn’t be that much 

of a surprise that each of the models are producing similar error for individual person 

estimates as each respondent has only 30 corresponding data points. This is only a 

fraction of data that is used to estimate item parameters, which have at least 2,000 

responses to estimate an item difficulty. Total responses per person is a limitation of 

all of the models for this study and future work should consider situations where more 

precise person values are available. 

Model Fit 

 Each model was compared using the AIC and BIC for each dataset under each 

condition. This provided additional information about the adequacy of the four models 

under each of the conditions. Overall, AIC and BIC provide very little agreement 

about the best fitting model given the conditions. Only under the DIF distributed 

within facets condition did AIC and BIC agree that the latent regression Rasch model 

was preferred. For other conditions, AIC values preferred the latent regression Rasch 

model when DIF was distributed across items and preferred the Rasch model when 

DIF was not present. Alternatively, BIC values preferred the cross-classified MMM 
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when DIF was distributed across items or not present at all. These findings show 

disagreement for two-thirds of the results, not a significant portion. 

The conflicting results are due in part to the differing penalties for model 

complexity of AIC and BIC. The penalty for AIC, described in Equation 21, is 2 × df, 

where df signifies the number of parameters in the model. When comparing models 

with AIC, two times the number of parameters in the model was added to deviance 

statistic. The penalty when comparing models with BIC, described in Equation 22, is 

df × log(n); where df is multiplied by the log of the number of respondents. The 

penalties using AIC for the Rasch, latent regression Rasch, LR-LLTM, and cross-

classified MMM were 62, 122, 26, and 28, respectively. The penalties for BIC varied 

much greater than AIC; these values also varied depending on the reference size 

conditions in the study. The BIC penalties were 226.71 and 242.55 for the Rasch 

model, 446.41 and 477.27 for the latent regression Rasch model, 95.07 and 101.71 for 

the LR-LLTM, and 102.39 and 109.54 and for the cross-classified MMM. Penalties 

for AIC and BIC for each set of models differ by a factor of 3.66 when the focal group 

size of 500 and 3.91 when the focal group size is 1,500 respondents. Given greater 

penalty on the Rasch and latent regression Rasch model using BIC, this may explain 

the conflicting model fit results. 

 From the results, BIC favors more parsimonious models whereas AIC prefers 

more complex models that explain variability with more detail. Given the conflicting 
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results between AIC and BIC, model selection between parsimonious models like the 

cross-classified MMM and much more complex models like the latent regression 

Rasch model appears to be a topic that should receive additional attention. In practice, 

not all models require DIF parameters to be estimated for nearly every item. This 

would lead to many fewer parameters being estimated – even for a test with 30 items. 

Regardless, it’s unlikely the cross-classified MMM would have more than half the 

number of parameters that would be estimated by any latent regression Rasch model. 

In this study conflicting indices–favoring the latent regression Rasch or cross-

classified MMM–supports the theory presented in this study that both models should 

be used concurrently to support the improved development of tests.  

Limitations 

 From the start of this study, the goal was to explore an innovative way to 

potentially improve the fairness of tests by utilizing cross-classified MMMs as a way 

to explain the common variability of DIF in items. Since previous studies have only 

used real data or a single simulated dataset, this study focused on repeated simulations 

using a factorial design. Although the goal of a simulation study is to make causal 

statements about research questions, a limitation can be generalizability. Although this 

study used simulated data, it attempted to improve generalizability by creating 

parameters based on real life scenarios. The size of the focal group varied by two 
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different levels to represent males compared to females and English learners compared 

to native English speakers. 

Throughout the study it has been emphasized that DFF models should act as a 

compliment to current DIF studies and the results of the study back these findings – 

particularly when there is no common variability of DIF estimates. This study showed 

that it is possible to accurately recover facet parameters and that when conditions are 

correct, the parsimonious cross-classified models can provide the most accurate 

understanding about responses to a test.  

 A detailed blueprint is required to appropriately utilize a cross-classified 

MMM to detect DFF. Items used in the model must be systematically developed to the 

blueprint using item writing processes which are often viewed as part science and part 

art. When developing items, traditional writing and blueprinting methodologies 

require subject matter experts to consider the content–the prerequisite knowledge, 

skills, and/or abilities–and the cognitive demand–the expected mental complexity 

required of a typical test taker interacting with an item (Haladyna & Rodriguez, 

Chapter 2, pg. 28). These items are written considering broad-level content and 

cognitive demand; this level might not be detailed enough to utilize explanatory 

models to identify DFF. Additionally, the consideration of cognitive level involves 

some level of subjectivity when considering the typical respondent and there is little 

research on the validity of cognitive taxonomies in the literature (Haladyna and 
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Rodriguez, Chapter 2, p 31). This traditional item design approach does not integrate 

theory to understand how specific features of items affect the cognitive basis of 

performance or relevant research methods to measure such constructs (Yang & 

Embretson, 2007; Embretson, 1983). 

In order to truly utilize explanatory models to identify DFF, test developers 

must consider more nuance in the cognitive complexity of an item. One possibility is 

to consider an item as a series of smaller cognitive tasks that must be completed to 

respond correctly. Consider the item: "Solve 14 x 7". This problem consists of two 

multiplication problems – "4  7" and "10  7" – and one addition problem, the sum of 

the two products. It seems more realistic to treat this example as three distinct 

components rather than a single measure of a much broader content area. When we 

know distinct, finer grained steps required to solve a question, it is easier to describe 

and quantify differences among the items, as well as understand the role individual 

cognitive demands in the response process. 

If we ignore the underlying cognitive processes, we might only map "Solve 14 

 7" as an item in the multiplication domain where the cognitive complexity is 

considered to be at the application-level (see Anderson et al., 2001 for more detail 

about cognitive complexity). This classification makes it difficult to understand how 

this item might be different from other application items measuring general math 

multiplication. Tracking information at this smaller grain size provides clarity about 
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the construct and provides additional information about the construct when using test 

scores. 

Today several frameworks exist that go beyond traditional blueprinting 

techniques, these frameworks include cognitive design system (Embretson, 1994, 

1998, 2014), evidence-centered design (Mislevy, Steinberg & Almond, 2003), and 

assessment engineering (Luecht, 2006, 2007). These modern frameworks consider the 

cognitive requirements of examinees at a finer cognitive grain size than traditional 

techniques. Although each approach differs, the relative goal of all three are to embed 

cognitive models that describe the knowledge, skills, and abilities required of the 

assessment into the whole test construction process. The use of these frameworks 

provides item writers with clear directions of the content required of the items. In 

addition to improving item development, these blueprints also can improve the 

explanatory models used as cognitive response processes can be fit to item response 

data. By fitting explanatory models, test developers can have a better understanding of 

the relationship between the cognitive response process, item features, and respondent 

characteristics.  

Future Studies 

 In future studies, a DIF effect should be considered for the cross-classified 

MMM. Theoretically, DIF as a random effect follows what was noted by De Boeck 

(2008); most DIF is normally distributed with a given mean and variance. Including a 
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random-effect DIF parameter in the current MMM is possible and would only require 

an additional two parameters to be estimated – a value for the mean difference 

between two groups after controlling for facet differences and variance component for 

to estimate the variability of DIF across the groups. In fact, treating DIF as a random 

effect is not new and, for example, has been utilized to detect differences between 

native English speakers and those with limited English proficiency on the 2003 

National Assessment of Educational Progress for 4th grade mathematics (Kamata et 

al., 2005). Future studies could examine the role and effectiveness of simultaneously 

estimating random-effect DIF concurrently with fixed-effect DFF. The variance 

component then becomes the critical measure to examine when it comes to DIF. The 

component applies for almost all developmental stages of a test; in a pilot phase we 

would expect large variance to be estimated, as items with DIF are typically more 

prominent; in mature test situations where the variance component would be expected 

to be small, as items exhibiting parameter variability would have been removed. The 

role of random DIF, which is already well studied?, could be examined in simulation 

studies and in practice with datasets where facet information is readily available.  

 Additionally, nearly all studies utilizing explanatory models to examine 

common item variability with facets use dichotomous response data. Given the need 

for more authentic assessment, tests are now being polytomously scored and there is a 

need to examine the use of cross-classified MMMs under this context. The 
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examination of DFF with polytomous data is much more difficult as there are several 

response levels per item. An investigation of the literature reveals a similar outcome to 

this study: only a few studies exist where cross-classified MMMs are being utilized 

with polytomous data and none of the studies involve repeated simulations. 

 Finally, very little research has been done on the topic of cross-classified 

MMMs to understand measurement bias and additional research should be completed 

on this topic. In fact, future research should include a replication of this study as it 

may provide consistent validity evidence and generalizability. Appendix C includes 

the code to re-create and re-model data from this study. Slight variations of this study 

could include, varying the item-by-facet matrix, number of facets, difficulty of items 

and facets. 

Parting Thoughts 

 As a profession we need to improve how we think about assessment. Currently 

our profession spends ample time worrying about the precision of coefficients and 

reducing the size of the confidence interval around an estimate. The focus on precision 

of coefficients has mostly lead to less of a focus on the need for detailed test blueprints 

and a general decrease in the interpretability of test measures. The profession’s 

approach to detecting DIF mirrors its current thinking. Our profession now has a 

multitude of methods for detecting DIF, and we can detect it with great precision. But 

we continue to only speculate as to the reasons for DIF. In order to move the 
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profession forward, we must balance interpretability with precision. If we cannot 

provide clear interpretation of scores to students, parents, teachers, administrators, and 

community partners, our profession will continue to isolate itself as heady statisticians 

out-of-touch with educational practice. The line of research presented in this study was 

an attempt to balance interpretation and precision by melding DIF and DFF studies 

through explanatory models. It is my belief that we need more practitioners and 

researchers that are focused on assisting key educational stakeholders and to do so we 

must develop research methods that combine practicality with precision. If we don’t 

our profession will lose emphasis and regress improvements in educational practice. 
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Appendix A: Item Recovery Plots  

This appendix includes 3 figures, each containing plots for the Rasch, Latent 

Regression, and Cross-classified models with 500,000 item parameters parameter 

recovered in the simulation study. 
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Figure 7. Plots of item estimate bias by true values for each simulated condition for the Rasch model. 
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Figure 8. Plots of item estimate bias by true values for each simulated condition for the Latent Regression model. 
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Figure 9. Plots of item estimate bias by true values for each simulated condition for the cross-classified MMM  
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Appendix B: Facet Recovery Plots  

 
This appendix includes 6 figures, each containing plots for a particular facet parameter 

recovered in the simulation study. 
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Figure 10. Bias distribution for 100 estimates of facet 1 within each cell for the cross-
classified LR-LLTM and the LR-LLTM. Each plot in the multiples represents a cell in 
the simulation study.  
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Figure 11. Bias distribution for 100 estimates of facet 3 within each cell for the cross-
classified LR-LLTM and the LR-LLTM. Each plot in the multiples represents a cell in 
the simulation study.  
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Figure 12. Bias distribution for 100 estimates of facet 3 within each cell for the cross-
classified LR-LLTM and the LR-LLTM. Each plot in the multiples represents a cell in 
the simulation study.  
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Figure 13. Bias distribution for 100 estimates of facet 5 within each cell for the cross-
classified LR-LLTM and the LR-LLTM. Each plot in the multiples represents a cell in 
the simulation study.  
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Figure 14. Bias distribution for 100 estimates of facet 7 within each cell for the cross-
classified LR-LLTM and the LR-LLTM. Each plot in the multiples represents a cell in 
the simulation study. 
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Figure 15. Bias distribution for 100 estimates of facet 8 within each cell for the cross-
classified LR-LLTM and the LR-LLTM. Each plot in the multiples represents a cell in 
the simulation study.   
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Appendix C: Code for Replication  

 
This appendix includes the code for creating and modeling data from this study. 
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### Factors - 1) Focal group size = equal and 1/3 

##            2) Distribution type = normal or skewed 

##            3) DFF presence = None or some 

##            4) DIF presence = None, some, or some 

within 

## Basic Parameters 

i=1 

for(m in 1:100){ 

n.i = 30 

n.pr = 1500 

n.pf = 500 

g.impact = .10 

g.all = .0 

 

save.loc = "G:/stankel0/" 

cell.lab = 10 

i = (cell.lab*100)+m 

set.seed(i) 

u.dif.sd = .15 

g.ir.items = .4 

g.dff.dff = .1 

##### 

## Base 

##### 

 

### Create Person IDs 

data = c() 

person.id = seq(from = 1, to = (n.pf+n.pr)) 

person.id = rep(person.id, n.i) 

data$person.id = person.id 

data = data.frame(data) 

data$person.id = as.factor(data$person.id) 

 

### Create Item IDs 

item.id = seq(from = 1, to = n.i) 

item = c() 

data1 = c() 

for (t in 1:n.i){ 

  data1 = rep(item.id[t], nrow(data)/length(item.id)) 

  item = c(item, data1) 

} 
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data$item.id = item 

data$item.id = as.factor(data$item.id) 

 

 

## Create Q-Matrix 

q.string = 

c(0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1

,1,1, 

             

0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0

,0, 

             

1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0

,0, 

             

1,0,1,0,1,0,1,0,1,0,1,0,1,0,1,0,1,0,1,0,1,0,1,0,1,0,1,0,1

,0, 

             

0,1,0,1,0,1,0,1,0,1,0,1,0,1,0,1,0,1,0,1,0,1,0,1,0,1,0,1,0

,1, 

             

0,0,1,0,0,1,0,0,1,0,0,1,0,0,1,0,0,1,0,0,1,0,0,1,0,0,1,0,0

,1, 

             

0,1,0,0,1,0,0,1,0,0,1,0,0,1,0,0,1,0,0,1,0,0,1,0,0,1,0,0,1

,0, 

             

1,0,0,1,0,0,1,0,0,1,0,0,1,0,0,1,0,0,1,0,0,1,0,0,1,0,0,1,0

,1) 

 

q.matrix = matrix(rep(q.string, each = 1, times = 1), 

                  nrow = 30, ncol = 8) 

 

 

### Create facet matrix for dataset 

item = c() 

data1 = c() 

for (t in 1:n.i){ 

  data1 = rep(q.matrix[t,1], 

nrow(data)/length(q.matrix[,1])) 

  item = c(item, data1) 
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} 

data$facet1 = item 

 

item = c() 

data1 = c() 

for (t in 1:n.i){ 

  data1 = rep(q.matrix[t,2], 

nrow(data)/length(q.matrix[,2])) 

  item = c(item, data1) 

} 

data$facet2 = item 

 

item = c() 

data1 = c() 

for (t in 1:n.i){ 

  data1 = rep(q.matrix[t,3], 

nrow(data)/length(q.matrix[,3])) 

  item = c(item, data1) 

} 

data$facet3 = item 

 

item = c() 

data1 = c() 

for (t in 1:n.i){ 

  data1 = rep(q.matrix[t,4], 

nrow(data)/length(q.matrix[,4])) 

  item = c(item, data1) 

} 

data$facet4 = item 

 

item = c() 

data1 = c() 

for (t in 1:n.i){ 

  data1 = rep(q.matrix[t,5], 

nrow(data)/length(q.matrix[,5])) 

  item = c(item, data1) 

} 

data$facet5 = item 

 

item = c() 

data1 = c() 
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for (t in 1:n.i){ 

  data1 = rep(q.matrix[t,6], 

nrow(data)/length(q.matrix[,6])) 

  item = c(item, data1) 

} 

data$facet6 = item 

 

item = c() 

data1 = c() 

for (t in 1:n.i){ 

  data1 = rep(q.matrix[t,7], 

nrow(data)/length(q.matrix[,7])) 

  item = c(item, data1) 

} 

data$facet7 = item 

 

item = c() 

data1 = c() 

for (t in 1:n.i){ 

  data1 = rep(q.matrix[t,8], 

nrow(data)/length(q.matrix[,8])) 

  item = c(item, data1) 

} 

data$facet8 = item 

 

##### 

## Persons 

##### 

 

### Reference Group 

u.p = rnorm(n.pr, mean = g.all, sd = 1) 

data.r = data.frame(u.p) 

data.r$g.focal = 0 

 

### Focal Group 

u.p = rnorm(n.pf, mean = (g.all-g.impact), sd = 1) 

data.f = data.frame(u.p) 

data.f$g.focal = 1 

 

### Combine Groups 

g.person = rbind(data.f, data.r) 
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data$person = rep(g.person$u.p, n.i) 

data$g.focal = rep(g.person$g.focal, n.i) 

 

###### 

# Items 

##### 

 

### Create Facet Difficulties 

g.f = c(-.40, .10, .80, .00, .30, .00, -.30, .20) 

f.matrix = matrix(rep(g.f, each = n.i), 

                  nrow = n.i, ncol = 8) 

 

data$g.f1 = data$facet1 * g.f[1] 

data$g.f2 = data$facet2 * g.f[2] 

data$g.f3 = data$facet3 * g.f[3] 

data$g.f4 = data$facet4 * g.f[4] 

data$g.f5 = data$facet5 * g.f[5] 

data$g.f6 = data$facet6 * g.f[6] 

data$g.f7 = data$facet7 * g.f[7] 

data$g.f8 = data$facet8 * g.f[8] 

 

 

## Combine Q-matrix and Facet Difficulties 

g.f.matrix = q.matrix*f.matrix 

 

 

## Create item residual difficulties 

g.ir = rsn(n = n.i, xi = 0, omega = 0.65223, alpha = -7) 

g.ir = g.ir - mean(g.ir) 

g.i.matrix = matrix(g.ir, nrow = n.i, ncol = 1) 

 

item = c() 

data1 = c() 

for (t in 1:n.i){ 

  data1 = rep(g.ir[t], nrow(data)/length(g.ir)) 

  item = c(item, data1) 

} 

data$g.ir = item 
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## Create Final Item Difficulty Matrix & Individual Item 

Difficulties 

gif.matrix = cbind(g.f.matrix, g.ir) 

g.items = rowSums(gif.matrix) 

data$itemFacet = data$g.f1 + data$g.f2 + data$g.f3 + 

data$g.f4 + data$g.f5 + data$g.f6 + data$g.f7 + data$g.f8 

+ data$g.ir 

 

### Create item difficulties and add to dataset 

item = c() 

data1 = c() 

for (t in 1:n.i){ 

  data1 = rep(g.items[t], nrow(data)/length(g.items))   

  item = c(item, data1) 

} 

data$g.i = item 

 

### 

u.dif = rnorm(n.i-1, mean = 0, sd = u.dif.sd) 

u.dif = c(0,u.dif) 

item = c() 

data1 = c() 

for (t in 1:n.i){ 

  data1 = rep(u.dif[t], nrow(data)/length(u.dif)) 

  item = c(item, data1) 

} 

 

data$g.dif = item 

data$itemFacetDIF = (data$g.dif*data$g.focal) + 

data$itemFacet 

 

### DFF 

g.dff = rnorm(7, mean = 0, sd = g.dff.dff) 

g.dff = c(0, g.dff) 

g.dff[4] = 0 

g.dff[6] = 0 

 

data$dff1 = rep(g.dff[1], nrow(data)) 

data$dff2 = rep(g.dff[2], nrow(data)) 

data$dff3 = rep(g.dff[3], nrow(data)) 

data$dff4 = rep(g.dff[4], nrow(data)) 
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data$dff5 = rep(g.dff[5], nrow(data)) 

data$dff6 = rep(g.dff[6], nrow(data)) 

data$dff7 = rep(g.dff[7], nrow(data)) 

data$dff8 = rep(g.dff[8], nrow(data)) 

 

data$g.i = data$dff1*data$g.focal + 

data$dff2*data$g.focal + data$dff3*data$g.focal + 

data$dff4*data$g.focal + data$dff5*data$g.focal + 

data$dff6*data$g.focal + data$dff7*data$g.focal + 

data$dff8*data$g.focal + data$itemFacetDIF 

data$DIF_DFF = data$g.dif + data$dff1 + data$dff2 + 

data$dff3 + data$dff4 + data$dff5 + data$dff6 + data$dff7 

+ data$dff8 

##### 

### Estimate Response 

##### 

resp = c() 

data1 = c() 

p.resp = exp(data$person - data$g.i)/(1+(exp(data$person 

- data$g.i))) 

for (t in 1:((n.pr+n.pf)*n.i)){ 

  data1 = rbinom(1,1,p.resp[t])   

  resp = c(resp, data1) 

} 

data$resp = resp 

 

head(data) 

save(data, file = paste(save.loc, "Run2/Cell ", cell.lab, 

"/C", cell.lab, "_d", m, ".Rda", sep = "")) 

save(g.dff, file = paste(save.loc, "Run2/Cell ", 

cell.lab, "/C", cell.lab, "_d", m, "_g.dff.Rda", sep = 

"")) 

save(g.f, file = paste(save.loc, "Run2/Cell ", cell.lab, 

"/C", cell.lab, "_d", m, "_g.f.Rda", sep = "")) 

save(g.person, file = paste(save.loc, "Run2/Cell ", 

cell.lab, "/C", cell.lab, "_d", m, "_g.person.Rda", sep = 

"")) 

save(u.dif, file = paste(save.loc, "Run2/Cell ", 

cell.lab, "/C", cell.lab, "_d", m, "_u.dif.Rda", sep = 

"")) 
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save(g.f, file = paste(save.loc, "Run2/Cell ", cell.lab, 

"/C", cell.lab, "_d", m, "_facet.Rda", sep = "")) 

save(gif.matrix, file = paste(save.loc, "Run2/Cell ", 

cell.lab, "/C", cell.lab, "_d", m, "_gif.matrix.Rda", sep 

= "")) 

rm(list = ls()) 

} 

 

 

 

### Factors - 1) Focal group size = equal and 1/3 

##            2) Distribution type = normal or skewed 

##            3) DFF presence = None or some 

##            4) DIF presence = None, some, or some 

within 

## Basic Parameters 

i=1 

for(m in 1:100){ 

  n.i = 30 

  n.pr = 1500 

  n.pf = 1500 

  g.impact = .10 

  g.all = .0 

   

  save.loc = "G:/stankel0/" 

  cell.lab = 11 

  i = (cell.lab*100)+m 

  set.seed(i) 

  u.dif.sd = .15 

  g.ir.items = .4 

  g.dff.dff = .0 

  ##### 

  ## Base 

  ##### 

   

  ### Create Person IDs 

  data = c() 

  person.id = seq(from = 1, to = (n.pf+n.pr)) 

  person.id = rep(person.id, n.i) 

  data$person.id = person.id 

  data = data.frame(data) 
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  data$person.id = as.factor(data$person.id) 

   

  ### Create Item IDs 

  item.id = seq(from = 1, to = n.i) 

  item = c() 

  data1 = c() 

  for (t in 1:n.i){ 

    data1 = rep(item.id[t], nrow(data)/length(item.id)) 

    item = c(item, data1) 

  } 

  data$item.id = item 

  data$item.id = as.factor(data$item.id) 

   

   

  ## Create Q-Matrix 

  q.string = 

c(0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1

,1,1, 

               

0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0

,0, 

               

1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0

,0, 

               

1,0,1,0,1,0,1,0,1,0,1,0,1,0,1,0,1,0,1,0,1,0,1,0,1,0,1,0,1

,0, 

               

0,1,0,1,0,1,0,1,0,1,0,1,0,1,0,1,0,1,0,1,0,1,0,1,0,1,0,1,0

,1, 

               

0,0,1,0,0,1,0,0,1,0,0,1,0,0,1,0,0,1,0,0,1,0,0,1,0,0,1,0,0

,1, 

               

0,1,0,0,1,0,0,1,0,0,1,0,0,1,0,0,1,0,0,1,0,0,1,0,0,1,0,0,1

,0, 

               

1,0,0,1,0,0,1,0,0,1,0,0,1,0,0,1,0,0,1,0,0,1,0,0,1,0,0,1,0

,1) 

   

  q.matrix = matrix(rep(q.string, each = 1, times = 1), 
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                    nrow = 30, ncol = 8) 

   

   

  ### Create facet matrix for dataset 

  item = c() 

  data1 = c() 

  for (t in 1:n.i){ 

    data1 = rep(q.matrix[t,1], 

nrow(data)/length(q.matrix[,1])) 

    item = c(item, data1) 

  } 

  data$facet1 = item 

   

  item = c() 

  data1 = c() 

  for (t in 1:n.i){ 

    data1 = rep(q.matrix[t,2], 

nrow(data)/length(q.matrix[,2])) 

    item = c(item, data1) 

  } 

  data$facet2 = item 

   

  item = c() 

  data1 = c() 

  for (t in 1:n.i){ 

    data1 = rep(q.matrix[t,3], 

nrow(data)/length(q.matrix[,3])) 

    item = c(item, data1) 

  } 

  data$facet3 = item 

   

  item = c() 

  data1 = c() 

  for (t in 1:n.i){ 

    data1 = rep(q.matrix[t,4], 

nrow(data)/length(q.matrix[,4])) 

    item = c(item, data1) 

  } 

  data$facet4 = item 

   

  item = c() 
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  data1 = c() 

  for (t in 1:n.i){ 

    data1 = rep(q.matrix[t,5], 

nrow(data)/length(q.matrix[,5])) 

    item = c(item, data1) 

  } 

  data$facet5 = item 

   

  item = c() 

  data1 = c() 

  for (t in 1:n.i){ 

    data1 = rep(q.matrix[t,6], 

nrow(data)/length(q.matrix[,6])) 

    item = c(item, data1) 

  } 

  data$facet6 = item 

   

  item = c() 

  data1 = c() 

  for (t in 1:n.i){ 

    data1 = rep(q.matrix[t,7], 

nrow(data)/length(q.matrix[,7])) 

    item = c(item, data1) 

  } 

  data$facet7 = item 

   

  item = c() 

  data1 = c() 

  for (t in 1:n.i){ 

    data1 = rep(q.matrix[t,8], 

nrow(data)/length(q.matrix[,8])) 

    item = c(item, data1) 

  } 

  data$facet8 = item 

   

  ##### 

  ## Persons 

  ##### 

   

  ### Reference Group 

  u.p = rnorm(n.pr, mean = g.all, sd = 1) 
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  data.r = data.frame(u.p) 

  data.r$g.focal = 0 

   

  ### Focal Group 

  u.p = rnorm(n.pf, mean = (g.all-g.impact), sd = 1) 

  data.f = data.frame(u.p) 

  data.f$g.focal = 1 

   

  ### Combine Groups 

  g.person = rbind(data.f, data.r) 

  data$person = rep(g.person$u.p, n.i) 

  data$g.focal = rep(g.person$g.focal, n.i) 

   

  ###### 

  # Items 

  ##### 

   

  ### Create Facet Difficulties 

  g.f = c(-.40, .10, .80, .00, .30, .00, -.30, .20) 

  f.matrix = matrix(rep(g.f, each = n.i), 

                    nrow = n.i, ncol = 8) 

   

  data$g.f1 = data$facet1 * g.f[1] 

  data$g.f2 = data$facet2 * g.f[2] 

  data$g.f3 = data$facet3 * g.f[3] 

  data$g.f4 = data$facet4 * g.f[4] 

  data$g.f5 = data$facet5 * g.f[5] 

  data$g.f6 = data$facet6 * g.f[6] 

  data$g.f7 = data$facet7 * g.f[7] 

  data$g.f8 = data$facet8 * g.f[8] 

   

   

  ## Combine Q-matrix and Facet Difficulties 

  g.f.matrix = q.matrix*f.matrix 

   

   

  ## Create item residual difficulties 

  g.ir = rsn(n = n.i, xi = 0, omega = 0.65223, alpha = -

7) 

  g.ir = g.ir - mean(g.ir) 

  g.i.matrix = matrix(g.ir, nrow = n.i, ncol = 1) 
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  item = c() 

  data1 = c() 

  for (t in 1:n.i){ 

    data1 = rep(g.ir[t], nrow(data)/length(g.ir)) 

    item = c(item, data1) 

  } 

  data$g.ir = item 

   

   

  ## Create Final Item Difficulty Matrix & Individual 

Item Difficulties 

  gif.matrix = cbind(g.f.matrix, g.ir) 

  g.items = rowSums(gif.matrix) 

  data$itemFacet = data$g.f1 + data$g.f2 + data$g.f3 + 

data$g.f4 + data$g.f5 + data$g.f6 + data$g.f7 + data$g.f8 

+ data$g.ir 

   

  ### Create item difficulties and add to dataset 

  item = c() 

  data1 = c() 

  for (t in 1:n.i){ 

    data1 = rep(g.items[t], nrow(data)/length(g.items))   

    item = c(item, data1) 

  } 

  data$g.i = item 

   

  ### 

  u.dif = rnorm(n.i-1, mean = 0, sd = u.dif.sd) 

  u.dif = c(0,u.dif) 

  item = c() 

  data1 = c() 

  for (t in 1:n.i){ 

    data1 = rep(u.dif[t], nrow(data)/length(u.dif)) 

    item = c(item, data1) 

  } 

   

  data$g.dif = item 

  data$itemFacetDIF = (data$g.dif*data$g.focal) + 

data$itemFacet 
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  ### DFF 

  g.dff = rnorm(7, mean = 0, sd = g.dff.dff) 

  g.dff = c(0, g.dff) 

  g.dff[4] = 0 

  g.dff[6] = 0 

   

  data$dff1 = rep(g.dff[1], nrow(data)) 

  data$dff2 = rep(g.dff[2], nrow(data)) 

  data$dff3 = rep(g.dff[3], nrow(data)) 

  data$dff4 = rep(g.dff[4], nrow(data)) 

  data$dff5 = rep(g.dff[5], nrow(data)) 

  data$dff6 = rep(g.dff[6], nrow(data)) 

  data$dff7 = rep(g.dff[7], nrow(data)) 

  data$dff8 = rep(g.dff[8], nrow(data)) 

   

  data$g.i = data$dff1*data$g.focal + 

data$dff2*data$g.focal + data$dff3*data$g.focal + 

data$dff4*data$g.focal + data$dff5*data$g.focal + 

data$dff6*data$g.focal + data$dff7*data$g.focal + 

data$dff8*data$g.focal + data$itemFacetDIF 

  data$DIF_DFF = data$g.dif + data$dff1 + data$dff2 + 

data$dff3 + data$dff4 + data$dff5 + data$dff6 + data$dff7 

+ data$dff8 

  ##### 

  ### Estimate Response 

  ##### 

  resp = c() 

  data1 = c() 

  p.resp = exp(data$person - 

data$g.i)/(1+(exp(data$person - data$g.i))) 

  for (t in 1:((n.pr+n.pf)*n.i)){ 

    data1 = rbinom(1,1,p.resp[t])   

    resp = c(resp, data1) 

  } 

  data$resp = resp 

   

   

  save(data, file = paste(save.loc, "Run2/Cell ", 

cell.lab, "/C", cell.lab, "_d", m, ".Rda", sep = "")) 
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  save(g.dff, file = paste(save.loc, "Run2/Cell ", 

cell.lab, "/C", cell.lab, "_d", m, "_g.dff.Rda", sep = 

"")) 

  save(g.f, file = paste(save.loc, "Run2/Cell ", 

cell.lab, "/C", cell.lab, "_d", m, "_g.f.Rda", sep = "")) 

  save(g.person, file = paste(save.loc, "Run2/Cell ", 

cell.lab, "/C", cell.lab, "_d", m, "_g.person.Rda", sep = 

"")) 

  save(u.dif, file = paste(save.loc, "Run2/Cell ", 

cell.lab, "/C", cell.lab, "_d", m, "_u.dif.Rda", sep = 

"")) 

  save(g.f, file = paste(save.loc, "Run2/Cell ", 

cell.lab, "/C", cell.lab, "_d", m, "_facet.Rda", sep = 

"")) 

  save(gif.matrix, file = paste(save.loc, "Run2/Cell ", 

cell.lab, "/C", cell.lab, "_d", m, "_gif.matrix.Rda", sep 

= "")) 

  rm(list = ls()) 

} 

 

 

 

### Factors - 1) Focal group size = equal and 1/3 

##            2) Distribution type = normal or skewed 

##            3) DFF presence = None or some 

##            4) DIF presence = None, some, or some 

within 

## Basic Parameters 

i=1 

for(m in 1:100){ 

  n.i = 30 

  n.pr = 1500 

  n.pf = 500 

  g.impact = .10 

  g.all = .0 

   

  save.loc = "G:/stankel0/" 

  cell.lab = 12 

  i = (cell.lab*100)+m 

  set.seed(i) 

  u.dif.sd = .15 
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  g.ir.items = .4 

  g.dff.dff = .0 

  ##### 

  ## Base 

  ##### 

   

  ### Create Person IDs 

  data = c() 

  person.id = seq(from = 1, to = (n.pf+n.pr)) 

  person.id = rep(person.id, n.i) 

  data$person.id = person.id 

  data = data.frame(data) 

  data$person.id = as.factor(data$person.id) 

   

  ### Create Item IDs 

  item.id = seq(from = 1, to = n.i) 

  item = c() 

  data1 = c() 

  for (t in 1:n.i){ 

    data1 = rep(item.id[t], nrow(data)/length(item.id)) 

    item = c(item, data1) 

  } 

  data$item.id = item 

  data$item.id = as.factor(data$item.id) 

   

   

  ## Create Q-Matrix 

  q.string = 

c(0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1

,1,1, 

               

0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0

,0, 

               

1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0

,0, 

               

1,0,1,0,1,0,1,0,1,0,1,0,1,0,1,0,1,0,1,0,1,0,1,0,1,0,1,0,1

,0, 
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0,1,0,1,0,1,0,1,0,1,0,1,0,1,0,1,0,1,0,1,0,1,0,1,0,1,0,1,0

,1, 

               

0,0,1,0,0,1,0,0,1,0,0,1,0,0,1,0,0,1,0,0,1,0,0,1,0,0,1,0,0

,1, 

               

0,1,0,0,1,0,0,1,0,0,1,0,0,1,0,0,1,0,0,1,0,0,1,0,0,1,0,0,1

,0, 

               

1,0,0,1,0,0,1,0,0,1,0,0,1,0,0,1,0,0,1,0,0,1,0,0,1,0,0,1,0

,1) 

   

  q.matrix = matrix(rep(q.string, each = 1, times = 1), 

                    nrow = 30, ncol = 8) 

   

   

  ### Create facet matrix for dataset 

  item = c() 

  data1 = c() 

  for (t in 1:n.i){ 

    data1 = rep(q.matrix[t,1], 

nrow(data)/length(q.matrix[,1])) 

    item = c(item, data1) 

  } 

  data$facet1 = item 

   

  item = c() 

  data1 = c() 

  for (t in 1:n.i){ 

    data1 = rep(q.matrix[t,2], 

nrow(data)/length(q.matrix[,2])) 

    item = c(item, data1) 

  } 

  data$facet2 = item 

   

  item = c() 

  data1 = c() 

  for (t in 1:n.i){ 

    data1 = rep(q.matrix[t,3], 

nrow(data)/length(q.matrix[,3])) 
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    item = c(item, data1) 

  } 

  data$facet3 = item 

   

  item = c() 

  data1 = c() 

  for (t in 1:n.i){ 

    data1 = rep(q.matrix[t,4], 

nrow(data)/length(q.matrix[,4])) 

    item = c(item, data1) 

  } 

  data$facet4 = item 

   

  item = c() 

  data1 = c() 

  for (t in 1:n.i){ 

    data1 = rep(q.matrix[t,5], 

nrow(data)/length(q.matrix[,5])) 

    item = c(item, data1) 

  } 

  data$facet5 = item 

   

  item = c() 

  data1 = c() 

  for (t in 1:n.i){ 

    data1 = rep(q.matrix[t,6], 

nrow(data)/length(q.matrix[,6])) 

    item = c(item, data1) 

  } 

  data$facet6 = item 

   

  item = c() 

  data1 = c() 

  for (t in 1:n.i){ 

    data1 = rep(q.matrix[t,7], 

nrow(data)/length(q.matrix[,7])) 

    item = c(item, data1) 

  } 

  data$facet7 = item 

   

  item = c() 
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  data1 = c() 

  for (t in 1:n.i){ 

    data1 = rep(q.matrix[t,8], 

nrow(data)/length(q.matrix[,8])) 

    item = c(item, data1) 

  } 

  data$facet8 = item 

   

  ##### 

  ## Persons 

  ##### 

   

  ### Reference Group 

  u.p = rnorm(n.pr, mean = g.all, sd = 1) 

  data.r = data.frame(u.p) 

  data.r$g.focal = 0 

   

  ### Focal Group 

  u.p = rnorm(n.pf, mean = (g.all-g.impact), sd = 1) 

  data.f = data.frame(u.p) 

  data.f$g.focal = 1 

   

  ### Combine Groups 

  g.person = rbind(data.f, data.r) 

  data$person = rep(g.person$u.p, n.i) 

  data$g.focal = rep(g.person$g.focal, n.i) 

   

  ###### 

  # Items 

  ##### 

   

  ### Create Facet Difficulties 

  g.f = c(-.40, .10, .80, .00, .30, .00, -.30, .20) 

  f.matrix = matrix(rep(g.f, each = n.i), 

                    nrow = n.i, ncol = 8) 

   

  data$g.f1 = data$facet1 * g.f[1] 

  data$g.f2 = data$facet2 * g.f[2] 

  data$g.f3 = data$facet3 * g.f[3] 

  data$g.f4 = data$facet4 * g.f[4] 

  data$g.f5 = data$facet5 * g.f[5] 
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  data$g.f6 = data$facet6 * g.f[6] 

  data$g.f7 = data$facet7 * g.f[7] 

  data$g.f8 = data$facet8 * g.f[8] 

   

   

  ## Combine Q-matrix and Facet Difficulties 

  g.f.matrix = q.matrix*f.matrix 

   

   

  ## Create item residual difficulties 

  g.ir = rsn(n = n.i, xi = 0, omega = 0.65223, alpha = -

7) 

  g.ir = g.ir - mean(g.ir) 

  g.i.matrix = matrix(g.ir, nrow = n.i, ncol = 1) 

   

  item = c() 

  data1 = c() 

  for (t in 1:n.i){ 

    data1 = rep(g.ir[t], nrow(data)/length(g.ir)) 

    item = c(item, data1) 

  } 

  data$g.ir = item 

   

   

  ## Create Final Item Difficulty Matrix & Individual 

Item Difficulties 

  gif.matrix = cbind(g.f.matrix, g.ir) 

  g.items = rowSums(gif.matrix) 

  data$itemFacet = data$g.f1 + data$g.f2 + data$g.f3 + 

data$g.f4 + data$g.f5 + data$g.f6 + data$g.f7 + data$g.f8 

+ data$g.ir 

   

  ### Create item difficulties and add to dataset 

  item = c() 

  data1 = c() 

  for (t in 1:n.i){ 

    data1 = rep(g.items[t], nrow(data)/length(g.items))   

    item = c(item, data1) 

  } 

  data$g.i = item 
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  ### 

  u.dif = rnorm(n.i-1, mean = 0, sd = u.dif.sd) 

  u.dif = c(0,u.dif) 

  item = c() 

  data1 = c() 

  for (t in 1:n.i){ 

    data1 = rep(u.dif[t], nrow(data)/length(u.dif)) 

    item = c(item, data1) 

  } 

   

  data$g.dif = item 

  data$itemFacetDIF = (data$g.dif*data$g.focal) + 

data$itemFacet 

   

  ### DFF 

  g.dff = rnorm(7, mean = 0, sd = g.dff.dff) 

  g.dff = c(0, g.dff) 

  g.dff[4] = 0 

  g.dff[6] = 0 

   

  data$dff1 = rep(g.dff[1], nrow(data)) 

  data$dff2 = rep(g.dff[2], nrow(data)) 

  data$dff3 = rep(g.dff[3], nrow(data)) 

  data$dff4 = rep(g.dff[4], nrow(data)) 

  data$dff5 = rep(g.dff[5], nrow(data)) 

  data$dff6 = rep(g.dff[6], nrow(data)) 

  data$dff7 = rep(g.dff[7], nrow(data)) 

  data$dff8 = rep(g.dff[8], nrow(data)) 

   

  data$g.i = data$dff1*data$g.focal + 

data$dff2*data$g.focal + data$dff3*data$g.focal + 

data$dff4*data$g.focal + data$dff5*data$g.focal + 

data$dff6*data$g.focal + data$dff7*data$g.focal + 

data$dff8*data$g.focal + data$itemFacetDIF 

  data$DIF_DFF = data$g.dif + data$dff1 + data$dff2 + 

data$dff3 + data$dff4 + data$dff5 + data$dff6 + data$dff7 

+ data$dff8 

  ##### 

  ### Estimate Response 

  ##### 

  resp = c() 
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  data1 = c() 

  p.resp = exp(data$person - 

data$g.i)/(1+(exp(data$person - data$g.i))) 

  for (t in 1:((n.pr+n.pf)*n.i)){ 

    data1 = rbinom(1,1,p.resp[t])   

    resp = c(resp, data1) 

  } 

  data$resp = resp 

   

   

  save(data, file = paste(save.loc, "Run2/Cell ", 

cell.lab, "/C", cell.lab, "_d", m, ".Rda", sep = "")) 

  save(g.dff, file = paste(save.loc, "Run2/Cell ", 

cell.lab, "/C", cell.lab, "_d", m, "_g.dff.Rda", sep = 

"")) 

  save(g.f, file = paste(save.loc, "Run2/Cell ", 

cell.lab, "/C", cell.lab, "_d", m, "_g.f.Rda", sep = "")) 

  save(g.person, file = paste(save.loc, "Run2/Cell ", 

cell.lab, "/C", cell.lab, "_d", m, "_g.person.Rda", sep = 

"")) 

  save(u.dif, file = paste(save.loc, "Run2/Cell ", 

cell.lab, "/C", cell.lab, "_d", m, "_u.dif.Rda", sep = 

"")) 

  save(g.f, file = paste(save.loc, "Run2/Cell ", 

cell.lab, "/C", cell.lab, "_d", m, "_facet.Rda", sep = 

"")) 

  save(gif.matrix, file = paste(save.loc, "Run2/Cell ", 

cell.lab, "/C", cell.lab, "_d", m, "_gif.matrix.Rda", sep 

= "")) 

  rm(list = ls()) 

} 

 

 

 

### Factors - 1) Focal group size = equal and 1/3 

##            2) Distribution type = normal or skewed 

##            3) DFF presence = None or some 

##            4) DIF presence = None, some, or some 

within 

## Basic Parameters 

i=1 
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for(m in 1:100){ 

  n.i = 30 

  n.pr = 1500 

  n.pf = 1500 

  g.impact = .10 

  g.all = .0 

   

  save.loc = "G:/stankel0/" 

  cell.lab = 13 

  i = (cell.lab*100)+m 

  set.seed(i) 

  u.dif.sd = .0 

  g.ir.items = .4 

  g.dff.dff = .1 

  ##### 

  ## Base 

  ##### 

   

  ### Create Person IDs 

  data = c() 

  person.id = seq(from = 1, to = (n.pf+n.pr)) 

  person.id = rep(person.id, n.i) 

  data$person.id = person.id 

  data = data.frame(data) 

  data$person.id = as.factor(data$person.id) 

   

  ### Create Item IDs 

  item.id = seq(from = 1, to = n.i) 

  item = c() 

  data1 = c() 

  for (t in 1:n.i){ 

    data1 = rep(item.id[t], nrow(data)/length(item.id)) 

    item = c(item, data1) 

  } 

  data$item.id = item 

  data$item.id = as.factor(data$item.id) 

   

   

  ## Create Q-Matrix 
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  q.string = 

c(0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1

,1,1, 

               

0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0

,0, 

               

1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0

,0, 

               

1,0,1,0,1,0,1,0,1,0,1,0,1,0,1,0,1,0,1,0,1,0,1,0,1,0,1,0,1

,0, 

               

0,1,0,1,0,1,0,1,0,1,0,1,0,1,0,1,0,1,0,1,0,1,0,1,0,1,0,1,0

,1, 

               

0,0,1,0,0,1,0,0,1,0,0,1,0,0,1,0,0,1,0,0,1,0,0,1,0,0,1,0,0

,1, 

               

0,1,0,0,1,0,0,1,0,0,1,0,0,1,0,0,1,0,0,1,0,0,1,0,0,1,0,0,1

,0, 

               

1,0,0,1,0,0,1,0,0,1,0,0,1,0,0,1,0,0,1,0,0,1,0,0,1,0,0,1,0

,1) 

   

  q.matrix = matrix(rep(q.string, each = 1, times = 1), 

                    nrow = 30, ncol = 8) 

   

   

  ### Create facet matrix for dataset 

  item = c() 

  data1 = c() 

  for (t in 1:n.i){ 

    data1 = rep(q.matrix[t,1], 

nrow(data)/length(q.matrix[,1])) 

    item = c(item, data1) 

  } 

  data$facet1 = item 

   

  item = c() 

  data1 = c() 
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  for (t in 1:n.i){ 

    data1 = rep(q.matrix[t,2], 

nrow(data)/length(q.matrix[,2])) 

    item = c(item, data1) 

  } 

  data$facet2 = item 

   

  item = c() 

  data1 = c() 

  for (t in 1:n.i){ 

    data1 = rep(q.matrix[t,3], 

nrow(data)/length(q.matrix[,3])) 

    item = c(item, data1) 

  } 

  data$facet3 = item 

   

  item = c() 

  data1 = c() 

  for (t in 1:n.i){ 

    data1 = rep(q.matrix[t,4], 

nrow(data)/length(q.matrix[,4])) 

    item = c(item, data1) 

  } 

  data$facet4 = item 

   

  item = c() 

  data1 = c() 

  for (t in 1:n.i){ 

    data1 = rep(q.matrix[t,5], 

nrow(data)/length(q.matrix[,5])) 

    item = c(item, data1) 

  } 

  data$facet5 = item 

   

  item = c() 

  data1 = c() 

  for (t in 1:n.i){ 

    data1 = rep(q.matrix[t,6], 

nrow(data)/length(q.matrix[,6])) 

    item = c(item, data1) 

  } 
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  data$facet6 = item 

   

  item = c() 

  data1 = c() 

  for (t in 1:n.i){ 

    data1 = rep(q.matrix[t,7], 

nrow(data)/length(q.matrix[,7])) 

    item = c(item, data1) 

  } 

  data$facet7 = item 

   

  item = c() 

  data1 = c() 

  for (t in 1:n.i){ 

    data1 = rep(q.matrix[t,8], 

nrow(data)/length(q.matrix[,8])) 

    item = c(item, data1) 

  } 

  data$facet8 = item 

   

  ##### 

  ## Persons 

  ##### 

   

  ### Reference Group 

  u.p = rnorm(n.pr, mean = g.all, sd = 1) 

  data.r = data.frame(u.p) 

  data.r$g.focal = 0 

   

  ### Focal Group 

  u.p = rnorm(n.pf, mean = (g.all-g.impact), sd = 1) 

  data.f = data.frame(u.p) 

  data.f$g.focal = 1 

   

  ### Combine Groups 

  g.person = rbind(data.f, data.r) 

  data$person = rep(g.person$u.p, n.i) 

  data$g.focal = rep(g.person$g.focal, n.i) 

   

  ###### 

  # Items 
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  ##### 

   

  ### Create Facet Difficulties 

  g.f = c(-.40, .10, .80, .00, .30, .00, -.30, .20) 

  f.matrix = matrix(rep(g.f, each = n.i), 

                    nrow = n.i, ncol = 8) 

   

  data$g.f1 = data$facet1 * g.f[1] 

  data$g.f2 = data$facet2 * g.f[2] 

  data$g.f3 = data$facet3 * g.f[3] 

  data$g.f4 = data$facet4 * g.f[4] 

  data$g.f5 = data$facet5 * g.f[5] 

  data$g.f6 = data$facet6 * g.f[6] 

  data$g.f7 = data$facet7 * g.f[7] 

  data$g.f8 = data$facet8 * g.f[8] 

   

   

  ## Combine Q-matrix and Facet Difficulties 

  g.f.matrix = q.matrix*f.matrix 

   

   

  ## Create item residual difficulties 

  g.ir = rsn(n = n.i, xi = 0, omega = 0.65223, alpha = -

7) 

  g.ir = g.ir - mean(g.ir) 

  g.i.matrix = matrix(g.ir, nrow = n.i, ncol = 1) 

   

  item = c() 

  data1 = c() 

  for (t in 1:n.i){ 

    data1 = rep(g.ir[t], nrow(data)/length(g.ir)) 

    item = c(item, data1) 

  } 

  data$g.ir = item 

   

   

  ## Create Final Item Difficulty Matrix & Individual 

Item Difficulties 

  gif.matrix = cbind(g.f.matrix, g.ir) 

  g.items = rowSums(gif.matrix) 
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  data$itemFacet = data$g.f1 + data$g.f2 + data$g.f3 + 

data$g.f4 + data$g.f5 + data$g.f6 + data$g.f7 + data$g.f8 

+ data$g.ir 

   

  ### Create item difficulties and add to dataset 

  item = c() 

  data1 = c() 

  for (t in 1:n.i){ 

    data1 = rep(g.items[t], nrow(data)/length(g.items))   

    item = c(item, data1) 

  } 

  data$g.i = item 

   

  ### 

  u.dif = rnorm(n.i-1, mean = 0, sd = u.dif.sd) 

  u.dif = c(0,u.dif) 

  item = c() 

  data1 = c() 

  for (t in 1:n.i){ 

    data1 = rep(u.dif[t], nrow(data)/length(u.dif)) 

    item = c(item, data1) 

  } 

   

  data$g.dif = item 

  data$itemFacetDIF = (data$g.dif*data$g.focal) + 

data$itemFacet 

   

  ### DFF 

  g.dff = rnorm(7, mean = 0, sd = g.dff.dff) 

  g.dff = c(0, g.dff) 

  g.dff[4] = 0 

  g.dff[6] = 0 

   

  data$dff1 = rep(g.dff[1], nrow(data)) 

  data$dff2 = rep(g.dff[2], nrow(data)) 

  data$dff3 = rep(g.dff[3], nrow(data)) 

  data$dff4 = rep(g.dff[4], nrow(data)) 

  data$dff5 = rep(g.dff[5], nrow(data)) 

  data$dff6 = rep(g.dff[6], nrow(data)) 

  data$dff7 = rep(g.dff[7], nrow(data)) 

  data$dff8 = rep(g.dff[8], nrow(data)) 
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  data$g.i = data$dff1*data$g.focal + 

data$dff2*data$g.focal + data$dff3*data$g.focal + 

data$dff4*data$g.focal + data$dff5*data$g.focal + 

data$dff6*data$g.focal + data$dff7*data$g.focal + 

data$dff8*data$g.focal + data$itemFacetDIF 

  data$DIF_DFF = data$g.dif + data$dff1 + data$dff2 + 

data$dff3 + data$dff4 + data$dff5 + data$dff6 + data$dff7 

+ data$dff8 

  ##### 

  ### Estimate Response 

  ##### 

  resp = c() 

  data1 = c() 

  p.resp = exp(data$person - 

data$g.i)/(1+(exp(data$person - data$g.i))) 

  for (t in 1:((n.pr+n.pf)*n.i)){ 

    data1 = rbinom(1,1,p.resp[t])   

    resp = c(resp, data1) 

  } 

  data$resp = resp 

   

   

  save(data, file = paste(save.loc, "Run2/Cell ", 

cell.lab, "/C", cell.lab, "_d", m, ".Rda", sep = "")) 

  save(g.dff, file = paste(save.loc, "Run2/Cell ", 

cell.lab, "/C", cell.lab, "_d", m, "_g.dff.Rda", sep = 

"")) 

  save(g.f, file = paste(save.loc, "Run2/Cell ", 

cell.lab, "/C", cell.lab, "_d", m, "_g.f.Rda", sep = "")) 

  save(g.person, file = paste(save.loc, "Run2/Cell ", 

cell.lab, "/C", cell.lab, "_d", m, "_g.person.Rda", sep = 

"")) 

  save(u.dif, file = paste(save.loc, "Run2/Cell ", 

cell.lab, "/C", cell.lab, "_d", m, "_u.dif.Rda", sep = 

"")) 

  save(g.f, file = paste(save.loc, "Run2/Cell ", 

cell.lab, "/C", cell.lab, "_d", m, "_facet.Rda", sep = 

"")) 
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  save(gif.matrix, file = paste(save.loc, "Run2/Cell ", 

cell.lab, "/C", cell.lab, "_d", m, "_gif.matrix.Rda", sep 

= "")) 

  rm(list = ls()) 

} 

 

 

 

### Factors - 1) Focal group size = equal and 1/3 

##            2) Distribution type = normal or skewed 

##            3) DFF presence = None or some 

##            4) DIF presence = None, some, or some 

within 

## Basic Parameters 

i=1 

for(m in 1:100){ 

  n.i = 30 

  n.pr = 1500 

  n.pf = 500 

  g.impact = .10 

  g.all = .0 

   

  save.loc = "G:/stankel0/" 

  cell.lab = 14 

  i = (cell.lab*100)+m 

  set.seed(i) 

  u.dif.sd = .0 

  g.ir.items = .4 

  g.dff.dff = .1 

  ##### 

  ## Base 

  ##### 

   

  ### Create Person IDs 

  data = c() 

  person.id = seq(from = 1, to = (n.pf+n.pr)) 

  person.id = rep(person.id, n.i) 

  data$person.id = person.id 

  data = data.frame(data) 

  data$person.id = as.factor(data$person.id) 
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  ### Create Item IDs 

  item.id = seq(from = 1, to = n.i) 

  item = c() 

  data1 = c() 

  for (t in 1:n.i){ 

    data1 = rep(item.id[t], nrow(data)/length(item.id)) 

    item = c(item, data1) 

  } 

  data$item.id = item 

  data$item.id = as.factor(data$item.id) 

   

   

  ## Create Q-Matrix 

  q.string = 

c(0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1

,1,1, 

               

0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0

,0, 

               

1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0

,0, 

               

1,0,1,0,1,0,1,0,1,0,1,0,1,0,1,0,1,0,1,0,1,0,1,0,1,0,1,0,1

,0, 

               

0,1,0,1,0,1,0,1,0,1,0,1,0,1,0,1,0,1,0,1,0,1,0,1,0,1,0,1,0

,1, 

               

0,0,1,0,0,1,0,0,1,0,0,1,0,0,1,0,0,1,0,0,1,0,0,1,0,0,1,0,0

,1, 

               

0,1,0,0,1,0,0,1,0,0,1,0,0,1,0,0,1,0,0,1,0,0,1,0,0,1,0,0,1

,0, 

               

1,0,0,1,0,0,1,0,0,1,0,0,1,0,0,1,0,0,1,0,0,1,0,0,1,0,0,1,0

,1) 

   

  q.matrix = matrix(rep(q.string, each = 1, times = 1), 

                    nrow = 30, ncol = 8) 
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  ### Create facet matrix for dataset 

  item = c() 

  data1 = c() 

  for (t in 1:n.i){ 

    data1 = rep(q.matrix[t,1], 

nrow(data)/length(q.matrix[,1])) 

    item = c(item, data1) 

  } 

  data$facet1 = item 

   

  item = c() 

  data1 = c() 

  for (t in 1:n.i){ 

    data1 = rep(q.matrix[t,2], 

nrow(data)/length(q.matrix[,2])) 

    item = c(item, data1) 

  } 

  data$facet2 = item 

   

  item = c() 

  data1 = c() 

  for (t in 1:n.i){ 

    data1 = rep(q.matrix[t,3], 

nrow(data)/length(q.matrix[,3])) 

    item = c(item, data1) 

  } 

  data$facet3 = item 

   

  item = c() 

  data1 = c() 

  for (t in 1:n.i){ 

    data1 = rep(q.matrix[t,4], 

nrow(data)/length(q.matrix[,4])) 

    item = c(item, data1) 

  } 

  data$facet4 = item 

   

  item = c() 

  data1 = c() 

  for (t in 1:n.i){ 
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    data1 = rep(q.matrix[t,5], 

nrow(data)/length(q.matrix[,5])) 

    item = c(item, data1) 

  } 

  data$facet5 = item 

   

  item = c() 

  data1 = c() 

  for (t in 1:n.i){ 

    data1 = rep(q.matrix[t,6], 

nrow(data)/length(q.matrix[,6])) 

    item = c(item, data1) 

  } 

  data$facet6 = item 

   

  item = c() 

  data1 = c() 

  for (t in 1:n.i){ 

    data1 = rep(q.matrix[t,7], 

nrow(data)/length(q.matrix[,7])) 

    item = c(item, data1) 

  } 

  data$facet7 = item 

   

  item = c() 

  data1 = c() 

  for (t in 1:n.i){ 

    data1 = rep(q.matrix[t,8], 

nrow(data)/length(q.matrix[,8])) 

    item = c(item, data1) 

  } 

  data$facet8 = item 

   

  ##### 

  ## Persons 

  ##### 

   

  ### Reference Group 

  u.p = rnorm(n.pr, mean = g.all, sd = 1) 

  data.r = data.frame(u.p) 

  data.r$g.focal = 0 
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  ### Focal Group 

  u.p = rnorm(n.pf, mean = (g.all-g.impact), sd = 1) 

  data.f = data.frame(u.p) 

  data.f$g.focal = 1 

   

  ### Combine Groups 

  g.person = rbind(data.f, data.r) 

  data$person = rep(g.person$u.p, n.i) 

  data$g.focal = rep(g.person$g.focal, n.i) 

   

  ###### 

  # Items 

  ##### 

   

  ### Create Facet Difficulties 

  g.f = c(-.40, .10, .80, .00, .30, .00, -.30, .20) 

  f.matrix = matrix(rep(g.f, each = n.i), 

                    nrow = n.i, ncol = 8) 

   

  data$g.f1 = data$facet1 * g.f[1] 

  data$g.f2 = data$facet2 * g.f[2] 

  data$g.f3 = data$facet3 * g.f[3] 

  data$g.f4 = data$facet4 * g.f[4] 

  data$g.f5 = data$facet5 * g.f[5] 

  data$g.f6 = data$facet6 * g.f[6] 

  data$g.f7 = data$facet7 * g.f[7] 

  data$g.f8 = data$facet8 * g.f[8] 

   

   

  ## Combine Q-matrix and Facet Difficulties 

  g.f.matrix = q.matrix*f.matrix 

   

   

  ## Create item residual difficulties 

  g.ir = rsn(n = n.i, xi = 0, omega = 0.65223, alpha = -

7) 

  g.ir = g.ir - mean(g.ir) 

  g.i.matrix = matrix(g.ir, nrow = n.i, ncol = 1) 

   

  item = c() 
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  data1 = c() 

  for (t in 1:n.i){ 

    data1 = rep(g.ir[t], nrow(data)/length(g.ir)) 

    item = c(item, data1) 

  } 

  data$g.ir = item 

   

   

  ## Create Final Item Difficulty Matrix & Individual 

Item Difficulties 

  gif.matrix = cbind(g.f.matrix, g.ir) 

  g.items = rowSums(gif.matrix) 

  data$itemFacet = data$g.f1 + data$g.f2 + data$g.f3 + 

data$g.f4 + data$g.f5 + data$g.f6 + data$g.f7 + data$g.f8 

+ data$g.ir 

   

  ### Create item difficulties and add to dataset 

  item = c() 

  data1 = c() 

  for (t in 1:n.i){ 

    data1 = rep(g.items[t], nrow(data)/length(g.items))   

    item = c(item, data1) 

  } 

  data$g.i = item 

   

  ### 

  u.dif = rnorm(n.i-1, mean = 0, sd = u.dif.sd) 

  u.dif = c(0,u.dif) 

  item = c() 

  data1 = c() 

  for (t in 1:n.i){ 

    data1 = rep(u.dif[t], nrow(data)/length(u.dif)) 

    item = c(item, data1) 

  } 

   

  data$g.dif = item 

  data$itemFacetDIF = (data$g.dif*data$g.focal) + 

data$itemFacet 

   

  ### DFF 

  g.dff = rnorm(7, mean = 0, sd = g.dff.dff) 
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  g.dff = c(0, g.dff) 

  g.dff[4] = 0 

  g.dff[6] = 0 

   

  data$dff1 = rep(g.dff[1], nrow(data)) 

  data$dff2 = rep(g.dff[2], nrow(data)) 

  data$dff3 = rep(g.dff[3], nrow(data)) 

  data$dff4 = rep(g.dff[4], nrow(data)) 

  data$dff5 = rep(g.dff[5], nrow(data)) 

  data$dff6 = rep(g.dff[6], nrow(data)) 

  data$dff7 = rep(g.dff[7], nrow(data)) 

  data$dff8 = rep(g.dff[8], nrow(data)) 

   

  data$g.i = data$dff1*data$g.focal + 

data$dff2*data$g.focal + data$dff3*data$g.focal + 

data$dff4*data$g.focal + data$dff5*data$g.focal + 

data$dff6*data$g.focal + data$dff7*data$g.focal + 

data$dff8*data$g.focal + data$itemFacetDIF 

  data$DIF_DFF = data$g.dif + data$dff1 + data$dff2 + 

data$dff3 + data$dff4 + data$dff5 + data$dff6 + data$dff7 

+ data$dff8 

  ##### 

  ### Estimate Response 

  ##### 

  resp = c() 

  data1 = c() 

  p.resp = exp(data$person - 

data$g.i)/(1+(exp(data$person - data$g.i))) 

  for (t in 1:((n.pr+n.pf)*n.i)){ 

    data1 = rbinom(1,1,p.resp[t])   

    resp = c(resp, data1) 

  } 

  data$resp = resp 

   

   

  save(data, file = paste(save.loc, "Run2/Cell ", 

cell.lab, "/C", cell.lab, "_d", m, ".Rda", sep = "")) 

  save(g.dff, file = paste(save.loc, "Run2/Cell ", 

cell.lab, "/C", cell.lab, "_d", m, "_g.dff.Rda", sep = 

"")) 
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  save(g.f, file = paste(save.loc, "Run2/Cell ", 

cell.lab, "/C", cell.lab, "_d", m, "_g.f.Rda", sep = "")) 

  save(g.person, file = paste(save.loc, "Run2/Cell ", 

cell.lab, "/C", cell.lab, "_d", m, "_g.person.Rda", sep = 

"")) 

  save(u.dif, file = paste(save.loc, "Run2/Cell ", 

cell.lab, "/C", cell.lab, "_d", m, "_u.dif.Rda", sep = 

"")) 

  save(g.f, file = paste(save.loc, "Run2/Cell ", 

cell.lab, "/C", cell.lab, "_d", m, "_facet.Rda", sep = 

"")) 

  save(gif.matrix, file = paste(save.loc, "Run2/Cell ", 

cell.lab, "/C", cell.lab, "_d", m, "_gif.matrix.Rda", sep 

= "")) 

  rm(list = ls()) 

} 

 

 

 

### Factors - 1) Focal group size = equal and 1/3 

##            2) Distribution type = normal or skewed 

##            3) DFF presence = None or some 

##            4) DIF presence = None, some, or some 

within 

## Basic Parameters 

i=1 

for(m in 1:100){ 

  n.i = 30 

  n.pr = 1500 

  n.pf = 1500 

  g.impact = .10 

  g.all = .0 

   

  save.loc = "G:/stankel0/" 

  cell.lab = 15 

  i = (cell.lab*100)+m 

  set.seed(i) 

  u.dif.sd = .0 

  g.ir.items = .4 

  g.dff.dff = .0 

  ##### 
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  ## Base 

  ##### 

   

  ### Create Person IDs 

  data = c() 

  person.id = seq(from = 1, to = (n.pf+n.pr)) 

  person.id = rep(person.id, n.i) 

  data$person.id = person.id 

  data = data.frame(data) 

  data$person.id = as.factor(data$person.id) 

   

  ### Create Item IDs 

  item.id = seq(from = 1, to = n.i) 

  item = c() 

  data1 = c() 

  for (t in 1:n.i){ 

    data1 = rep(item.id[t], nrow(data)/length(item.id)) 

    item = c(item, data1) 

  } 

  data$item.id = item 

  data$item.id = as.factor(data$item.id) 

   

   

  ## Create Q-Matrix 

  q.string = 

c(0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1

,1,1, 

               

0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0

,0, 

               

1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0

,0, 

               

1,0,1,0,1,0,1,0,1,0,1,0,1,0,1,0,1,0,1,0,1,0,1,0,1,0,1,0,1

,0, 

               

0,1,0,1,0,1,0,1,0,1,0,1,0,1,0,1,0,1,0,1,0,1,0,1,0,1,0,1,0

,1, 
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0,0,1,0,0,1,0,0,1,0,0,1,0,0,1,0,0,1,0,0,1,0,0,1,0,0,1,0,0

,1, 

               

0,1,0,0,1,0,0,1,0,0,1,0,0,1,0,0,1,0,0,1,0,0,1,0,0,1,0,0,1

,0, 

               

1,0,0,1,0,0,1,0,0,1,0,0,1,0,0,1,0,0,1,0,0,1,0,0,1,0,0,1,0

,1) 

   

  q.matrix = matrix(rep(q.string, each = 1, times = 1), 

                    nrow = 30, ncol = 8) 

   

   

  ### Create facet matrix for dataset 

  item = c() 

  data1 = c() 

  for (t in 1:n.i){ 

    data1 = rep(q.matrix[t,1], 

nrow(data)/length(q.matrix[,1])) 

    item = c(item, data1) 

  } 

  data$facet1 = item 

   

  item = c() 

  data1 = c() 

  for (t in 1:n.i){ 

    data1 = rep(q.matrix[t,2], 

nrow(data)/length(q.matrix[,2])) 

    item = c(item, data1) 

  } 

  data$facet2 = item 

   

  item = c() 

  data1 = c() 

  for (t in 1:n.i){ 

    data1 = rep(q.matrix[t,3], 

nrow(data)/length(q.matrix[,3])) 

    item = c(item, data1) 

  } 

  data$facet3 = item 
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  item = c() 

  data1 = c() 

  for (t in 1:n.i){ 

    data1 = rep(q.matrix[t,4], 

nrow(data)/length(q.matrix[,4])) 

    item = c(item, data1) 

  } 

  data$facet4 = item 

   

  item = c() 

  data1 = c() 

  for (t in 1:n.i){ 

    data1 = rep(q.matrix[t,5], 

nrow(data)/length(q.matrix[,5])) 

    item = c(item, data1) 

  } 

  data$facet5 = item 

   

  item = c() 

  data1 = c() 

  for (t in 1:n.i){ 

    data1 = rep(q.matrix[t,6], 

nrow(data)/length(q.matrix[,6])) 

    item = c(item, data1) 

  } 

  data$facet6 = item 

   

  item = c() 

  data1 = c() 

  for (t in 1:n.i){ 

    data1 = rep(q.matrix[t,7], 

nrow(data)/length(q.matrix[,7])) 

    item = c(item, data1) 

  } 

  data$facet7 = item 

   

  item = c() 

  data1 = c() 

  for (t in 1:n.i){ 
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    data1 = rep(q.matrix[t,8], 

nrow(data)/length(q.matrix[,8])) 

    item = c(item, data1) 

  } 

  data$facet8 = item 

   

  ##### 

  ## Persons 

  ##### 

   

  ### Reference Group 

  u.p = rnorm(n.pr, mean = g.all, sd = 1) 

  data.r = data.frame(u.p) 

  data.r$g.focal = 0 

   

  ### Focal Group 

  u.p = rnorm(n.pf, mean = (g.all-g.impact), sd = 1) 

  data.f = data.frame(u.p) 

  data.f$g.focal = 1 

   

  ### Combine Groups 

  g.person = rbind(data.f, data.r) 

  data$person = rep(g.person$u.p, n.i) 

  data$g.focal = rep(g.person$g.focal, n.i) 

   

  ###### 

  # Items 

  ##### 

   

  ### Create Facet Difficulties 

  g.f = c(-.40, .10, .80, .00, .30, .00, -.30, .20) 

  f.matrix = matrix(rep(g.f, each = n.i), 

                    nrow = n.i, ncol = 8) 

   

  data$g.f1 = data$facet1 * g.f[1] 

  data$g.f2 = data$facet2 * g.f[2] 

  data$g.f3 = data$facet3 * g.f[3] 

  data$g.f4 = data$facet4 * g.f[4] 

  data$g.f5 = data$facet5 * g.f[5] 

  data$g.f6 = data$facet6 * g.f[6] 

  data$g.f7 = data$facet7 * g.f[7] 
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  data$g.f8 = data$facet8 * g.f[8] 

   

   

  ## Combine Q-matrix and Facet Difficulties 

  g.f.matrix = q.matrix*f.matrix 

   

   

  ## Create item residual difficulties 

  g.ir = rsn(n = n.i, xi = 0, omega = 0.65223, alpha = -

7) 

  g.ir = g.ir - mean(g.ir) 

  g.i.matrix = matrix(g.ir, nrow = n.i, ncol = 1) 

   

  item = c() 

  data1 = c() 

  for (t in 1:n.i){ 

    data1 = rep(g.ir[t], nrow(data)/length(g.ir)) 

    item = c(item, data1) 

  } 

  data$g.ir = item 

   

   

  ## Create Final Item Difficulty Matrix & Individual 

Item Difficulties 

  gif.matrix = cbind(g.f.matrix, g.ir) 

  g.items = rowSums(gif.matrix) 

  data$itemFacet = data$g.f1 + data$g.f2 + data$g.f3 + 

data$g.f4 + data$g.f5 + data$g.f6 + data$g.f7 + data$g.f8 

+ data$g.ir 

   

  ### Create item difficulties and add to dataset 

  item = c() 

  data1 = c() 

  for (t in 1:n.i){ 

    data1 = rep(g.items[t], nrow(data)/length(g.items))   

    item = c(item, data1) 

  } 

  data$g.i = item 

   

  ### 

  u.dif = rnorm(n.i-1, mean = 0, sd = u.dif.sd) 
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  u.dif = c(0,u.dif) 

  item = c() 

  data1 = c() 

  for (t in 1:n.i){ 

    data1 = rep(u.dif[t], nrow(data)/length(u.dif)) 

    item = c(item, data1) 

  } 

   

  data$g.dif = item 

  data$itemFacetDIF = (data$g.dif*data$g.focal) + 

data$itemFacet 

   

  ### DFF 

  g.dff = rnorm(7, mean = 0, sd = g.dff.dff) 

  g.dff = c(0, g.dff) 

  g.dff[4] = 0 

  g.dff[6] = 0 

   

  data$dff1 = rep(g.dff[1], nrow(data)) 

  data$dff2 = rep(g.dff[2], nrow(data)) 

  data$dff3 = rep(g.dff[3], nrow(data)) 

  data$dff4 = rep(g.dff[4], nrow(data)) 

  data$dff5 = rep(g.dff[5], nrow(data)) 

  data$dff6 = rep(g.dff[6], nrow(data)) 

  data$dff7 = rep(g.dff[7], nrow(data)) 

  data$dff8 = rep(g.dff[8], nrow(data)) 

   

  data$g.i = data$dff1*data$g.focal + 

data$dff2*data$g.focal + data$dff3*data$g.focal + 

data$dff4*data$g.focal + data$dff5*data$g.focal + 

data$dff6*data$g.focal + data$dff7*data$g.focal + 

data$dff8*data$g.focal + data$itemFacetDIF 

  data$DIF_DFF = data$g.dif + data$dff1 + data$dff2 + 

data$dff3 + data$dff4 + data$dff5 + data$dff6 + data$dff7 

+ data$dff8 

  ##### 

  ### Estimate Response 

  ##### 

  resp = c() 

  data1 = c() 
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  p.resp = exp(data$person - 

data$g.i)/(1+(exp(data$person - data$g.i))) 

  for (t in 1:((n.pr+n.pf)*n.i)){ 

    data1 = rbinom(1,1,p.resp[t])   

    resp = c(resp, data1) 

  } 

  data$resp = resp 

   

   

  save(data, file = paste(save.loc, "Run2/Cell ", 

cell.lab, "/C", cell.lab, "_d", m, ".Rda", sep = "")) 

  save(g.dff, file = paste(save.loc, "Run2/Cell ", 

cell.lab, "/C", cell.lab, "_d", m, "_g.dff.Rda", sep = 

"")) 

  save(g.f, file = paste(save.loc, "Run2/Cell ", 

cell.lab, "/C", cell.lab, "_d", m, "_g.f.Rda", sep = "")) 

  save(g.person, file = paste(save.loc, "Run2/Cell ", 

cell.lab, "/C", cell.lab, "_d", m, "_g.person.Rda", sep = 

"")) 

  save(u.dif, file = paste(save.loc, "Run2/Cell ", 

cell.lab, "/C", cell.lab, "_d", m, "_u.dif.Rda", sep = 

"")) 

  save(g.f, file = paste(save.loc, "Run2/Cell ", 

cell.lab, "/C", cell.lab, "_d", m, "_facet.Rda", sep = 

"")) 

  save(gif.matrix, file = paste(save.loc, "Run2/Cell ", 

cell.lab, "/C", cell.lab, "_d", m, "_gif.matrix.Rda", sep 

= "")) 

  rm(list = ls()) 

} 

 

 

 

### Factors - 1) Focal group size = equal and 1/3 

##            2) Distribution type = normal or skewed 

##            3) DFF presence = None or some 

##            4) DIF presence = None, some, or some 

within 

## Basic Parameters 

i=1 

for(m in 1:100){ 
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  n.i = 30 

  n.pr = 1500 

  n.pf = 500 

  g.impact = .10 

  g.all = .0 

   

  save.loc = "G:/stankel0/" 

  cell.lab = 16 

  i = (cell.lab*100)+m 

  set.seed(i) 

  u.dif.sd = .0 

  g.ir.items = .4 

  g.dff.dff = .0 

  ##### 

  ## Base 

  ##### 

   

  ### Create Person IDs 

  data = c() 

  person.id = seq(from = 1, to = (n.pf+n.pr)) 

  person.id = rep(person.id, n.i) 

  data$person.id = person.id 

  data = data.frame(data) 

  data$person.id = as.factor(data$person.id) 

   

  ### Create Item IDs 

  item.id = seq(from = 1, to = n.i) 

  item = c() 

  data1 = c() 

  for (t in 1:n.i){ 

    data1 = rep(item.id[t], nrow(data)/length(item.id)) 

    item = c(item, data1) 

  } 

  data$item.id = item 

  data$item.id = as.factor(data$item.id) 

   

   

  ## Create Q-Matrix 

  q.string = 

c(0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1

,1,1, 
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0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0

,0, 

               

1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0

,0, 

               

1,0,1,0,1,0,1,0,1,0,1,0,1,0,1,0,1,0,1,0,1,0,1,0,1,0,1,0,1

,0, 

               

0,1,0,1,0,1,0,1,0,1,0,1,0,1,0,1,0,1,0,1,0,1,0,1,0,1,0,1,0

,1, 

               

0,0,1,0,0,1,0,0,1,0,0,1,0,0,1,0,0,1,0,0,1,0,0,1,0,0,1,0,0

,1, 

               

0,1,0,0,1,0,0,1,0,0,1,0,0,1,0,0,1,0,0,1,0,0,1,0,0,1,0,0,1

,0, 

               

1,0,0,1,0,0,1,0,0,1,0,0,1,0,0,1,0,0,1,0,0,1,0,0,1,0,0,1,0

,1) 

   

  q.matrix = matrix(rep(q.string, each = 1, times = 1), 

                    nrow = 30, ncol = 8) 

   

   

  ### Create facet matrix for dataset 

  item = c() 

  data1 = c() 

  for (t in 1:n.i){ 

    data1 = rep(q.matrix[t,1], 

nrow(data)/length(q.matrix[,1])) 

    item = c(item, data1) 

  } 

  data$facet1 = item 

   

  item = c() 

  data1 = c() 

  for (t in 1:n.i){ 

    data1 = rep(q.matrix[t,2], 

nrow(data)/length(q.matrix[,2])) 
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    item = c(item, data1) 

  } 

  data$facet2 = item 

   

  item = c() 

  data1 = c() 

  for (t in 1:n.i){ 

    data1 = rep(q.matrix[t,3], 

nrow(data)/length(q.matrix[,3])) 

    item = c(item, data1) 

  } 

  data$facet3 = item 

   

  item = c() 

  data1 = c() 

  for (t in 1:n.i){ 

    data1 = rep(q.matrix[t,4], 

nrow(data)/length(q.matrix[,4])) 

    item = c(item, data1) 

  } 

  data$facet4 = item 

   

  item = c() 

  data1 = c() 

  for (t in 1:n.i){ 

    data1 = rep(q.matrix[t,5], 

nrow(data)/length(q.matrix[,5])) 

    item = c(item, data1) 

  } 

  data$facet5 = item 

   

  item = c() 

  data1 = c() 

  for (t in 1:n.i){ 

    data1 = rep(q.matrix[t,6], 

nrow(data)/length(q.matrix[,6])) 

    item = c(item, data1) 

  } 

  data$facet6 = item 

   

  item = c() 
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  data1 = c() 

  for (t in 1:n.i){ 

    data1 = rep(q.matrix[t,7], 

nrow(data)/length(q.matrix[,7])) 

    item = c(item, data1) 

  } 

  data$facet7 = item 

   

  item = c() 

  data1 = c() 

  for (t in 1:n.i){ 

    data1 = rep(q.matrix[t,8], 

nrow(data)/length(q.matrix[,8])) 

    item = c(item, data1) 

  } 

  data$facet8 = item 

   

  ##### 

  ## Persons 

  ##### 

   

  ### Reference Group 

  u.p = rnorm(n.pr, mean = g.all, sd = 1) 

  data.r = data.frame(u.p) 

  data.r$g.focal = 0 

   

  ### Focal Group 

  u.p = rnorm(n.pf, mean = (g.all-g.impact), sd = 1) 

  data.f = data.frame(u.p) 

  data.f$g.focal = 1 

   

  ### Combine Groups 

  g.person = rbind(data.f, data.r) 

  data$person = rep(g.person$u.p, n.i) 

  data$g.focal = rep(g.person$g.focal, n.i) 

   

  ###### 

  # Items 

  ##### 

   

  ### Create Facet Difficulties 
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  g.f = c(-.40, .10, .80, .00, .30, .00, -.30, .20) 

  f.matrix = matrix(rep(g.f, each = n.i), 

                    nrow = n.i, ncol = 8) 

   

  data$g.f1 = data$facet1 * g.f[1] 

  data$g.f2 = data$facet2 * g.f[2] 

  data$g.f3 = data$facet3 * g.f[3] 

  data$g.f4 = data$facet4 * g.f[4] 

  data$g.f5 = data$facet5 * g.f[5] 

  data$g.f6 = data$facet6 * g.f[6] 

  data$g.f7 = data$facet7 * g.f[7] 

  data$g.f8 = data$facet8 * g.f[8] 

   

   

  ## Combine Q-matrix and Facet Difficulties 

  g.f.matrix = q.matrix*f.matrix 

   

   

  ## Create item residual difficulties 

  g.ir = rsn(n = n.i, xi = 0, omega = 0.65223, alpha = -

7) 

  g.ir = g.ir - mean(g.ir) 

  g.i.matrix = matrix(g.ir, nrow = n.i, ncol = 1) 

   

  item = c() 

  data1 = c() 

  for (t in 1:n.i){ 

    data1 = rep(g.ir[t], nrow(data)/length(g.ir)) 

    item = c(item, data1) 

  } 

  data$g.ir = item 

   

   

  ## Create Final Item Difficulty Matrix & Individual 

Item Difficulties 

  gif.matrix = cbind(g.f.matrix, g.ir) 

  g.items = rowSums(gif.matrix) 

  data$itemFacet = data$g.f1 + data$g.f2 + data$g.f3 + 

data$g.f4 + data$g.f5 + data$g.f6 + data$g.f7 + data$g.f8 

+ data$g.ir 
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  ### Create item difficulties and add to dataset 

  item = c() 

  data1 = c() 

  for (t in 1:n.i){ 

    data1 = rep(g.items[t], nrow(data)/length(g.items))   

    item = c(item, data1) 

  } 

  data$g.i = item 

   

  ### 

  u.dif = rnorm(n.i-1, mean = 0, sd = u.dif.sd) 

  u.dif = c(0,u.dif) 

  item = c() 

  data1 = c() 

  for (t in 1:n.i){ 

    data1 = rep(u.dif[t], nrow(data)/length(u.dif)) 

    item = c(item, data1) 

  } 

   

  data$g.dif = item 

  data$itemFacetDIF = (data$g.dif*data$g.focal) + 

data$itemFacet 

   

  ### DFF 

  g.dff = rnorm(7, mean = 0, sd = g.dff.dff) 

  g.dff = c(0, g.dff) 

  g.dff[4] = 0 

  g.dff[6] = 0 

   

  data$dff1 = rep(g.dff[1], nrow(data)) 

  data$dff2 = rep(g.dff[2], nrow(data)) 

  data$dff3 = rep(g.dff[3], nrow(data)) 

  data$dff4 = rep(g.dff[4], nrow(data)) 

  data$dff5 = rep(g.dff[5], nrow(data)) 

  data$dff6 = rep(g.dff[6], nrow(data)) 

  data$dff7 = rep(g.dff[7], nrow(data)) 

  data$dff8 = rep(g.dff[8], nrow(data)) 

   

  data$g.i = data$dff1*data$g.focal + 

data$dff2*data$g.focal + data$dff3*data$g.focal + 

data$dff4*data$g.focal + data$dff5*data$g.focal + 
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data$dff6*data$g.focal + data$dff7*data$g.focal + 

data$dff8*data$g.focal + data$itemFacetDIF 

  data$DIF_DFF = data$g.dif + data$dff1 + data$dff2 + 

data$dff3 + data$dff4 + data$dff5 + data$dff6 + data$dff7 

+ data$dff8 

  ##### 

  ### Estimate Response 

  ##### 

  resp = c() 

  data1 = c() 

  p.resp = exp(data$person - 

data$g.i)/(1+(exp(data$person - data$g.i))) 

  for (t in 1:((n.pr+n.pf)*n.i)){ 

    data1 = rbinom(1,1,p.resp[t])   

    resp = c(resp, data1) 

  } 

  data$resp = resp 

   

   

  save(data, file = paste(save.loc, "Run2/Cell ", 

cell.lab, "/C", cell.lab, "_d", m, ".Rda", sep = "")) 

  save(g.dff, file = paste(save.loc, "Run2/Cell ", 

cell.lab, "/C", cell.lab, "_d", m, "_g.dff.Rda", sep = 

"")) 

  save(g.f, file = paste(save.loc, "Run2/Cell ", 

cell.lab, "/C", cell.lab, "_d", m, "_g.f.Rda", sep = "")) 

  save(g.person, file = paste(save.loc, "Run2/Cell ", 

cell.lab, "/C", cell.lab, "_d", m, "_g.person.Rda", sep = 

"")) 

  save(u.dif, file = paste(save.loc, "Run2/Cell ", 

cell.lab, "/C", cell.lab, "_d", m, "_u.dif.Rda", sep = 

"")) 

  save(g.f, file = paste(save.loc, "Run2/Cell ", 

cell.lab, "/C", cell.lab, "_d", m, "_facet.Rda", sep = 

"")) 

  save(gif.matrix, file = paste(save.loc, "Run2/Cell ", 

cell.lab, "/C", cell.lab, "_d", m, "_gif.matrix.Rda", sep 

= "")) 

  rm(list = ls()) 

} 
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### Factors - 1) Focal group size = equal and 1/3 

##            2) Distribution type = normal or skewed 

##            3) DFF presence = None or some 

##            4) DIF presence = None, some, or some 

within 

## Basic Parameters 

i=1 

for(m in 1:100){ 

n.i = 30 

n.pr = 1500 

n.pf = 1500 

g.impact = .10 

g.all = .0 

 

save.loc = "G:/stankel0/" 

cell.lab = 9 

i = (cell.lab*100)+m 

set.seed(i) 

u.dif.sd = .15 

g.ir.items = .4 

g.dff.dff = .1 

##### 

## Base 

##### 

 

### Create Person IDs 

data = c() 

person.id = seq(from = 1, to = (n.pf+n.pr)) 

person.id = rep(person.id, n.i) 

data$person.id = person.id 

data = data.frame(data) 

data$person.id = as.factor(data$person.id) 

 

### Create Item IDs 

item.id = seq(from = 1, to = n.i) 

item = c() 

data1 = c() 

for (t in 1:n.i){ 

  data1 = rep(item.id[t], nrow(data)/length(item.id)) 
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  item = c(item, data1) 

} 

data$item.id = item 

data$item.id = as.factor(data$item.id) 

 

 

## Create Q-Matrix 

q.string = 

c(0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1

,1,1, 

             

0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0

,0, 

             

1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0

,0, 

             

1,0,1,0,1,0,1,0,1,0,1,0,1,0,1,0,1,0,1,0,1,0,1,0,1,0,1,0,1

,0, 

             

0,1,0,1,0,1,0,1,0,1,0,1,0,1,0,1,0,1,0,1,0,1,0,1,0,1,0,1,0

,1, 

             

0,0,1,0,0,1,0,0,1,0,0,1,0,0,1,0,0,1,0,0,1,0,0,1,0,0,1,0,0

,1, 

             

0,1,0,0,1,0,0,1,0,0,1,0,0,1,0,0,1,0,0,1,0,0,1,0,0,1,0,0,1

,0, 

             

1,0,0,1,0,0,1,0,0,1,0,0,1,0,0,1,0,0,1,0,0,1,0,0,1,0,0,1,0

,1) 

 

q.matrix = matrix(rep(q.string, each = 1, times = 1), 

                  nrow = 30, ncol = 8) 

 

 

### Create facet matrix for dataset 

item = c() 

data1 = c() 

for (t in 1:n.i){ 
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  data1 = rep(q.matrix[t,1], 

nrow(data)/length(q.matrix[,1])) 

  item = c(item, data1) 

} 

data$facet1 = item 

 

item = c() 

data1 = c() 

for (t in 1:n.i){ 

  data1 = rep(q.matrix[t,2], 

nrow(data)/length(q.matrix[,2])) 

  item = c(item, data1) 

} 

data$facet2 = item 

 

item = c() 

data1 = c() 

for (t in 1:n.i){ 

  data1 = rep(q.matrix[t,3], 

nrow(data)/length(q.matrix[,3])) 

  item = c(item, data1) 

} 

data$facet3 = item 

 

item = c() 

data1 = c() 

for (t in 1:n.i){ 

  data1 = rep(q.matrix[t,4], 

nrow(data)/length(q.matrix[,4])) 

  item = c(item, data1) 

} 

data$facet4 = item 

 

item = c() 

data1 = c() 

for (t in 1:n.i){ 

  data1 = rep(q.matrix[t,5], 

nrow(data)/length(q.matrix[,5])) 

  item = c(item, data1) 

} 

data$facet5 = item 
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item = c() 

data1 = c() 

for (t in 1:n.i){ 

  data1 = rep(q.matrix[t,6], 

nrow(data)/length(q.matrix[,6])) 

  item = c(item, data1) 

} 

data$facet6 = item 

 

item = c() 

data1 = c() 

for (t in 1:n.i){ 

  data1 = rep(q.matrix[t,7], 

nrow(data)/length(q.matrix[,7])) 

  item = c(item, data1) 

} 

data$facet7 = item 

 

item = c() 

data1 = c() 

for (t in 1:n.i){ 

  data1 = rep(q.matrix[t,8], 

nrow(data)/length(q.matrix[,8])) 

  item = c(item, data1) 

} 

data$facet8 = item 

 

##### 

## Persons 

##### 

 

### Reference Group 

u.p = rnorm(n.pr, mean = g.all, sd = 1) 

data.r = data.frame(u.p) 

data.r$g.focal = 0 

 

### Focal Group 

u.p = rnorm(n.pf, mean = (g.all-g.impact), sd = 1) 

data.f = data.frame(u.p) 

data.f$g.focal = 1 
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### Combine Groups 

g.person = rbind(data.f, data.r) 

data$person = rep(g.person$u.p, n.i) 

data$g.focal = rep(g.person$g.focal, n.i) 

 

###### 

# Items 

##### 

 

### Create Facet Difficulties 

g.f = c(-.40, .10, .80, .00, .30, .00, -.30, .20) 

f.matrix = matrix(rep(g.f, each = n.i), 

                  nrow = n.i, ncol = 8) 

 

data$g.f1 = data$facet1 * g.f[1] 

data$g.f2 = data$facet2 * g.f[2] 

data$g.f3 = data$facet3 * g.f[3] 

data$g.f4 = data$facet4 * g.f[4] 

data$g.f5 = data$facet5 * g.f[5] 

data$g.f6 = data$facet6 * g.f[6] 

data$g.f7 = data$facet7 * g.f[7] 

data$g.f8 = data$facet8 * g.f[8] 

 

 

## Combine Q-matrix and Facet Difficulties 

g.f.matrix = q.matrix*f.matrix 

 

 

## Create item residual difficulties 

g.ir = rsn(n = n.i, xi = 0, omega = 0.65223, alpha = -7) 

g.ir = g.ir - mean(g.ir) 

g.i.matrix = matrix(g.ir, nrow = n.i, ncol = 1) 

 

item = c() 

data1 = c() 

for (t in 1:n.i){ 

  data1 = rep(g.ir[t], nrow(data)/length(g.ir)) 

  item = c(item, data1) 

} 

data$g.ir = item 
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## Create Final Item Difficulty Matrix & Individual Item 

Difficulties 

gif.matrix = cbind(g.f.matrix, g.ir) 

g.items = rowSums(gif.matrix) 

data$itemFacet = data$g.f1 + data$g.f2 + data$g.f3 + 

data$g.f4 + data$g.f5 + data$g.f6 + data$g.f7 + data$g.f8 

+ data$g.ir 

 

### Create item difficulties and add to dataset 

item = c() 

data1 = c() 

for (t in 1:n.i){ 

  data1 = rep(g.items[t], nrow(data)/length(g.items))   

  item = c(item, data1) 

} 

data$g.i = item 

 

### 

u.dif = rnorm(n.i-1, mean = 0, sd = u.dif.sd) 

u.dif = c(0,u.dif) 

item = c() 

data1 = c() 

for (t in 1:n.i){ 

  data1 = rep(u.dif[t], nrow(data)/length(u.dif)) 

  item = c(item, data1) 

} 

 

data$g.dif = item 

data$itemFacetDIF = (data$g.dif*data$g.focal) + 

data$itemFacet 

 

### DFF 

g.dff = rnorm(7, mean = 0, sd = g.dff.dff) 

g.dff = c(0, g.dff) 

g.dff[4] = 0 

g.dff[6] = 0 

 

data$dff1 = rep(g.dff[1], nrow(data)) 

data$dff2 = rep(g.dff[2], nrow(data)) 

data$dff3 = rep(g.dff[3], nrow(data)) 
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data$dff4 = rep(g.dff[4], nrow(data)) 

data$dff5 = rep(g.dff[5], nrow(data)) 

data$dff6 = rep(g.dff[6], nrow(data)) 

data$dff7 = rep(g.dff[7], nrow(data)) 

data$dff8 = rep(g.dff[8], nrow(data)) 

 

data$g.i = data$dff1*data$g.focal + 

data$dff2*data$g.focal + data$dff3*data$g.focal + 

data$dff4*data$g.focal + data$dff5*data$g.focal + 

data$dff6*data$g.focal + data$dff7*data$g.focal + 

data$dff8*data$g.focal + data$itemFacetDIF 

data$DIF_DFF = data$g.dif + data$dff1 + data$dff2 + 

data$dff3 + data$dff4 + data$dff5 + data$dff6 + data$dff7 

+ data$dff8 

##### 

### Estimate Response 

##### 

resp = c() 

data1 = c() 

p.resp = exp(data$person - data$g.i)/(1+(exp(data$person 

- data$g.i))) 

for (t in 1:((n.pr+n.pf)*n.i)){ 

  data1 = rbinom(1,1,p.resp[t])   

  resp = c(resp, data1) 

} 

data$resp = resp 

 

 

save(data, file = paste(save.loc, "Run2/Cell ", cell.lab, 

"/C", cell.lab, "_d", m, ".Rda", sep = "")) 

save(g.dff, file = paste(save.loc, "Run2/Cell ", 

cell.lab, "/C", cell.lab, "_d", m, "_g.dff.Rda", sep = 

"")) 

save(g.f, file = paste(save.loc, "Run2/Cell ", cell.lab, 

"/C", cell.lab, "_d", m, "_g.f.Rda", sep = "")) 

save(g.person, file = paste(save.loc, "Run2/Cell ", 

cell.lab, "/C", cell.lab, "_d", m, "_g.person.Rda", sep = 

"")) 

save(u.dif, file = paste(save.loc, "Run2/Cell ", 

cell.lab, "/C", cell.lab, "_d", m, "_u.dif.Rda", sep = 

"")) 
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save(g.f, file = paste(save.loc, "Run2/Cell ", cell.lab, 

"/C", cell.lab, "_d", m, "_facet.Rda", sep = "")) 

save(gif.matrix, file = paste(save.loc, "Run2/Cell ", 

cell.lab, "/C", cell.lab, "_d", m, "_gif.matrix.Rda", sep 

= "")) 

rm(list = ls()) 

} 

 

 

 

.libPaths("G:/stankel0") 

require(lme4) 

require(plyr) 

 

# fitSumMat1 = data.frame(matrix(, nrow = 0, ncol = 5)) 

# iSumMat1 = data.frame(matrix(, nrow=0, ncol = 7)) 

# itemMat1 = data.frame(matrix(, nrow=0, ncol = 7)) 

# impactMat1 = data.frame(matrix(, nrow=0, ncol = 4)) 

# fSumMat1 = data.frame(matrix(, nrow=0, ncol = 10)) 

# pSumMat1 = data.frame(matrix(, nrow=0, ncol = 7)) 

# personMat1 = data.frame(matrix(, nrow=0, ncol = 7)) 

#  

# save(fitSumMat1, 

file="G:/stankel0/Run2/SumStats/fitSumMat.Rda") 

# save(iSumMat1, 

file="G:/stankel0/Run2/SumStats/iSumMat.Rda") 

# save(itemMat1, 

file="G:/stankel0/Run2/SumStats/itemMat.Rda") 

# save(impactMat1, 

file="G:/stankel0/Run2/SumStats/impactMat.Rda") 

# save(fSumMat1, 

file="G:/stankel0/Run2/SumStats/fSumMat.Rda") 

# save(pSumMat1, 

file="G:/stankel0/Run2/SumStats/pSumMat.Rda") 

# save(personMat1, 

file="G:/stankel0/Run2/SumStats/personMat.Rda") 

# rm(list = ls()) 

 

dis_summary = function(i, j){ 

  cell = j 

  dataset = i 
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  load("G:/stankel0/Run2/SumStats/fitSumMat.Rda") 

  load("G:/stankel0/Run2/SumStats/iSumMat.Rda") 

  load("G:/stankel0/Run2/SumStats/itemMat.Rda") 

  load("G:/stankel0/Run2/SumStats/impactMat.Rda") 

  load("G:/stankel0/Run2/SumStats/fSumMat.Rda") 

  load("G:/stankel0/Run2/SumStats/pSumMat.Rda") 

  load("G:/stankel0/Run2/SumStats/personMat.Rda") 

  load(paste("G:/stankel0/Run2/Cell 

",cell,"/C",cell,"_d",dataset,".Rda",sep="")) 

  load(paste("G:/stankel0/Run2/Cell 

",cell,"/C",cell,"_d",dataset,"_facet.Rda",sep="")) 

  load(paste("G:/stankel0/Run2/Cell 

",cell,"/C",cell,"_d",dataset,"_g.dff.Rda",sep="")) 

  load(paste("G:/stankel0/Run2/Cell 

",cell,"/C",cell,"_d",dataset,"_g.person.Rda",sep="")) 

  load(paste("G:/stankel0/Run2/Cell 

",cell,"/C",cell,"_d",dataset,"_gif.matrix.Rda",sep="")) 

  load(paste("G:/stankel0/Run2/Cell 

",cell,"/C",cell,"_d",dataset,"_u.dif.Rda",sep="")) 

  load(paste("G:/stankel0/Run2/Cell 

",cell,"/C",cell,"_d",dataset,"_m1.Rda",sep="")) 

  load(paste("G:/stankel0/Run2/Cell 

",cell,"/C",cell,"_d",dataset,"_m2.Rda",sep="")) 

  load(paste("G:/stankel0/Run2/Cell 

",cell,"/C",cell,"_d",dataset,"_m3.Rda",sep="")) 

  load(paste("G:/stankel0/Run2/Cell 

",cell,"/C",cell,"_d",dataset,"_m4.Rda",sep="")) 

   

  ##### 

  ### Item Information 

  ##### 

  itemMat = data.frame(rep(paste("C", cell, sep=""),30)) 

  itemMat[,2] = rep(paste("d", dataset, sep=""),30) 

  itemMat[,3] = rowSums(gif.matrix) 

  for(i in 1:length(rownames(itemMat))) { 

    rownames(itemMat)[i] = paste("i", i, sep="")   

  } 

  itemMat[,4] = -m1@beta 

  itemMat[,5] = -m2@beta[1:30] 

   

  facMat = data.frame(data[data$person.id == 1,][3:10]) 
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  for(i in 1:length(rownames(facMat))) { 

    rownames(facMat)[i] = paste("i", i, sep="")   

  } 

  facMat[,1] = -facMat[,1]*m3@beta[1] 

  facMat[,2] = -facMat[,2]*m3@beta[2] 

  facMat[,3] = -facMat[,3]*m3@beta[3] 

  facMat[,4] = -facMat[,4]*0 

  facMat[,5] = -facMat[,5]*m3@beta[4] 

  facMat[,6] = -facMat[,6]*0 

  facMat[,7] = -facMat[,7]*m3@beta[5] 

  facMat[,8] = -facMat[,8]*m3@beta[6] 

   

  itemMat[,6] = rowSums(facMat) 

   

  facMat = data.frame(data[data$person.id == 1,][3:10]) 

  for(i in 1:length(rownames(facMat))) { 

    rownames(facMat)[i] = paste("i", i, sep="")   

  } 

  facMat[,1] = -facMat[,1]*m4@beta[1] 

  facMat[,2] = -facMat[,2]*m4@beta[2] 

  facMat[,3] = -facMat[,3]*m4@beta[3] 

  facMat[,4] = -facMat[,4]*0 

  facMat[,5] = -facMat[,5]*m4@beta[4] 

  facMat[,6] = -facMat[,6]*0 

  facMat[,7] = -facMat[,7]*m4@beta[5] 

  facMat[,8] = -facMat[,8]*m4@beta[6] 

  facMat[,9] = -ranef(m4)$item.id[[1]] 

  itemMat[,7] = rowSums(facMat) 

  names(itemMat) = c("cell", "dataset", "true", "m1est", 

"m2est", "m3est", "m4est") 

   

  itemMat 

  ##### 

  ### Item Summary 

  ##### 

  iSumMat = data.frame(matrix(, nrow = 4, ncol = 0)) 

  iSumMat$cell = 

data.frame(rep(paste("C",cell,sep=""),4)) 

  names(iSumMat)[1]= "cell" 

  iSumMat$dataset = rep(paste("d",dataset,sep=""),4) 

  iSumMat$model = c("m1","m2","m3","m4") 
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  ### Item Correlations 

  iSumMat$cor[1] = cor(itemMat$m1est, itemMat$true) 

  iSumMat$cor[2] = cor(itemMat$m2est, itemMat$true) 

  iSumMat$cor[3] = cor(itemMat$m3est, itemMat$true) 

  iSumMat$cor[4] = cor(itemMat$m4est, itemMat$true) 

   

  ### Item Bias 

  iSumMat$bias[1] = mean(itemMat$m1est - itemMat$true) 

  iSumMat$bias[2] = mean(itemMat$m2est - itemMat$true) 

  iSumMat$bias[3] = mean(itemMat$m3est - itemMat$true) 

  iSumMat$bias[4] = mean(itemMat$m4est - itemMat$true) 

   

  iSumMat$absbias[1] = mean(abs(itemMat$m1est - 

itemMat$true)) 

  iSumMat$absbias[2] = mean(abs(itemMat$m2est - 

itemMat$true)) 

  iSumMat$absbias[3] = mean(abs(itemMat$m3est - 

itemMat$true)) 

  iSumMat$absbias[4] = mean(abs(itemMat$m4est - 

itemMat$true)) 

   

  ### Item RSME 

  iSumMat$rsme[1] = mean((itemMat$m1est - 

itemMat$true)^2) 

  iSumMat$rsme[2] = mean((itemMat$m2est - 

itemMat$true)^2) 

  iSumMat$rsme[3] = mean((itemMat$m3est - 

itemMat$true)^2) 

  iSumMat$rsme[4] = mean((itemMat$m4est - 

itemMat$true)^2) 

   

  iSumMat 

  ##### 

  ### Person Estimates 

  ##### 

  personMat = data.frame(unique(data$person)) 

  names(personMat) = "true" 

  personMat$m1est = ranef(m1)$person.id[[1]] 

  personMat$m2est = ranef(m2)$person.id[[1]] 

  personMat$m3est = ranef(m3)$person.id[[1]] 
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  personMat$m4est = ranef(m4)$person.id[[1]] 

  personMat$cell = rep(paste("C", cell, sep=""), 

length(personMat$true)) 

  personMat$dataset = rep(paste("d", dataset, sep=""), 

length(personMat$true)) 

  personMat = personMat[c("cell", "dataset", "true", 

"m1est", "m2est", "m3est", "m4est")] 

   

  ##### 

  ##### Person Summary table 

  ##### 

  pSumMat = data.frame(matrix(, nrow = 4, ncol = 0)) 

  pSumMat$cell = 

data.frame(rep(paste("C",cell,sep=""),4)) 

  names(pSumMat)[1]= "cell" 

  pSumMat$dataset = rep(paste("d",dataset,sep=""),4) 

  pSumMat$model = c("m1","m2","m3","m4") 

   

  ### Person Correlation 

  pSumMat$cor[1] = cor(personMat$m1est, personMat$true) 

  pSumMat$cor[2] = cor(personMat$m2est, personMat$true) 

  pSumMat$cor[3] = cor(personMat$m3est, personMat$true) 

  pSumMat$cor[4] = cor(personMat$m4est, personMat$true) 

   

  ### Person Bias 

  pSumMat$bias[1] = mean(personMat$m1est - 

personMat$true) 

  pSumMat$bias[2] = mean(personMat$m2est - 

personMat$true) 

  pSumMat$bias[3] = mean(personMat$m3est - 

personMat$true) 

  pSumMat$bias[4] = mean(personMat$m4est - 

personMat$true) 

   

  pSumMat$absbias[1] = mean(abs(personMat$m1est - 

personMat$true)) 

  pSumMat$absbias[2] = mean(abs(personMat$m2est - 

personMat$true)) 

  pSumMat$absbias[3] = mean(abs(personMat$m3est - 

personMat$true)) 
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  pSumMat$absbias[4] = mean(abs(personMat$m4est - 

personMat$true)) 

   

  ### Person RSME 

  pSumMat$rsme[1] = mean((personMat$m1est - 

personMat$true)^2) 

  pSumMat$rsme[2] = mean((personMat$m2est - 

personMat$true)^2) 

  pSumMat$rsme[3] = mean((personMat$m3est - 

personMat$true)^2) 

  pSumMat$rsme[4] = mean((personMat$m4est - 

personMat$true)^2) 

   

  ### Rasch Estimates 

  rasch.rel.m1 = function(m1){ 

    test = c() 

    test2 = c() 

    for(i in 1:length(rownames(ranef(m1)$person.id))){ 

      test = rep(rownames(ranef(m1)$person.id)[i],30) 

      test2 = c(test2, test) 

    } 

    dataMat = data.frame(test2) 

    names(dataMat) = "person.id" 

    test = c() 

    test2 = c() 

    for(i in 1:length(rownames(ranef(m1)$person.id))){ 

      test = rep(ranef(m1)$person.id[[1]][i],30) 

      test2 = c(test2, test) 

    } 

    dataMat$theta = test2 

    dataMat$beta = 

rep(m1@beta,length(rownames(ranef(m1)$person.id))) 

    dataMat$resp = data$resp 

    dataMat$prob = exp(dataMat$theta - dataMat$beta)/(1 + 

exp(dataMat$theta - dataMat$beta)) 

    var(ddply(dataMat, "person.id",summarise, obs.score = 

sum(resp))$obs.score)/var(ddply(dataMat, 

"person.id",summarise, true.score = 

sum(prob))$true.score)   

  } 

  rasch.rel.m2 = function(m2){ 
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    test = c() 

    test2 = c() 

    for(i in 1:length(rownames(ranef(m2)$person.id))){ 

      test = rep(rownames(ranef(m2)$person.id)[i],30) 

      test2 = c(test2, test) 

    } 

    dataMat = data.frame(test2) 

    names(dataMat) = "person.id" 

    test = c() 

    test2 = c() 

    for(i in 1:length(rownames(ranef(m2)$person.id))){ 

      test = rep(ranef(m2)$person.id[[1]][i],30) 

      test2 = c(test2, test) 

    } 

    dataMat$theta = test2 

    dataMat$beta = 

rep(m2@beta[1:30],length(rownames(ranef(m2)$person.id))) 

    dataMat$resp = data$resp 

    dataMat$prob = exp(dataMat$theta - dataMat$beta)/(1 + 

exp(dataMat$theta - dataMat$beta)) 

    var(ddply(dataMat, "person.id",summarise, obs.score = 

sum(resp))$obs.score)/var(ddply(dataMat, 

"person.id",summarise, true.score = 

sum(prob))$true.score)   

  } 

  rasch.rel.m3 = function(m3){ 

    facMat = data.frame(data[data$person.id == 1,][3:10]) 

    for(i in 1:length(rownames(facMat))) { 

      rownames(facMat)[i] = paste("i", i, sep="")   

    } 

    facMat[,1] = -facMat[,1]*m3@beta[1] 

    facMat[,2] = -facMat[,2]*m3@beta[2] 

    facMat[,3] = -facMat[,3]*m3@beta[3] 

    facMat[,4] = -facMat[,4]*0 

    facMat[,5] = -facMat[,5]*m3@beta[4] 

    facMat[,6] = -facMat[,6]*0 

    facMat[,7] = -facMat[,7]*m3@beta[5] 

    facMat[,8] = -facMat[,8]*m3@beta[6] 

    test = c() 

    test2 = c() 

    for(i in 1:length(rownames(ranef(m3)$person.id))){ 
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      test = rep(rownames(ranef(m3)$person.id)[i],30) 

      test2 = c(test2, test) 

    } 

    dataMat = data.frame(test2) 

    names(dataMat) = "person.id" 

    test = c() 

    test2 = c() 

    for(i in 1:length(rownames(ranef(m3)$person.id))){ 

      test = rep(ranef(m3)$person.id[[1]][i],30) 

      test2 = c(test2, test) 

    } 

    dataMat$theta = test2 

    dataMat$beta = 

rep(rowSums(facMat),length(rownames(ranef(m3)$person.id))

) 

    dataMat$resp = data$resp 

    dataMat$prob = exp(dataMat$theta - dataMat$beta)/(1 + 

exp(dataMat$theta - dataMat$beta)) 

    var(ddply(dataMat, "person.id",summarise, obs.score = 

sum(resp))$obs.score)/var(ddply(dataMat, 

"person.id",summarise, true.score = 

sum(prob))$true.score)   

  } 

  rasch.rel.m4 = function(m4){ 

    facMat = data.frame(data[data$person.id == 1,][3:10]) 

    for(i in 1:length(rownames(facMat))) { 

      rownames(facMat)[i] = paste("i", i, sep="")   

    } 

    facMat[,1] = -facMat[,1]*m4@beta[1] 

    facMat[,2] = -facMat[,2]*m4@beta[2] 

    facMat[,3] = -facMat[,3]*m4@beta[3] 

    facMat[,4] = -facMat[,4]*0 

    facMat[,5] = -facMat[,5]*m4@beta[4] 

    facMat[,6] = -facMat[,6]*0 

    facMat[,7] = -facMat[,7]*m4@beta[5] 

    facMat[,8] = -facMat[,8]*m4@beta[6] 

    facMat[,9] = -ranef(m4)$item.id[[1]]   

    test = c() 

    test2 = c() 

    for(i in 1:length(rownames(ranef(m4)$person.id))){ 

      test = rep(rownames(ranef(m4)$person.id)[i],30) 
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      test2 = c(test2, test) 

    } 

    dataMat = data.frame(test2) 

    names(dataMat) = "person.id" 

    test = c() 

    test2 = c() 

    for(i in 1:length(rownames(ranef(m4)$person.id))){ 

      test = rep(ranef(m4)$person.id[[1]][i],30) 

      test2 = c(test2, test) 

    } 

    dataMat$theta = test2 

    dataMat$beta = 

rep(rowSums(facMat),length(rownames(ranef(m4)$person.id))

) 

    dataMat$resp = data$resp 

    dataMat$prob = exp(dataMat$theta - dataMat$beta)/(1 + 

exp(dataMat$theta - dataMat$beta)) 

    var(ddply(dataMat, "person.id",summarise, obs.score = 

sum(resp))$obs.score)/var(ddply(dataMat, 

"person.id",summarise, true.score = 

sum(prob))$true.score)   

  } 

  pSumMat$reli[1] = rasch.rel.m1(m1) 

  pSumMat$reli[2] = rasch.rel.m2(m2) 

  pSumMat$reli[3] = rasch.rel.m3(m3) 

  pSumMat$reli[4] = rasch.rel.m4(m4) 

   

  ##### 

  ### Impact Matrix 

  ##### 

  impactMat = data.frame(matrix(, nrow = 3, ncol = 0)) 

  impactMat$cell = rep(paste("C",cell,sep=""),3) 

  impactMat$dataset = rep(paste("d",dataset,sep=""),3) 

  impactMat$model = c("m2","m3","m4") 

  impactMat$est[1] = -m2@beta[31]  

  impactMat$est[2] = -m3@beta[7] 

  impactMat$est[3] = -m4@beta[7] 

  impactMat 

   

   

  ##### 
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  ### Facet Understanding 

  ##### 

  fSumMat = data.frame(matrix(, nrow = 2, ncol = 0)) 

  fSumMat$cell = rep(paste("c", cell, sep=""),2) 

  fSumMat$dataset = rep(paste("d", dataset, sep=""),2) 

  fSumMat$model = c("m3", "m4") 

  fSumMat$facet1[1] = -m3@beta[1] 

  fSumMat$facet1[2] = -m4@beta[1] 

  fSumMat$facet2[1] = -m3@beta[2] 

  fSumMat$facet2[2] = -m4@beta[2] 

  fSumMat$facet3[1] = -m3@beta[3] 

  fSumMat$facet3[2] = -m4@beta[3] 

  fSumMat$facet5[1] = -m3@beta[4] 

  fSumMat$facet5[2] = -m4@beta[4] 

  fSumMat$facet7[1] = -m3@beta[5] 

  fSumMat$facet7[2] = -m4@beta[5] 

  fSumMat$facet8[1] = -m3@beta[6] 

  fSumMat$facet8[2] = -m4@beta[6] 

   

  fSumMat$mean_se[1] = mean(sqrt(diag(vcov(m3)))[1:6]) 

  fSumMat$mean_se[2] = mean(sqrt(diag(vcov(m4)))[1:6]) 

   

  fSumMat 

   

  ##### 

  ### Fit Understanding 

  ##### 

  fitSumMat = data.frame(matrix(, nrow = 4, ncol = 0)) 

  fitSumMat$cell = rep(paste("c", cell, sep=""),4) 

  fitSumMat$dataset = rep(paste("d", dataset, sep=""),4) 

  fitSumMat$model = c("m1","m2","m3", "m4") 

   

  fitSumMat$AIC[1] = AIC(m1) 

  fitSumMat$AIC[2] = AIC(m2) 

  fitSumMat$AIC[3] = AIC(m3) 

  fitSumMat$AIC[4] = AIC(m4) 

   

  fitSumMat$BIC[1] = BIC(m1) 

  fitSumMat$BIC[2] = BIC(m2) 

  fitSumMat$BIC[3] = BIC(m3) 

  fitSumMat$BIC[4] = BIC(m4) 
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  names(iSumMat$cell) = "details" 

  iSumMat$cell = iSumMat$cell$details 

  names(pSumMat$cell) = "details" 

  pSumMat$cell = pSumMat$cell$details 

   

  fitSumMat1 = rbind(fitSumMat1, fitSumMat) 

  iSumMat1 = rbind(iSumMat1, iSumMat) 

  itemMat1 = rbind(itemMat1, itemMat) 

  impactMat1 = rbind(impactMat1, impactMat) 

  fSumMat1 = rbind(fSumMat1, fSumMat) 

  pSumMat1 = rbind(pSumMat1, pSumMat) 

  personMat1 = rbind(personMat1, personMat) 

 

 

  save(fitSumMat1, 

file="G:/stankel0/Run2/SumStats/fitSumMat.Rda") 

  save(iSumMat1, 

file="G:/stankel0/Run2/SumStats/iSumMat.Rda") 

  save(itemMat1, 

file="G:/stankel0/Run2/SumStats/itemMat.Rda") 

  save(impactMat1, 

file="G:/stankel0/Run2/SumStats/impactMat.Rda") 

  save(fSumMat1, 

file="G:/stankel0/Run2/SumStats/fSumMat.Rda") 

  save(pSumMat1, 

file="G:/stankel0/Run2/SumStats/pSumMat.Rda") 

#  save(personMat1, 

file="G:/stankel0/Run2/SumStats/personMat.Rda") 

} 

 

##### 

for(i in 1:100) { 

  for(j in 1:28) { 

    dis_summary(i,j) 

  } 

} 

 


